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CHAPTER I
MATURE Am  PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
Reflected in the hundreds of studies which have 
appeared in recent years dealing with attempts to predict 
some aspect of scholastic achievement is the concern of 
college and university administrators with student mortality. 
This concern has been heightened during the last six years 
due to the fact that the Increase in the number of students 
entering instltutulons of higher learning following the close 
of World War II has been accompanied by a corresponding in­
crease in student mortality.
Because of the difficulty of ascertaining the causes 
of student mortality in all Instances, relatively few studies 
have been made in this area.̂  Those that have been made, 
however, give support to Bird’s comment that n0f the many 
thousands of young people who enter college only a minority 
are actually entitled to believe that they will graduate 
within the usually allotted four years.
^Anna Jean Hanson, nAn Analysis of Personality Characteristics of ’Drop Out’ Students at Montana State University," (unpublished Master’s thesis, Montana State 
University, Missoula, 1951), p- 3*
^C. Bird and B. Bird, Learning More by Effective Study. (New York: D. Apple ton-Century Company, Inc., l'9l|jS>), p. 237*
z
In a study of college student mortality as it affected 
sixty universities, MeKeely^ found that of every one hundred 
students who entered college, forty-five failed to continue 
and only about thirty-two out of the one hundred received 
degrees* Of the known causes of mortality as presented by 
McMeely, there were indications that the greatest proportion 
probably resulted from dismissal because of failure In academic 
work.
Kuth Y. Welntraub and Ruth E. Salley^ found in a study 
of 1,061|> freshmen at Hunter College that low scholarship was 
the principal contributing factor for students' dropping out 
of college* Ihey found that 1*5 per cent of all drop outs 
very probably were the result of low grades or were coinci­
dental with grades below the average for graduation.
A recent study conducted at the University of Washington 
discloses that in September of 191*6* high school graduates
entered that university as freshmen. By September of 19V7 
twelve hundred were no longer enrolled In the university. 
September of the following year found 1,625, or JO per cent 
of the original number of students out of the university, and
3jpfan H. MeMsely, “College Student Mortality," Office 
of Higher Education Bulletin, Mo. 11 (Washington, D. C: United States Government Printing Office, 193?) > P* lOfy..
^Ruth Y. Welntraub and Kuth E. Salley, "Graduation Prospects of an Entering Freshman, * Journal of Educational Research, 39:ll6-26, October, 191*5*
3
by September , 19k-9f one thousand eight hundred forty-three, 
or 3U- per cent had dropped out.^
The possibility that student mortality due to academic 
failure may be a very serious problem at Montana State Univer­
sity is .pointed out by the data presented .in Table I. The 
table shows that upon the termination of their studies in the 
year 19^6-1|.7, 51 per cent of the freshmen studied had grade 
point averages below C, the required average for graduation.
The high rate of student mortality alone indicates 
the need for an evaluation of the validity of the data which 
is available to university advisers and counselors at any 
particular institution to the end-that the fallibility of 
staff guidance may be reduced to a minimum*
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study (l) to evaluate the Quantitive, linguistic, and Total 
scores on the American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination, hereinafter referred to as the ACE, and scores 
on the Cooperative English Test as to their relative validity 
In predicting academic success in the various schools, divisions, 
and departments at Montana State University; and (2) to estab­
lish probability tables based on the scores of these tests.
^Melvin A. Angell and others, wAn Evaluation of General and Specific Entrance Requirements of the University of Washington,tf (unpublished Doctor’s dissertation, The University 
of Washington, Seattle, 1950)> p* k*
5
Importance of the study* Prediction of success in 
college has been stressed by authorities as fundamental to 
the educational counseling procedure. To counselors and 
faculty advisers at Montana State University there are avail­
able, at the present time, three basic sources of Information 
relative to the scholastic ability of entering freshmen: the
high school record, scores on the ACE, and scores on the 
Cooperative English Test.
While the high school record has had widespread use 
for predictive purposes, its limitations are pointed out by 
Borow in the following paragraph:
Traditionally the high school record, in one form or another, has provided the chief line of evidence bearing upon an applicant’s qualifications for collegiate training. That this should have been so seems reasonable. Psycholo­gists have long recognised that the most dependable fore­casts of one’s performance in some pending situation are generally those which stem from knowledge of that indivi­dual’s past performance in similar .situations. It Is palpable that the secondary school experience Is the one activity In the college applicant’s past which bears closest resemblance to the college program he seeks to enter. Yet the high school record possesses many defects as a device for predicting college achievement. For one thing, the course grades which it comprises are frequen­tly too heavily determined by non-objective standards.For another, grading systems differ widely from one secon- . dary school to another so that It becomes difficult to make comparative evaluations of college applicants from different localities. It has been for these reasons, among others, that those concerned with the prognosis of college performance have sought, as supplements to the college record, other measures of appraising the quali­fications of candidates.&
^Henry Borow. “Current Problems in the Prediction of College Performance, 1 The American Association of Collegiate Registrars Journal, 22:lî -15>, October, \yi4b .
6
The ACE has been adopted at Montana State University 
as a supplement to the high school record for the purposes 
of prediction. Chapter II of this thesis points out the fact 
that previous studies of the ACS indicate the need for its 
validation in the situation In which it is used* These facts 
would appear to strongly recommend an evaluation of the exam­
ination relative to its validity as a predictive Instrument 
for students registering in specific schools, divisions, and 
departments of this university* Further, since the Cooperative 
English Test Is administered to all entering freshmen at the 
university, and since this test purports to measure achievement 
In expression and reading comprehension, skills generally con­
sidered as essential to academic success, it was considered 
Important to study its value also as a predictive instrument 
at this university.
Organization of the thesis. In Chapter II will be 
presented a review of the literature pertaining to the problem. 
Studies in general and differential prognosis from various 
testing instruments will be summarized and related to the 
problem.
Chapter III will consist of the methods and materials 
employed in the study. A description of the ACE, a description 
of the Cooperative English Test, a table of the departments 
and schools concerned In the study, a description of the 
population used, and finally, a consideration of the statistical
employed; will eomprise th® contents- of this chapter*
•: ftiO' report of the atud^ will,' be contained %m Chapter If * 
in which- ilmdings will-be related to the - stated purpose of • the 
atudf*
A wtiL conclusions will be presented in Chapter f»
together with roe emendations and amggeated further research* 
f&biea of probability which were derived from the 
study appear In the appendix for eonirenient reference.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE bITERATUBE
During the past fifteen years, over one thousand 
studies have appeared which have attempted to evaluate one 
or more tests for the purpose of predicting some aspect of 
scholastic achievement. ̂ Since It was a primary purpose of 
this study to evaluate the ACE and Cooperative English Test 
as instruments for differential prediction of academic success 
in various schools and departments, no attempt will be made 
to canvass the entire field of prognosis. A brief summary of 
the general literature on prognosis, followed by a more de­
tailed summary of the literature on differential prognosis will 
constitute the material of the present chap ter.
General prediction of academic success in college from 
measures of general mental ability. In a summary of the litera­
ture to 1931}. as to the use of general mental tests in prognosis, 
Segel^ listed fifteen studies in *#iich the ACE was used as the 
predietive item. He found correlation coefficients ranging 
from .62 to .32.
*-R. M. W. Travers, ”Prediction of Achievement,1 School 
and Society, 70*293, November S, 19̂ -9*
^David Segel, nPrediction of Success In College,n Office of Education Bulletin Ho. 15, (Washington, D. Ci United 
States Government Printing Office, 193lj.}» P* &9*
9
A similar wide range of correlation coefficients from 
institution to institution is reflected in a study by 
Burf linger. ̂ He reports correlations between college scholar­
ship and the total score on the ACE as *IjB in a study at the 
University of Oregon, *62 in a study at Colorado State College, 
and *30 and *lj.7 in two studies at the University of California 
College of Agriculture*
An invaluable summary of measures of general mental 
ability as predictors of college success has been presented 
by Garret* As a result of a review of ninety-four studies, 
a listing of which has been adapted from Garret1 s survey and 
presented for easy reference in Table I, he reached, among 
others, the following conclusions!
The American Council on Education Psychological Examination scores correlated consistently higher with the criterion than did those of other tests, probably due to successful effort to measure both differential as well as verbal mental abilities*
There is a closer correlation between intelligence test scores and later college grades for those scoring high in Intelligence, than for those scoring average or low in intelligence. This would indicate that students with high intelligence tend to succeed in college in spite of all other factors operating. With students of lesser mental ability, however, some may put other factors into operation to bring them scholastic success, and some may not. This uncertainty makes it more difficult toj predict scholastic success in college for this group.
^G. w . Burflinger, **The Prediction of College Success! A Summary of Recent Findings,” American Association of College 
Registrars Journal, 19*70* 0ctober, 191*3•
^Harley F. Garret, ”A Review and Interpretation of Investigations of Factors Related to Scholastic Success in Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Teachers Colleges," Journal of Experimental Education, 28*107, December, 19^9*
10
It nay be noted from Table H  that while the range of 
coefficients for the ninety-four studies is from .17 to .67* 
the range for the twenty-five studies involving the ACE is 
relatively much narrower, being from .38 to .67. This latter 
range, however, Is certainly wide enough to substantiate, the * 
conclusion reached by Crawford and Burnham, ̂ as a result of 
their study of the ACE, to the effect that it is one of the 
best modern intelligence tests, but that it should be properly 
calibrated to meet the demands of a given situation.
General prediction of academic success in college from 
measures of achievement in specific subject matter fields. - 
While, the literature under general prediction of academic 
success in college from measures of achievement in specific 
subject matter fields is not as extensive as is that pert&Ining 
to prediction from general measures of intelligence, it has, 
nevertheless, a history of at least twenty-five years. Garret^ 
has presented a comprehensive review of studies In this field 
also, but since this thesis Is concerned with achievement In 
English and reading as measured by the Cooperative English Test, 
only those studies relating to such fields have been extracted 
from Garret1© work for presentation in Table III. The wide
^Albert B. Crawford and Paul 3. Burnham, Forecasting College Achievement (Hew Haven: Yal© University Press, l$jlo),
p. 99*
^Garret, Op. clt., pp. 102-3.
XX
TABLE II
STUDIES IK THE CORRELATIOK OF' IHTELLIGEHCE WITH
GEHERAL SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS IH COLLEGE *
Date Reference Institution Test Time
1919 Bridges Ohio State U. Army Alpha ' P1919 BeCaiap Penn. State Army Alpha1920 DeCamp Penn. State Army Alpha .1|JL
1919 DeCarap Penn. State Thurstons IV ♦321920 DeCamp Penn. State Blnet (Stanf* Rev.) 4?1917 Johnson tJ. of Minnesota Army Alpha •631919 Louttet William Smith Army Alpha (women) *231919 Douttet Hobart College Army Alpha (men) *321918 Van Wagenen U. of Minnesota Army Alpha 1 sem. •391918 Van Wagenen U. of Minnesota Army Alpha 2 yrs.
1919 Murray Sweet Briar Thurstons 1 yr. *3k1919 Murray Sweet Briar Thurstone 2 yra. .481920 Murray Sweet Briar Thurstons 1 yr. .421921 Murray Sweet Briar Thurstons 1 yr* Jill19X9 Wood Columbia U. Thorndike 1 yr.1919 Wood Columbia U. Thorndike 2 yrs. .621920 Colvin Brown U. Army Alpha 1 tr. •{41920 Colvin Brown U. Army Alpha 1 yr. M1922 Colvin Brown U. Army Alpha 1 tr. *5319 22 Colvin Brown U. Thorndike 2 yrs. *<31922 Colvin Brown U. Army Alpha 2 yrs. .Ip
1923 Colvin Brown U . Thorndike 1 yr. -371921 Ellefson Milligan College Otis Group .$01921 Ernst Pittsburg TJ. Army Alpha *331923 Arlitt Bryn Mawr S tanford- B ine t .301923 Averill Ilonnal School Otis Self-Admin. .61
1923 Binnewles S. Dakota State
49Teachers Coll. Terman Group1923 Binnewles S. Dak. St. TC Miller Mental Abll. -1|31923 Binnewles S. Dak. St. TC Otis Self-Admin. •391921 Root Pittsburg U. Thorndike •51192^ Edgerton Ohio State U. Ohio State Psych
192!|.
Exam, (women; .65Edgerton Ohio State U. Ohio State Psych
49Exam, (men)192? Culler Miami U. Otis Self- 48Admin. 1 sem.1925 Culler Miami U. Otis Self-Admin. 2 sem. 4o
12
• TABLE II {continued)
STUDIES IH THE CORRELATION OF INTELLIGENCE WITHGENERAL SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS IN COLLEGE
Date Reference Institution ’ Test Time
1925 Guiler • Miami 0. Terman Group (both) 491925 Guiler Miami 0. Teraan Group 1 sem. 491925 Guiler Miami 0. Terman Group 2 sem. ■48
1925 Guiler Miami 0. Terman Group (both) -.521926 ■ Bolenbaugh &
•451926 Proctor Stanford 0.
ThorndikeBolenbaugh &Proctor Stanford 0. Thorndike •371926 Condi1 Colo. St. Ag. Col.Thurstone ■•ki1926 Condi1 Colo. St. Ag. Col.Thurston©
1927 Cleeton Carnegie I. T, Thorndike * / 451927 Jones Indiana STC Detroit InterestTest 451927 Pierson & ■ ji-3Nettels "Colleges11 Teraan Group1927 Whitney Colo. STC Thurs tone .1)81928 Schultz Penn. 0. Coll.of Educ. Terman Group ■3b1928 Barston Oberlin College Ohio State Psych.Exam (men) .621928 Barston Oberlin College Ohio State Psych.Exam, (women) •581928 Barston Oberlin College ACE Psych (men) •531928 Earston Oberlin College ACE Psych (women) .50
1929 Byrns Michigan 0. Ohio St. 0. Psych. .36Exam. 1 sem.
1929 Byms Michigan 0. Ohio St. 0. Psych Exam. 4?1929 Guff Kentucky St. TC Miller Mental Abil; .Ip1929 Drake AdelphI Women’ sCollege ACE Psych. ACE Psych. ACE Psych. ACE Psych. ACE Psych.
*51.40
4940
1929 Gerberich Arkansas 0- ACE Psych. 461930 Gerberich Arkansas 0. ACE Psych. 48
1931 Gerberich Arkansas 0. ACE Psych. •551930 Fritz Pittsburg, Kan.St. TC ACB P3ych. 431930 Guiler Northwestern 0* Army Alpha * ILj
13
TABLE II (continued)
STUDIES Hi THE CORRELATION OF INTELLIGENCE &ITHGENERAL SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS IN COLLEGE
Date Reference Institution Test Time
1931 Segal Long Beach UC ’Thur a tone •53
.L2
1931 Douglass Oregon U. ACE Psych.(men & women) ACE Psych. (men)ACE Psych, (women) 491932 Hare ton Oberlin College Ohio State U.Psych. Exam. •551931 Nelson Iowa St. TC ACE Psych. •671932 Fleming "Colleges""Colleges'* Thorndike •37193? Fleming ACE Psych. 2 yrs. .§0193? Fleming "Colleges 1 ACE Psych. 46193? "Colleges" (men) 1 yr.Fleming ACE Psych. •56193?
(women) 1 yr.Fleming "Colleges" Ohio St. U.
.y>193? Psych. Exam.2 yrs.Fleming "Colleges’1 Ohio St. U.
4XPsych. (men 51 yr.193? Fleming "Colleges" Ohio St. U.Psych. (women)
'£b1933 1 yr.Edds Sc McCall Milligan Coll. Otis Group •501935 Douglas s Sc
1935
Lovegren Minnesota U. ACE Psych. •50Finch ScHeajek Minnesota U. Battery:Army Alpha Haggerty, Delta Presaey, Senior Classi Terman Miller, Mental
193?
Ability -h2
+i±£
Read Wichita U. Ohio St. U. Psych. Exam.
1937 Butsch Marquette U. ACE Psych. .531939 Prescott ScGarrettson Phoenix JC Otis Self-Admin. .21
1939 Prescott &Garrettson Arizona U. Carnegie U, A. •1+2
1939 Dubois Hew Mexico U. ACE Psych. .14=1
Ilf.
TABLE II {pontinued)
STUDIES. IB THE CORRELATION OP INTELLIGENCE WITHGENERAL SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS IB COLLEGE
Date Reference Institution Test Time
19^0 Attomder
19ij.O Garrett
X9lA Votaw
I91A- Weber 
19145 Smith 
19L\S Smith 
194? Bent
Patterson, H. J . St. TC 
52 Colleges
Southwestern Texas
Henmon- Reis on 
Ohio St. O. 
Psych. Exam.
St. College 
Wells College 
Fresno St. Coll. 
Fresno St. Coll. 
Arkansas U.
ACE Psych.
ACE Psych.
ACE Psych.. 1 sem.
ACE Psych. 2 sem. 
Quart lie Rank 
on Otis Self- . 
Admin, or 
Thurstone Psych.
*3S=u03
.61^.03
•53
*1£.38
• 63
Humber of coefficients 9k
Range of coefficients • 17
Interquartile range 34-59
Median •hi
S. 0. .2I4.
A. D. .12
67
Parley P. Garret, ttA Review and Interpretation of 
Investigations of Factors Related to Scholastic Success in 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Teachers Col leges,,f Journal 
of Experimental Education, '28:107-109, December/* 19I4.9 .
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TABLE III (continued)
STUDIES IN THE USE OF ACHIEVEMENT TESTS IN SPECIFIC FIELDS IN PREDICTING GENERAL SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT IN COLLEGE (ADAPTED)
Date Reference Institution Test No. Time r
1935 Williamson AFreeman Minnesota U. Coop Gen Eng 82? 2 qtre. .3719A1 Vo taw Southwest Texas Coop Gen Eng 82? 2 qtre. .3719^5 Freeno State College Iowa Read 903 1 sem.19**5 Fresno State College Iowa Read 903 2 sems. • 39
# ■.Harley F. Garret, *A Review and Interpretation of Investigations of Factors Related to Scholastic Success in Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Teachers Colleges,* Journal of Experimental Education, 28:102-103, December, 19^9*
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range of coefficients of correlations from test to test anti 
from Institution to institution may again be noted from the 
table. It is interesting also to note the following conclu­
sions reached by Garret as a result of this phase of his studyt
Considering the time and expense involved, it is as well to use a good aptitude test to predict college suc­cess as to use a battery of achievement tests. Especially is this true for long range predictions.
Knowledge of history and science correlate higher with the criterion than does oral and written English.
Achievement test scores tend to correlate lower with college average In later studies than in earlier studies.
To use achievement test scores as a sole criterion for college entrance may, in many Instances, deprive a student from entering college who would be successful there If allowed to enter. *
Prediction in specific subject matter fields from ACE 
scores. Segel and Gerberleh^ in 1933 reported the results of 
a study In which scores on five editions of the ACE made by- 
three hundred forty seniors in Arkansas high schools were cor­
related with later marks in freshman English. Coefficients 
of correlations ranging from .201 to were obtained.
The examination had early and extensive use at the
^Garrett, loc. cit.
^David Segel and J. K. ^erberlch, "Differential College 
Achievement Predicted by the American Council Psychological 
Examination," Journal of Applied Psychology, l?*o38-39# 1933-
18
University of Chicago where In 1935 Reitz^ reported that total 
scores were found to correlate with freshmen and sophomore 
grades in four introductory courses as follows: .1̂9 with
biological sciences; .61}. with humanities; *58 with physical 
sciences; .52 with social sciences. These coefficients are 
considerably more consistent and considerably larger in value 
than those usually reported.
A summary of correlations, obtained at several insti­
tutions, between the ACE and marks in various college subject 
groups was reported in 1937 by Segel and Proffitt.^ The 
medians of these correlations were?
Pour year college average, .39 College biology, .43College physical science, .1̂3College English .48College social studies, .32College economics, .21}.College foreign language, *10
Using total scores on the ACE with 163 freshman students 
at Boston University, Lanlgan** obtained correlations of .325 
with grade averages in English, *501 with social studies, .222
^Wilhelm Reitz, "Forecasting Marks of Hew Plan Students at the University of Chicago/* School Review, lj.3:3l|.-l|8, January,
1935.
^David Segel and Marls .Iff. Proffitt, T1Some Factors in the Adjustment of College Students," Office of Education Bulletin, No. 12 (Washington, D. C: United States Government 
Printing Office, 193l}»), P* 37*
■^Hary A. Lanlgan, "The Effectiveness of the Otis, the A.C.B., and the Minnesota Speed of Reading Tests for Predicting Success in College," Journal of Educational Research,
Ip.:289-91* December, 19i|7»
C
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with languages, *32k with mathematics, .i|lj2 with sciences, and 
*3&k with fine arts.
Differential prediction from ACE Q, and J# scores. At
Brown University MacPhail*^ correlated Q end I» scores on the* • *
ACE with letter grades in quantitative and verbal subjects.
As a result of his study he concluded that as predictors of 
first year grade averages in quantitive subjects pooled to­
gether there was no significant difference between Q, and I* 
scores. He further concluded that the declarations and in­
ferences made in the ACE manual pertaining to the use of Q, 
and L scores for counseling and sectioning purposes could not 
be safely assumadto be applicable to the situation in a 
particular institution, and that a given school would do well 
to discover the local pertinence of these scores before putting 
them to any such use.
In an intensive study of 2,21̂ 3 students who entered 
the University of Washington in autumn quarter, 19̂ 7* Angell, 
Lang ton, Meyer, and Pettit^ found that the ACE Q scores had 
negative beta coefficients in seven university subjects. In 
the natural science area this variable was a significant
^Andrew H. MacPhail, and L Scores on the American Council on Education Psychological Examination,11 School and 
Society, 56:2l|B-5lj September 19>
^Melvin A. Angell and others, flAn Evaluation of General and Specific Entrance Requirements of the University of Washington,n (unpublished Doctor’s dissertation, The University of Washington, Seattle, 1950), p. 396-
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predictor of success in botany, chemistry, and mathematics.
It was moderately significant as a predictor In physics, and 
insignificant as a predictor In anthropology., geology, and 
zoology. In the social science area the ACE Q, factor was 
moderately significant as a predictor in economics and business, 
geography and philosophy. It was relatively insignificant as 
a predictor in history, political science, psychology, and 
sociology. In the arts area, it was significant as a pre­
dictor in music only. It was relatively insignificant In the 
other subjects in this area, having negative beta coefficients 
in four of them. In the applied sciences, the ACE Q factor 
was significant as a predictive measure of success In engin­
eering, home economics, and forestry. It had no significance 
as a predictive item in architecture and pharmacy.
In regard to the ACE L factor, the authors^ found it 
to be a better predictor of success than was the ACE Q, factor.
In sixteen of the areas studied, ACE I* scores had significant 
beta coefficients. In the natural science area, this variable 
was a significant predictor of success In anthropology, botany, 
geology, end zoology. It was moderately significant as a 
predictor in chemistry and physics. It was relatively insig­
nificant as a predictor of success In mathematics. It was an 
especially good predictor in the social science area. In the
l%bld.s p. 397-
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arts area It was definitely significant In predicting suecesB 
in classical languages, English, and Far Eastern languages.
It was negative in significance in determining success In 
journalism, a fact which seems most astonishing since most 
journalism courses require a preponderance of verbal ability.
In the applied science area, the authors found the ACE I# 
factor not too significant as a predictive Item except In 
pharmacy, in which It was definitely significant. For the 
prediction of success in architecture, engineering, forestry, 
and home economics, ACE L scores were relatively insignificant.
W. I*. Wallace^ made a study of freshmen who entered 
the University of Michigan during the same quarter as did the 
students used as subjects In the University of Washington 
study reviewed in the immediately preceding pages. While the 
two studies are hot directly comparable due to a different 
grouping of subject matter fields and a difference in the 
statistical method employed, It Is Interesting to note that 
where a similarity of subject areas exists in the studies, 
with the one exception of geography, a consistency also exists 
in the differential predictive value of the ACE Q and the ACE 
h factors.
The sole study discovered by this writer based upon 
test scores as related to curriculum choice is that made by
I*. Wallace, "Differential Predictive Value of the American Council on Education Psychological Examination,"
School and Society, 70*23~ij., duly 2, 19^9*
Wheeler^ at the University of Miami. Wheeler studied the 
ACE psychological ratings of 1,681 freshmen enrolled during 
1946-47 according to curriculum choice, academic and non- 
academic majors, and grade point averages. Comparisons were 
made for Qf L, and Gross scores. There were indications in 
the study which led to the worker’s conclusion that there was 
no significant difference on gross scores between liberal arts 
and science students, or between liberal arts and business 
students. Science students had a small advantage over 
business students on gross scores, and over liberal arts 
students on Q scores. Liberal arts students had a slight ad­
vantage over business students on L scores. Students in 
science, liberal arts, and business were superior to students 
in the education school. The much higher total mean score for 
the L factor was perhaps the most obvious feature of the study.
Limitation of previous studies. It appears clear from 
the review of the literature of previous studies of measures 
U3ed as predictive instruments that the value of the results 
of the studies is limited to the institution concerned, since 
the validity of the tests used vary widely from college to 
college. Moreover, the study of tests in relationship 
to ungrounded subjects or to individual subject fields does
^Lester R. Wheeler, "Summary of a Study of the 
Intelligence of University of Miami Freshmen,n Journal of 
Educational Research, 43:307* December, 1949*
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CHAPTER I I I
METHOD OP PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA
The evaluation study to be described in the following 
pages consisted of the statistical correlation of grade point 
indices earned by freshman students In various schools and 
departments with test scores on the ACE and Cooperative English 
Test. In this chapter will be presented an account of the 
materials used and the procedural methods utilised In regard 
to the data.
Description of the ACE. The purpose of the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination is, as stated 
by the authors, "to appraise what has been called scholastic 
aptitude * or general Intelligence, with special reference to 
the requirements of most college curricula."̂ * The examination 
is used annually in over six hundred colleges and universities, 
and a new edition is Issued each year. Beginning with the 
1938 edition, the one-hour examination was so constructed as 
to yield, in addition to a Total (T) score, two separate 
subseores: namely, a subscore for three linguistic tests,
and another subscore for three quantitive tests.^ The
h . Thurstons and T. G. Thurstone, Manual of Instructions, American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination for College Freshmen, 19V? Edition (Washington,D. Ct The American Council on Education, 19V?)> P* 2.
%*oc. clt.
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authors state that, These two subscores do not represent 
primary mental abilities, but they represent two groups of 
abilities significant for college curricula that are domin­
antly linguistic or technical*n %
The 191*7 edition of the ACE, which was used in this 
study, was arranged to alternate the three timed linguistic 
and the three timed quantitive tests.^ As a result of fac­
torial analysis to determine the primary mental abilities 
involved, the tests were grouped into general classes as 
follows:
Quantitive Tests* (the Q-score)Arithmetical Reasoning Humber Series Figure Analogies
Linguistic Tests: (the L-score)Samer* Opposite Completion ^Verbal Analogies^
In regard to the reliability of the ACE, Supor^ reports 
that the assumption is usually made that since each new 
edition is usually anchored to the preceding editions and 
has the same norms, the new edition will be approximately as 
reliable as they, and further reports odd-even reliabilities
^Ibld., p. 3*
•̂Xbld., p. Z*
Slbid., p. 3.
^Donald E* Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness (Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 194$)» p. 11?.
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of various editions as high as *95 for the total score, and 
.85 and *95 for the Q, and L scores respectively.
Commenting on the content of the ACE, Super states**
The items are probably less affected by knowledge than those In most group tests, for the emphasis in selecting items was to choose those which measure ability to manipulate symbols rather than mastery of previously learned facts.’
Description of the Cooperative English Test. Form R 
(Higher level) edition of the Cooperative English Test--the 
form used in this study— is actually made up of three separate 
testsi reading comprehension, mechanics of expression, and
aeffectiveness of expression. In reviewing the contents of 
the test, Fooley states:
The test Reading Comprehens1on contains two parts: vocabulary-meaning tested by five choices, one of which is a synonym of the given word; and speed and level of comprehension— tested by responses to 17 brief reading selections drawn from widely different sources, infor­mational, scientific, and literary. The test Mechanics of Expression contains 60 items of grammatical usage placed in sentences, fyS items of punctuation, and 2lj. items of capitalization, the latter two types presented in running prose. Spelling is presented in 60 items, each in a choice between a misspelled and a correctly spelled word. The test Effectlveness of Expression contains three parts. Part I measures sentence struc­ture and style by the comparison of passages of prose placed in parallel columns and by an exercise in the choice among four versions of the same sentence.Part II Is a test of active vocabulary In which the student must guess the word Intended by definition
?Ibid., p* 115.
^Frederick B. Davis and others, Cooperative English Test, 
Single Booklet Edition (Higher Level) Form R, (Mew York!The Cooperative Test Service, Î IJXTT pTUT.
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and by clues to first letter and length of word- Part III measures organization by rearranging disorganized para­graphs and by completing a partial outline..9
of the best tests available In the field of English shills in 
that the materials of English have been cast into natural 
settings of sentences and paragraphs > dubious and controversial 
usage have been avoided, and mechanics are tested functionally 
rather than in isolation from English shills. He considers 
its principal defect to lie In the fact that It does not test­
ability In English, if that ability is * defined as the power 
to use English effectively In speech and writing. This de­
fect is shared by all other objective tests In English.
Grades as the criterion of academic success. The 
validity criterion with which test scores were correlated 
consisted of the grade point averages earned In freshman 
subjects by students who entered Montana State University as 
freshmen in fall quarter of 19^7* Since the averages were 
based upon letter grades received in individual courses, 
these grades Introduced the principal limiting factor which 
could not be controlled in this study.
The use of the five letter grading system in current
^Oskar K. Buros, The Third Mental Measurement Yearbook (New Brunswick: Rugers University Press, X9ip9), p• 122.
Poo ley*'® considers the Cooperative English Test one
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use at Montana State University Involves, when this system 
is used as a criterion, the obvious fact that the difference 
In achievement between a student who is barely awarded a grade 
of B and a student who receives a high 0 is not nearly so 
great as Is the difference between a student who receives a 
high B and one who receives a,low C. Yet, when these grades 
are recorded, the difference becomes forever masked, and is not 
reflected in grade point averages,
A further attenuating factor in the study caused by 
the use of letter grades is attributable to the variance in 
distribution of grades by individual instructors. A survey 
of transcripts upon which grades are recorded makes obvious 
this.fact, as it does, to a somewhat lesser^degree, the fact 
that a preponderance of high grades are awarded in some de­
partments of the university,.while in other departments, low 
grades occur much more frequently. This observation seems 
fairly well substantiated by the data recorded in Table I, 
page ij..
It may well be that these limiting factors of college 
marks led Travers^ to the conclusion that the problem of 
predicting scholastic success is the problem of predicting 
the extent to which certain educational objectives can be
^Robert M. W. Travers, "Good Predictions of Scholastic 
Success," Education Digest, 15*38, December, 19̂ -9*
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achieved in certain individuals rather than predicting the 
average grade in a particular Institution. Though Travers1 
objective in prediction may well be the one toward which 
counselors should strive* the reality of a certain grade 
point index being necessary for college survival causes the 
following remarks of Toops to be more pertinent to the 
situation:
The scientific problem involved In the. use of entrance examinations, intelligence tests— entrance hurdles or tests of any sort--ln the case of college students Is that of predicting or anticipating subsequent scholastic suc­cess to the end that administrative measures may then be taken to better adjust the student's environment and to adjust him to the environment provided--in a word, to control the educational situation.
In the practical sense, the problem soon boils down to the question of, "What tests will better predict college m a r k s I t  will remain so until we shall have a better substitute for college marks as a measure of college success.^
The population and sampling method. The population 
used In this study consisted of all students who entered 
Montana State University as freshmen In the fall quarter 
of 19I4.7 who received grades and fcrwhom scores on both the 
AGE and the Cooperative English Test were available. In order 
that the same number of cases might be available for each 
group studied, those subjects to whom both the AGE and Coopera­
tive Test were not administered were eliminated from the study.
^Herbert A. Tbops, "The Prediction of Scholastic Success in College," School and Society, 25*265-8, February 26, 192?.
the number thus eliminated t© fiFtŷ alsr, or approxi­
mately S ■per .cent of the ireebmen. registered*. leaving 616 
eases amilebie for study-
H&w subjects i^; grouped by schools and by. divisions 
and departments wit&lii the College of Arts and Sexencea in. 
aeoordanae with a modified outline-of- the Organisation of 
Instruction' at Montam State University, and* in accordance 
with original .registratiori. .as shown by the subjects* ■ brans- 
-cripta of credits*
An outline, of the Organisation of.. Instruction at this 
university is presented in fable -I?...- For the purposes-of 
this study it became desirable as the ..study progressed to 
make certain modifications in the outline* Bo correlations 
were obtained for the College of Arts and Sciences in which 
all the- divisions within that college were combined* as the 
study was concerned primarily with prediction Of success in 
schools, divisions* and departments. Because the number of 
eases within the; following- academic major' departments-!. less 
than ten in each instance, wm considered too- small to offer 
an aie<juabe sampling* these departments were not submitted, 
to separate study* Medical feclinology, Wild life leclinology. 
Bacteriology and. .%giene» Biology,: Botany., Fre-Iuraing 
Education, and Soology within the division of Biological. 
Sciences1 Classical, languages and Modern languages within 
the Bivision Of Humanities; Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics*
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TABLE IV
ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION*
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES Division of Biological Sciences Medical Technology 
Mid Life Technology Bacteriology and Hygiene Biology BotanyHealth and Physical Education Pre-Medical Course Pre-Nursing Education Psychology and Philosophy Zoology
Division of Humanities ClassieaT Languages English and Speech and Drama Fine ArtsModem Languages: French,German, Spanish
GRADUATE SCHOOLDIVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICESCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONSCHOOL OF EDUCATIONSCHOOL OF FORESTRYSCHOOL OF JOURNALISMSCHOOL OF LAWSCHOOL OF MUSICSCHOOL OF PHARMACYMILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICSSUMMER SESSION
AFFILIATED SCHOOL OF RELIGION
^Jnlversitr of Montana Bulletin, Montana State University Series No. iillt, 191i.7-k8 Catalog (Missoula, Montana* Montana 
State Uni vers I ty, July, 19̂ 4-7), p * $3-
Division of Physical Sciences Lhem!stry Geology Home Economics Mathematics Physics
Division of Social Sciences Economics and Sociology History and Political Science Pre-Business Administra­tion Pre-Education Pre-Legal
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and Physics within the Division of Physical Sciences, ^he 
cases included In these departments were, however, considered 
In the study of the divisions under which they were classified.
Although freshman registrants in Business Administra­
tion are considered, according to the outline of Organization 
of Instruction, as being within the Division of Social 
Sciences, such registrants were not studied as members of 
this division. Because of the fact that freshman majors In 
Business Administration pursue courses in that school during^ 
their freshman year, a practice not common to other pre- 
professional courses, these freshmen were assigned to the 
School of Business Administration for study.
Several other departures from the Outline of Instruc­
tion were made to further the purpose of the study. The 
Department of Pre-Medicine was considered to embrace Pre- 
Dentistry majors since transcript records made a distinction 
between such majors and freshmen registered for the Pre- 
Medical course, and since the freshman curriculum is very 
similar for both type majors.
The transcript records also noted eleven students as 
majors in Pre-Engineering, and therefore a separate study 
was made within the Division of Physical Sciences concerning 
these students. Majors In Economics, Sociology, Social 
Science, and History were placed In one group in order to 
secure an adequate number of subjects for study.
The subjects were assigned to groups in accordance 
with their choice of major as expressed at the time of 
original registration. This study did not take into account 
any change of majors which might have occurred during the 
year
Gathering and organisation of the data. Duplicate 
copies of transcripts of grades for all freshmen entering 
the university in fall quarter of 19^7 were secured from 
the Office of the Registrar. These transcripts showed for 
each student the department or school and academic major for 
which he was registered, as well as all courses for which he 
was registered during any or all of the I9!j.7-lj8 school year, 
together with the number of credit hours, grade, and grade 
points earned for each course in which the student was 
registered.
Grade point averages were computed from the information 
contained on the transcripts by means of the following formula
course credits x grade points credit hours
Grade points at Montana State University are awarded 
as follows: three grade points for each credit of grade A;
two grade points for each credit of grade B; one grade point 
for each credit of grade C; one grade point for each credit 
of grade ^plus”; no grade points for each credit of D or B; 
one grade point is deducted from the total for each credit of
3k
grade F.*3 »
Following the computation of grade point averages for 
all subjects, percentile .scores, based upon the norms for the 
group which was studied, were entered, for convenience in 
plotting scattergrams, upon the transcripts of credits of the 
6l6 freshmen for whom scores were available. These percentile 
scores for the ACE and the Cooperative English Test were 
obtained from individual test record cards maintained in the 
University Counseling Center.
Statistical techniques employed. Pearson product-moment 
correlations were computed from scattergrams. Along the x- 
axis of the scattergram were entered percentile scores derived 
from the ACE and Cooperative English tests. Ten equal inter­
vals corresponding to the ten deciles of the percentile system 
were marked off on this axis. Along the y-axis were entered 
grade point averages in hundredths, eighteen intervals being 
designated. The same number of intervals were used in all 
correlations for consistency and for the purpose of deriving 
probability tables.
Correlations were computed between grade point averages 
within given schools, divisions, and departments and the-Q,
E, and Total scores on the ACE and between grade point aver­
ages and the Total Score on the Cooperative English Test.
^University of Montana Bulletin, Montana State University Series, So. Itl6 (Missoula*. Montana State tfniversity, 
July ;i9V7).P- 53-
These coefficients were not corrected In any way. It would 
have been possible to estimate the degree of error In the 
criterion and to correct the correlation for the attenuation 
of the criterion. The writer, however, is inclined to agree 
with Brogden^ in his opinion that correction for error is 
undesirable, since evaluation of the predictor must take Into 
account errors of measurement, and since such errors, either 
In the predictor or the criterion, would be involved to ex­
actly the same degree In the actual operating situations as 
in the experimental setup. In other words, in the predictive 
situation, counselors and advisers must accept attenuating 
factors such as the unreliability of grades as conditions 
which will operate to reduce the accuracy of their predictions
In as much as this study was concerned only with 
appraising the validity of the four obtained test scores 
within schools and departments, no attempt was made to dis­
cover significant differences of the scores among the schools 
and departments. Because of the variance in the number of 
subjects available for study from group to group, however, 
an attempt was made to discover the significance of the 
obtained correlation in each instance. Many workers in the
■^Hubert E* Urogden, fl0n the Interpretation of the Correlation Coefficient as a Measure of Predictive Efficiency, Journal of Educational Psychology, 37:&6» February, 19I46.
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field of prediction, including Guilford^ and Crawford and 
Burnham, propose that positive uncorrected coefficients of 
40 or more be regarded as useful. It would appear, however, 
that the acceptance of such a more or less arbitrary minimum 
tends to ignore the statistical principle stated by Edwards 
that small coefficients of correlations may be significant 
when based on a large number of pairs of observations, whereas 
large coefficients may not be significant when based on a 
small number of observations* For this reason the hypothesis 
was established that the true correlation between the sets 
of measure equalled zero. Any observed coefficient of corre­
lation, then, which would occur five per cent or less of the 
time by chance was considered suf fie lent ly large to allow the 
hypothesis of zero correlation to be rejected, and the observed 
correlation to be considered as significant. In order to 
determine the significance of any given correlation of 
coefficient, designated as r# it was referred, in the manner
P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education (Hew York: McGraw-Hill', 19i|2), pp. 219“20.
^Albert B. Crawford and Paul S. Burnham, Forecasting College Achievement (Hew Haven: Yale University Press, I9I40),p. 162.
*^Allen I,. Edwards, Statistical Analysis for Students In Psychology and Education (Hew York: Hlneharfc and Company,Inc., I9l|6) , p. I89.
deaerlbed -by Edwards*^ to a table of values of |-al the. fi've 
per sent-«l ore per pent levels of efgnlfieame provided' bf 
that writer.-^
ill order that the results' -obtained In this etiidf might 
be readily ambjeet to interpretation' bf both advisers; and 
advisees.* 'the distributions of grade point averages by per- 
eenbile ranfea were tabulated dtreetlp from, 'the previously 
prepared seattergrams, and .are presented' me fables of 
frobabllit^ in the Appendix of this the sis *
CHAPTER IV
REPORT OF THE STORY
In analyzing the results of this study, It must again 
be pointed out that correlations were obtained between percen­
tile ranks of test scores and grade point averages of students 
registered for their freshman year In various schools and de­
partments of the university. This means that It was possible 
for a subject to be placed for the purposes of this study In 
a particular group even though he was not registered for 
specific courses common to the group. It is important that 
It be kept In mind that the correlations do not represent 
relationships between test scores and achievement In indivi­
dual subjects, but rather between percentile ranks based upon 
test scores and "all university averages” within various de­
partments and schools.
I. RELATIVE VALUE OF THE TEST SCORES STORIED 
The ACE £ Score. The obtained coefficients of corre­
lations between grade point averages and the Quantitive Score 
on the ACE were significant at the 1% level of confidence for 
seven of the areas studied: Divisions of Biological Sciences,
Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences, and for the Department; 
of Pre-Law, School of Business Administration, and School of 
Music. The coefficients were significant at the 5% level of
confidence for the Division of W m m l M m  and the Department 
of fre-liueatlon, .and were not significant at either the 0  
or- 0  level of confidence for the other ten areas a tod fed* In 
spit© of the fact that the- Q score was.a. significant predictive 
Item .top almost of the groups studied, fable If indicates, 
that It was the host predictor of the four obtained scores ■ 
for. only three of the nineteen schools and departments siudie&t 
M  vision. of Susmmitl-es, English..,, .and. Fra-Bngineering. Qf 
these three groups it was. a. significant predictor- for only 
the first two listed»
fhe variable was the poorest predictor- for ten of 
the nineteen .areas,, but it. is intereating to note that It 
yielded a higher correlation coefficient with grade point 
averages than 'did any one of the other three scores for 
students registered as. English majors 'and the second highest 
coefficient for freshmen registered in the School, of Jour­
nalism* Since the courses in both the English department 
mi. -the School of Journalism are heavily weighted, with sub­
ject matter which might be expected to require for mastery 
a higher degree of Unguis tic than quantitive ability, the. 
predictive’ value of the % -score to these cases might be 
-explained: by -the varying success which freshman students 
registered as English and Journalism .majors have- in quanti­
tive type courses outside their- major departments-*, the 
todieatlom .from fable W la that the % score has- no superiority
TABLE V
CORRELATIONS FOR TEST RESULTS AND GRADE POINT AVERAGES
SCHOOL OB DEPARTMENT N 4 SIGNI­FICANCE L
SIGNI­
FICANCE T
SIGNI­
FICANCE TE
SIGNI­
FICANCE
College of Arte & Sciences • '3'̂ • - ■ •. • . I - " > * ' V 1" . lDlv. of Biol. Sciences 83 •30 Better 1# • 39 Better .41 Better 1& .40 B etter 1$Pre-Med A Pre-Dent 25 -.12 No .20 No .18 No .25 BoHealth & Phys Ed 23 • 34 No •32 No .'36 No .40 NoPsyoh & Philos 13 .28 No •50 No •57 5* • 58 5*
Dlv. of Humanities 45 .34 5# .20 No • 33 50 .31 5%English 30 •59 Better 1# .32 No .42 50 • 32 NoFine Arts 12 .34 No .29 No •36 No .33 No
Dlv. of Phys. Soiences 59 .3 6 Ijf .50 1# .49 .58 1#Home Economics 23 .20 No 11? No *19 No .39 NOPre-Engineering 11 .49 NO .46 No .49 No. .48 No
Dlv. of Boo. Sciences 97 .38 12 .59 10 .57 10 .64Pre-LawSoo Scl, Boo, Hist, 47
.44 3# .36 50 .52 10 •55
. Eoon 26 .35 No .66 10 .72 10 .59Pre-Eduo 24 .33 No .77 10 6? 10 .73
School of Business Adm 169 .21 10 •51 10 .39 10 .44Sohool of Forestry 56 .26 No .04 No .17 No .30 52School of Journalism 54 •43 1* .41 10 .51 10 .40 1#School of Musie 3^ .35 50 • 36 50 .46 10 .41 5#School of Pharmacy 19 .14 No Slg at 
1 0 - 7  5# - 2 
No Slg 10
.42 NO
7 m 10 
2 # 5#
10 - NO
.34 No
9 m 10 
3 ® 506 - No
.33 No
8«lfi 
h <S) 5%
8 No
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over the other three scores for prediction of academic success 
during the freshman year in schools and departments whose 
curricula consist primarily of quantitive type courses.
The ACE L Score. Like the Q score, the L score was a 
significant predictive Item at the US level of confidence for 
seven of the nineteen areas studied, and significant at the 
5% level .for two of the areas. At the 1$ level it was signi­
ficant for the divisions of Biological Sciences, Physical 
Sciences, and Social Sciences, and for the combined depart­
ments of Social Science., Sociology, History and Economics, 
as well as for Business Administration, Pre-Education, and 
Journalism. It was significant at the $% level for the Depart­
ment of Pre-Law and the School* of Music. It was not signifi­
cant at the 5% level of confidence or better as a predictor 
In the other ten areas studied, one of these areas, Pharmacy, 
nevertheless having It as the best of the four predictors.
The L score variable was the poorest of the four 
predictive scores In six of the areas studied, Including the 
Division of Humanities and the departments of Pine Arts, 
Pre-Law, and English. It was the next to the poorest pre­
dictor for six additional areas, among which were the 
Division of Social Sciences, the Schools of Journalism and 
Music, and the department of Psychology and Philosophy.
From the data presented in Table V it cannot be inferred 
that the ACE L score has a consistent superiority over any one
of the other four scores utilized in this study for the prê * 
diction of success in the freshman year in schools or depart­
ments which might be expected to demand for success a fairly 
high degree of verbal aptitude*
The ACE T Score * The ACE T score was not significant* 
for only seven of the nineteen groups studied, being signifi­
cant at the 1$ level of confidence for the divisions of Biolo­
gical Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences, for* 
the schools of Business Administration, Journalism, and Susie, 
and for the departments of Pre-Law, Pre-Education, and Sociology, 
Social Science, History, and Economics combined* It was signi­
ficant at the 5$ level of confidence for the Division of 
Humanities, and for Department of Psychology aad Philosophy 
and for the Department of English. There was no: instance In 
which this variable was the poorest of the four predic tive 
items, but again no general pattern emerged from the data 
which would allow the conclusion to be drawn that the Total 
Score on the ACE Is a better predictive item for one type • 
school or department than for another.
The Total English Score on the English Cooperative Test. 
In eight of the nineteen areas studied the Total Score on the 
English Cooperative Test (TE) was significant at the 1$ level 
of confidence^ divisions of Biological Sciences, Physical 
Sciences, and Social Sciences, schools of Business Administra­
tion and Journalism, the departments of Pre-Law, Pre-Education,
and the departments of'Sociology, Social Sciences, History, 
and Economics combined. At the f>$ level of confidence the 
TE score was significant for the Division of Humanities, the 
schools of Music and Forestry, and Department of Psychology, 
and Philosophy* It was the poorest of the four predictors in 
only one instance--Journalism. In the Instances where It was 
the best or next to best predictor of the four scores and had 
significance at the level or better, there was a small 
tendency for areas which might require more verbal than quan­
titive ability to predominate. In each of these Instances, 
however, the difference between the coefficient of correla­
tion for the IE scores and grade point averages and some 
other scores and grade point averages was so slight as to 
prevent any definite conclusion from being drawn regarding 
the superiority of the TE score as a predictive Item In either 
linguistic or quantitive areas.
II. TEST SCORES RELATED TO AREAS STUDIED
Division of Biological Sciences. All four of the 
test scores used in the study correlated at the lS level of 
confidence or better with grade point averages for freshmen 
registered In the Division of Biological Sciences. The * 
relatively small difference in the coefficients of correla­
tions obtained for all scores, however, prohibits the 
designating of any one score as superior to another for
I * .
prediction In this division, although the obtained £ of *3$ 
for the % score would indicate It to be of the least value as 
a predictive Item In this area*
Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental Department and Health and 
Physical Education Department* The two principal groups, as 
far as the number of subjects available for study was con­
cerned, within the Division of Biological Sciences were those 
registered In the Department of Pre-Medicine and in the 
Department of Pre-Dentistry. For neither of these groups 
was any one of the test scores significant at the level 
of confidence or better. The coefficients obtained for the . 
Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental department were among the lowest 
found in the entire study. The only negative r that was 
found In the study was with the Q score and grade point aver­
ages for freshmen registered. In this department. This nega­
tive r is not surprising in view of the fact that 55$ of the 
subjects studied In this department whose Q score percentile 
rank was below the fiftieth percentile obtained C averages or 
better, while only 36$ of those subjects whose rank was above 
the fiftieth percentile obtained such averages. Tho possibi­
lity exists that the failure of any of the test scores to 
correlate more significantly with grade point averages of 
subjects in the Department of Health .and Physical Education 
may be due to the fact that 83$ of the freshman registrants 
In this department attained less than a € average.
h$
Department of Psychology and Philosophy- The number of 
cases available for study in the Department of Psychology and 
Philosophy limits the definittveness of conclusions as to the 
predictive validity of any of the test scores for this group. 
Ihe T scoi*e and the Th score were significant at the $h level 
of confidence, but the difference in the obtained coefficients 
or correlations for these two scores was so slight as to pre­
vent the establishment of the superiority of one over the 
other for the purpose of prediction.
Division of Humanities. The four test scores were less 
significant as predictors of academic success in the division 
of Humanities than in any one of the other three divisions of 
the College of Arts and Sciences* The Q, 1% and TD scores 
were significant at the level of confidence., while the L 
score was not significant at this level or better. It is 
difficult to understand the comparative lack of relationship 
between the D score and grade point averages in this division, 
since the majority of the subjects in this division were 
registered as Dngllsh majors, and the much smaller minority 
as line Arts or Danguage majors, all of which subjects are 
usually considered to require for success greater linguistic 
than quantitive ability. The obtained coefficients of corre­
lations for the three tests having significant coefficients 
does not establish the predictive superiority of any one of 
the three in this area.
Department of English. As pointed out in the previous 
sections it appears surprising that the Q, score was a signi­
ficant predictor at the 1/C level of confidence in the Depart­
ment of English, while the T score was significant at the 3% 
level of confidence end the L. score and the TE score were not 
significant at the latter level. The scope of this study 
prevented a thorough analysis as to the possible reason for 
the high predictive value of the Q score for this particular 
group of English majors. It may be pointed out, however, 
that 60>J of the group had 0, score percentile ranks below the 
fiftieth centile. The thirty subjects in the group were 
registered for a total of 127 credit hours in courses which 
are usually'- considered as requiring for success ability In 
quantitive reasonings Biological Science, General Botany,
Trlgnometry, General Chemistry, College Algebra, and Horn 
Economies. The average grade point earned for the 12? hours 
wa® .Jl; thus, It may b® possible that the relatively high 
coefficient of correlation of the Q score with the grade point 
average of this group of English majors was influenced by the 
relationship of low percentile ranks on the section of the 
ACE purported to measure quantitive ability with below C 
grades in courses requiring quantitive reasoning. Conversely, 
60/a and ?3E of the subject® in this group ranked at the 
fiftieth percentile or above for the L score and TE score
respectively, and thus the low average attained in quantitive 
courses may , have limited the relationship of the Q and TE 
scores and the grade point averages of the group as a whole.
Department of Fine Arts * Bone of the test scores were 
significant at the 0  level of confidence or better as pre­
dictive items for freshmen registered in, the Department of 
Fine . Arts, This relative lack of relationship between scores 
and grade point averages may be due to the small number of 
subjects in this group available for study or to the fact 
that 83$ of the Individual grad© point averages in the group 
were above C average, a considerably higher average than for 
any other group studied.
Division of Physical Sciences. All four scores were 
significant at the 1$ level of confidence or better for the 
freshman students registered in the Division of Physical 
Sciences. The r obtained from the correlation of the TE 
score with grade point averages in this division was suffi­
ciently higher than the other obtained coefficients to in­
dicate the possibility that it might be the best predictive 
item of the four variables studied. The comparatively low 
r obtained for the Q, score was apparently influenced by the 
Home Economic majors within the division.
Department of Home Economics« Bone of the scores were 
significant at the level of confidence or better as pre­
dictive items for th© Department of Home Economics. Only in
the School of Forestry and the Department of Pre-Medicine and 
Pre-Dentistry were the obtained coefficients of correlations 
as low as they were for this group.
Department of Pre-Engineering. Dike the Department of 
Home Economics, the Department of Pre-Engineering did not 
yield any correlation coefficients which wore significant at 
the 5$ level or better with grade point averages of freshmen 
registered for Pre-Engineering, Unlike the coefficients ob­
tained for Home Economic majors, the ones obtained for Pre- 
Kngineering freshmen were moderately high. It is possible 
that their significance was limited due to the small number 
of cases available for study in this group.
Division of Soolal Sciences. The Q, L, T, and TE 
scores all had correlation coefficients with grade point 
averages In the Division of Social Sciences sufficiently high 
to be significant at the 1$ level of confidence. The ob­
tained r of .64 obtained for the TE score and grade point 
average was the highest r obtained for any of the four vari­
ables, and Indicates that it may be the best predictive item 
for freshmen registered In this division. This division 
provided one of the few Instances in the study where the 
coefficients for the TE score and the D score were both sig­
nificant at the 1$  level of confidence and closely approached 
each other in the obtained value of r.
Deoarteaent of Pre-Daw. For the Department of Pre-Daw
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the obtained r*a for the Q, T, and TE scores were significant 
at the level of confidence with the TE score having a ten­
dency to be a slightly better predictor than the T score in 
this department. While the r of .36 obtained for the Q score 
was significant at the level, it was relatively much lower 
in value than the coefficients obtained for the other three 
variables *
Department of Pre-Education. The highest coefficients 
of correlations obtained in the entire study were those ob­
tained for the L, T, and TE scores with grade point averages 
of freshmen in Pre-Education. All three of the coefficients 
were significant at better than the 1$ level of confidence, 
with the r of .77 Tor the I# score indicating that that score 
is perhaps the best of the four variables studied for pre­
diction in this department. The Q, score was not significant 
at the level or better in this area.
Combined Departments of Social Science. Sociology, 
History, and Economics. Of the four variables used, only the 
Q, score was not a significant predictor at the 5% level of 
confidence or better for freshman registrants in the depart­
ments of Social Science. Sociology, History, and Economics. 
The TE, L and T scores were all significant at better than 
the 1$ level of confidence, with the L and T scores being of 
such a value that they could be considered as very useful 
predictors in these areas.
School of Business Administration. Although the values 
of r obtained-by correlation of the four test scores with 
grade point averages of the subjects studied In the School of 
Business Administration were not especially great# nevertheless# 
all the obtained r! e were significant at the 1$ level of con­
fidence or better. This fact may be attributable to the . 
relatively large number of cases available for study in this 
group. The L score appeared to be superior to the other vari­
ables as a predictive item in this area.
School of Fores try. Although there were fifty-six 
cases available for study in the School of Forestry, a rela­
tively high number, the only r obtained which was significant 
at the $% level of confidence was that obtained for the TE 
score. The coefficients obtained for the other three vari­
ables were among the lowest found in this study. It was 
somewhat surprising to find the Q. score to be of such little 
value as a predictive item in this area, since, even during 
the freshman year, the subjects in this area were registered 
for the most part in courses generally considered to require 
a relatively high degree of quantitive reasoning for success.
A review of the Individual, scores made by. this group shows 
that 6l$ of the subjects attained ranks at the fiftieth cen- 
tile or above on the Q. score, while only attained com­
parable ranks on the TE score; yet, the r obtained for the TE 
score exceeded that obtained for the Q, score.
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School of Journalism* The four coefficients of corre­
lations for the four test scores with grade point averages 
attained by freshmen in the School of Journalism were signi­
ficant at the 1!% level of confidence. It would appear that 
the T score was the best of the four predictive items in this 
school and the TE score the poorest, with the I* score the 
second poorest. 3?he failure of the L score and the TE score 
to predict as accurately as the Q score in this area is some­
what in keeping with the findings of a study conducted at the 
University of Washington.*-
School of Music. tThe r yielded by the correlation of 
percentile ranks on the T score and grade point averages was 
the only r significant at the 1$ level of confidence or better 
for the subjects studied in the School of Music. The other 
three variables used were significant at the 5% level, with 
the Q score having a value of r only slightly less than the 
value obtained for the L score.
School of Pharmacy. The coefficients of correlation 
which were obtained with percentile ranks attained by freshmen 
in the School of Pharmacy and the grade point averages of those 
subjects were not significant at the level of confidence 
or better for any one of the four predictive items used. The 
low relationships may have been somewhat influenced by the 
small number of cases studied.
^Melvin A. Angell and others, **An Evaluation of General and Specific Entrance Requirements of the University of Washing- 
ton, (unpublished Doctors'1' dissertation, The University of 
Washington, Seattle, 1950), p. 397*
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III. SUMMARY OP RESULTS
The ACE Q, score was significant at the level of 
confidence or better for nine of the areas studied: Divisions
of Biological Sciences, Humanities, Physical Sciences, and 
Social Sciences; the Departments of English and Pre-Law; the 
Schools of Business Administration, Journalism, and Music*
Coefficients of correlation which were significant 
for the ACE L score at the 5J* level of confidence or better 
were obtained with grade point averages in the following 
nine areas: Divisions of Biological Sciences, Physical
Sciences, and Social Sciences: Departments of Pre-Law, Social 
Science, Sociology, History, and Economics combined, and 
Pre-Education; Schools of Business Administration, Journalism, 
and Music.
The ACE T score was a significant Item of prediction at 
the 5$ level of confidence or better for twelve of the nine­
teen areas: Divisions of Biological Sciences Humanities,
Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences; Departments of Psy­
chology and Philosophy, English, Pre-Law, Social Science, 
Sociology, History, and Economics combined, and Pre-Education; 
SchoolB of Business Administration, Journalism, and Music.
The TE score on the Cooperative English Test was sig­
nificant at the $yo level of confidence or better for the 
following twelve areas: Divisions of Biological Sciences,
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Humanities, Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences; Depart­
ments of Psychology and Philosophy, Pre-haw. Social Sciences, 
Sociology, History, and Economics combined, and Pre-Education; 
Schools of Business Administration, Forestry, Journalism, 
and Music.
With one exception, the correlation of the L score 
with grad© point averages in the Division of Humanities, all 
the scores had significant coefficients of correlations with 
grade point averages in the four divisions of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. The same thing did not hold true, however, 
for departments within the divisions* For the Departments of 
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry, Health and Physical Education, 
Fine Arts, Home Economics, and Pre-Engineering none of the 
four variables used were predictive items at the 5% level of 
confidence or better, although the number of subjects available 
for study in these departments varied from twenty-five for 
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry to eleven for Pre-Engineering. 
The only school for which none of the four scores was pre­
dictive at the 5% level of confidence or better was the School 
of Pharmacy.
CHAPTER V
summary Aim comijjsiom
Summary. This study was for the purpose of evaluating 
the Q, L, and Total scores on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination and the Total score on the Cooperative 
English Test as guidance instruments in the prediction of 
general academic success in the divisions, departments, and 
schools of Montana State University* A secondary purpose of 
the study was to evolve Tables of Probability based upon the 
distribution by grade point averages of the percentile rank 
Of scores made by students for each of the four variables.
In. order to accomplish these purposes, students of the 
Freshman Class of 19V? were assigned to groups in accordance 
with their original choice of academic major.
Pearson product-moment correlations were computed from 
scattergrssns between grade point averages and percentile 
ranks attained on the four predictive Items for each of nine­
teen university areas, and Tables of Probability were derived 
from the distributions plotted In the scattergrams.
Limitations of the study. On© of the primary limita­
tions of the study was occasioned by the unreliability of 
grade point averages which were used as the criterion in 
evaluating the validity of the test scores as predictive 
Items. Table I points out the fact that the grade point
5f>
averages achieved by the freshman students departed from any 
general pattern of consistency from group to group within the 
university, This fact aggravated the unreliability of grade 
point averages which is generally expected to exist.
A second major limitation of the study occurred as. the 
result of the grouping arrangement employed. Hie arrangement 
considered only the expressed choice of academic major at the 
time of matriculation and in no way took into account the 
degree of success attained by students in specific subject • 
matter fields. The assignment method utilised is justi­
fiable, however, in-vieweof the fact that the study was under­
taken to test the usefulness of the ACE Q, h, and T scores 
and the TE score of the Cooperative English Test as instru­
ments for prediction of success in, divisions, departments, 
and schools.
Conclusions. The results of the study produced no 
general pattern which would Indicate that counselors and 
advisers can with any reasonable degree of confidence attempt 
to predict academic success in divisions of the College of 
Arts and Sciences from percentile ranks attained on any of 
the four variables used, since in many instances scores which 
have a relatively high degree of predictive value for divisions 
have little significance for smaller groups within the 
divisions.
The ACE h score and the TE score of the Cooperative
English Test which might be expected to measure linguistic 
ability and achievement in expression and reading compre­
hension respectively are not consistently better predictors 
than the ^ score in academic major fields.commonly considered 
to be heavily weighted with primarily verbal courses; in 
fact, the Q score was the best predictor found in this study 
for English majors while the I* and TE scores were the poorest 
predictors for freshman Journalism students.
The AC® Q, score has relatively, little value for pre­
diction in any academic field whether of a linguistic or 
quantitive nature. In the only two Instances In which It 
was a significant predictor at the $% level of confidence or , 
better and also the best of the four predictive items, the 
relatively high degree of relationship of the test scores with 
grade point averages was due to the fact that the majority of 
the subjects scored below the fiftieth percentile while the 
majority also received below C average grades.
The Total Score on the English Cooperative Test has 
little, If any, superior value to the ACE L score as a pre­
dictive. Item for the areas studied. In only three of the 
nineteen areas was the TE score significant at the %% level 
of confidence or better when the L score was not equally 
significant.
According to the results of this study, there seems to 
be little reason .to believe that equally good predictions of
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academic success within divisions, departments, and schools . 
cannot be made utilising the AGE T score alone as in attemp­
ting to make such predictions from the Q, L, or TE scores.
In only one area studied, the School of Forestry, was the T 
score not significant at the level of confidence or better 
while another score or. other scores were significant at that 
level«
While coefficients of correlation significant at the 
level of confidence or better were obtained for more than 
gQ̂ ôfj-the relationships studied, it is nevertheless felt by 
the writer that the attempt to predict academic success in 
divisions, departments, and schools of Hon tana State Univer­
sity is beset by too many elements of chance for such an 
attempt to be undertaken without the greatest possible caution 
being exercised. It would appear that these elements of 
chance consist primarily of the vagaries of grading and the 
specific course choice of students.
It Is also felt by the writer that in spite of the 
fact that Tables of Probability offer no single Index- of 
relationship, they provide for the counselor in a concise 
form the data necessary for adequate interpretation of 
relationships between the criterion and predictive items.
Heed for further Study. Since one of the limitations 
of this study was due to the fact that subjects were studied 
only in accordance with their choice of academic major, the
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percentile rank attained on each of the items used should be 
studied in relationship to grades received by freshmen in 
specific academic subjects. In regard to the total score on 
the Cooperative English Test, it is felt that perhaps signi­
ficant information might be obtained by determining the per­
centage of students 'assigned-to preparatory English courses as 
a result of percentile ranks attained on this tost, and who 
later receive degrees, in relationship to the percentage of 
students who received degrees after having been assigned to 
the usual freshman English courses*
There have been indications in this study to the effect 
that the great variance in grade point averages achieved by 
students from academic area to academic area Is due to a com­
plete lack of standards for grading, to the fact that certain 
departments attract students possessing relatively low poten­
tialities for academic success, to the fact that in some 
departments a much higher level of achievement Is required 
for survival than in other departments, or to the fact that 
factors other than those commonly conceived of as mental 
abilities play a great part In achieving academic success*
In any event, a study, or studies should be made in all these 
areas In order that student mortality due to academic failure, 
with its Inherent possibilities of undesirable effects upon 
personality traits, be reduced to a minimum.
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TABLE I
GRADE POINT AVERAGES BY DIVISIONS, DE PARTMENTS, AND SCHOOIfi
k
COLLEGE OF* ARTS AND SCIENCES
Div. of Biological Sciences *Pre-Med & Pre-Dent •"'Health & Phys Ed •ss-Psych & Philos
Div- of Humanities ^English *Fine Arts
Div. of Physleal Sciences 
*Home Economics *Fre-EngineerIng
Div. of Social Sciences ^Pre-Law*Soc Scl, Soc, Hist, Econ
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADM PRE-EDUCATION SCHOOL OF FORESTRY SCHOOL OP JOURNALISM SCHOOL OF MUSIC SCHOOL QF PHARMACY
Grand Total
B c DM N & N $ K
2 .00- 2 .00- 1.00- 1 .00- 0 .00-
3 .0 0 3 .0 0 1 .99 1.99 •99
B3 5 6$ 28 3525 2 8% 9 1123
13
1
0 0$ 37 n
Hj.
k
k$ 3 7$ 28 62$ 1030 2 16 53$ 812 1 8% 9 75$ 2
5923 92 15$
26
*4 44$T O
22
711 1 9$ 3 27$ 7
97 10 10$
13$ 44
46% 3?6 21 45$ 1626 3 11$ 15 58% 6
169 8 % 35% 851 4® 8 33% 1156 2 23 m 25
% 2 20 37% 2734 5 15$ 18 53% 1119 0 0$ 10 53% 9
616 *A 7$ 256 257
FN %
mto 0.0 to 0.0 C or above Below C
15 1855 333 12$ 11
5 22$ k2 15$ 7
4 9% 314 13% 180 0$ 10
2 ki 3?0 °$ 160 0$ 4
10 10$ 54
4 8}<i 27
2 8% 18
17 10$ 67
17£ 96 11$ 255 % 220 0$ 23
0 0$ 10
59 10$ 300
zr
5!̂
S9£7Qj£
~$Q 60$
^  f6! 
x9
Ik
12 17$
2k 4l%
7 }?h
kz20
8 31$
102 60$ 15 63$
31 56$32 59$ 11
9
316 51$
^Included in Division Totals, and therefore not figured in Grand Total.
TABL£ I (a)
Distribution by- Grace Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
Division of Biological Sciences —  ACE Q Score
ftRCENTILERank
2.00 - 
3,00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G* P.(C - B)
0,0 - •99 S. P.(BELOW C)
*m ■
TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100  ̂- 1 1 1#
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N =4 4 5$56#
R = 3 33#
BELOW C - 44%
N - i ii#
I
o\CO10 0C average or better - 50$50# N = 3 50# EELOW C - 50# Ns 0
70 - 79 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
jrys""25#
55#
N 7 ■ 58#
Below c - 75%
N s 2 17#
60 - 69 N * ' 3 25#C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N *3 37# 
63#
R = 2 25# 
BELOW c - 38#
N - 1 13#
50 - 59 N = 1 1 1#C average or better -
N =3 34#
 ̂ ^5%
N = 4 44# 
Below C - 55#
N = 1 1 1#
40 - 49 N = 1 1 0$C average or better -
N =3 30# 
30#
h = 7 70# 
Below c • 70#
N I 0
30 - 39 N ; 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
":3 3a# 
38#
37#
BELOW 0 - 63%
N i 2 25#
20 - 29 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N=3 6 Ofc
60#
N - 0
Below C - 40^
Nr 2 40#
10 - 19 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N --a 50#
50#
N= 1 12% 
BELOW C - 50% N = 3 38#
0 - 9 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N z Q Nr 5 62$ 
below c - 102$.
N * 3 38#
N a 83
N BELOW 501H GENTILE  ....... 39N Below 50TH Gentile
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER....... ......... 13Percent Below joth Centile attaining C AVG OR SETTER.........  33%
N above ôih Centile .....  4 4N Above 50TH Centile Attaining C avgor better...... .......... 2 0
percent Above 50th 
centile Attaining c avg or better . . . « » «  45%
TABLiS I (to)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
D i v i s i o n  of B i o l o g i c a l  S c i e n c e s  —  A C B  L Score
PERCENTILERank
2.00 - 3,00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P- .....
0.0 - 
.99 G. P.(Below C)
« —
TO 0.0 (Minus 6. P.)
o01o
—
a> N - 2 20%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N: 4 40/i 
60%
N r 3 30%
BELOW C - 40%
hr 1 "  10JK..
80 - 89 N : 2 14%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N V  5 3
4 7%
N = 8 53% 
below c - 53%
N: 0
70 - 79 N = 1 17 %c average or better -
Nr o
. 17%
s = 4 66%
BELOW c - 83%
N = 1 17%
So - 69 •*«r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 4 6 0%
_. 8 0%
N* 1 to% 
BELOW C - 20%
N s 15
50 - 59 N= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 33/i 
u . 33%
N - 3 50% 
Below c  - 67%
Nr 1 17%
A- 0 1 *2 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
" s 5 55% 
55%
^  3 34% 
Below C - 45%
N = 1 13%
n  - 39 N : 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 22$> 
225.
«= 5 56%
BELOW c - 78%
N = 2 22%
20 - 29 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 1 17/a 
17%
N * 3 50% 
BELOW c - 83%
N * 2 33%
10-19
......
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
«* 5 45%
45%
Nr 2 19% 
BELOW c - 55%
N = 4 36%
0 - 9 N - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N = 3 50% 
BELOW C - 100%
N = 3 50%
D - 83
N Below 301H gentile........ 41N BELOW 50TH GENTILEAttaining C avg
OR BETTER............. 13Percent Below 50th Centile attaining C AVG OR BETTER  ... . 32C/0
N Above ôth Centile ........  42N Above $oth centile Attaining C avgOR BETTER  ...........20Percent Above 50th centile Attaining c avg or better ...........48%
TABLE I (c)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of 7£st Scores
Division of Biological Sciences —  ACE T Scbre
£7
[ 2.00 -  
PERCENTILE 3,00 G. P .
Rank (b  or b e t t e r )
1.00 -  
1.99 G. P .
(C -  B)
0.0 -  
.99  G- P*
(Below c )
« *
TO 0,0 
(M inos G, P . )
90 -  100
N r  2  1 9 $
c  AVEHAG6_.0R KTTCR -  ..
N r  4  36$ 
5 5 $
N r  4 36$
Below c -  4 5 $
N r  1  9 $
80 -  S9 N : 1  8 $
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r  5  4 2 $  
50$
N = 6 5 0 $  
Below C -  5096
N r 0
70 -  79
N :  1 20$
C AVERAGE or better  -
Nr 1 2 0$
40$
3 60$
below c -  60$
Nr 0
60 -  69
N = ' l  17$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = z  3 3 $  
50$
N * 3  5 0$ 
Below C -  50$
N- 0
50 -  59
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 Nr 4 80$ 
Below C -  100$
N: 1 20$
40 -  49
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 6 44$ 
44$
N = 4 28$ 
Below C -  56$
N = 4 28$
3 0 -3 9
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 6 50$
50$
N r  4  3 3 $  
below c - 50$
N r  2  1 7 $
2 0 - 2 9
N -- 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
2 46$
40$
N * 3 60$
Below C - 60$
N : 0
10 - 19 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = l 30$ 
2 0$
N = 1 20$ 
below c - 80$
N s 3 60$
iN = 00 . 9  |jc AVERAGE or setter  -
N = 1 13$ j 
12*-------- 4
N r 3 37$ 
BELOW c - 87$
N = 4 50$
IT
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE .......   4 4N BELOW 50TH CENTILE Attaining c avg
OR BETTER....  .......... 16FERCENT BELOW 50TH
Centile attainingC AVG OR BETTER....... **•
N ABOVE 50TH CENTILE N ABOVE ÔTH CENTILE ATTAINING C AVG 
OR BETTER .Percent Above 50th Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER .
39
17
4456
TABLE I (d)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of U rgentile Rank of TEst Scores
Division of Biological Sciences —  TE Score
PERCENT ile 
Rank
2.00 - 
3,00 Gi P.(B OR b e t t e r )
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P.
(C - B)
0.0 - 
*99 G. P.(BELOW C) TO 0*0 (m inus Gr P.)
90 - 100 N = 2 22#
C AVERAGE or b e t t e r  -
Nr 5 56# 
78#
N = 1 1 1 #
BELOW c - 22#
N = i ii#
80 - 89 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 1 14# 
14#
N = 5 72#
; Below C - 86#
N = 1 14#
70 - 79 N : 1 9#
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 6 55# 
64# ....
N r 4 36# 
Below C - 36#
Nr 0
60 - 69 N *“T. 1 1 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n = 5 55# 
66#
N s S' ”34# 
Below'C - .34#.
■ 0
50 - 59 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 1 17# 
1 2#
N * 4 66#
BELOW c - 78#
N = 1 17#
40 * 49 N = 1 14$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
h = 3 43#
57#....... 1
N = 3 43# 
BELOW C - 43# Nr 0
30-39
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N : 2 17# 1 17# I «= 6 50#BELOW c - 83# N = 4 33#
20 - 29
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 So# 
20#
Nr 3 60# 
BELOW C - 80#
N . 1 20#
10 - 19
1
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4 40# 
40#
N = 2 20# 
Below c - 60#
Nr 4 40#
tN r 0
0 - 9 |C average or better  -
Nr 0 N = 4  5 7#  
Belcw c - 100#
n = 3 43#
N - 85
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE ....... . 41N Below 30W  Centile Attaining c avg
OR BETTER...... . HFtRCENT Below 50TH Centile Attaining 
C avg or better   27$
N above 50TH centile  ........ 42N Above ôth centile Attaining C avg
or better   ..... 2 2ftRCENT Above 50th 
centile attaining 
C avg or better  .....  52$
TABLE-II (a) *9
Distribution by Grade Point Average of FtRCENTiLE Rank of Test Scores
Department of Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry —  ACE Q, Score
| 2.C0 - percentile 1 3,00 G. p. Rank j (B or better)
1.00 - 
1.99 G* P. (C - B)
0,0 - 
.99 S. P. (Below c) TO 0.0 (Minus G* P.)
2 1 0 0
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N = 2 1 0 0 #
Below _C - 100#
N r 0
80 - 89
(
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N .Z 67%
67%
N V.t -  .3'3#“
! Below C - 33#
N = O'
1
J?o - 79 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 25#
3 5#
N = 2 50# 
Below c - 75#
N = 1 25#
!
60 - 69 N = 1 25#C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N i l  25#
50#
N= 1 25#
Below c - 50#
N r 1 25#
50 - 59 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 N = 1 1 0 0 # 
Below c - 100#
N = 0
cr->10 h " = 1 33#
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
h - 1 33# 
6 6 #
H = 1 34# 
BELOW c - 34#
Nr 0
30 - 39 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
: 1 50# | 
50# j
" s i  50#
BELOW C - 50#
Nr 0
20 - 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 3 67# j 
67# |
" = 1 33# 
BELOW c - 33#
N = 0
10 - 19
!
N z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = ■ 1 34# {
34# I
N s 1 33#
Below c - 6 6 #
n =.I"" 3 3 #. "
0 - 9 A r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 j N = 0
Below C -
N r 0
N s 25
N Below 50t h  C e n t i le  
N BELOW 5QTH CENTILE 
A t t a in in g  C avg
Percent Below 50th 
Ce n t il e  a t t a in in g
C AVG OR BETTER
11 n Above 50TH c e n t il e  ............ ..N Above 50t h  C e n t i le  
A t t a i n i n g  C av g
6 OR BETTER.........................« . . .
Percent above 50th
Ce n t il e  At t a in in g
55# C AVG OR BETTER
TABLE II (b) 7o
D is t r i b u t io n  by Grade P o in t  a v e ra g e  o f  F E r c e n t i le  ran k  o f  T e s t  Scores 
Department of Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry ACE L Score
I 2 .0 0  -  Percentile 3 .0 0  G. P. 
RANK 1 (B OR b e t t e r )
n o b  -
1 .99  G* P-
(C -  B)
0 .0  -  
.9 9  G. P.
(BELOW C)
, —
TO 0.0 (MINUS G. P.)
90 -  100
N = I 2 5 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2  5 0 #  
7 5 #
N = .0
BELOW C - 2 5 $
« :  1  2 5 #
80 -  89
N = 1  2 5 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0  
2 5 #
N r  3  7 5 #
Below C -  7 5 #
N r  0
70 -  79
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r  0 N r  2  1 0 0 #
BELOW C -  1 0 0 #
N r  0
60 -  69
N =  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  5 0 #  
5 0 #
N * 1  5 0 #  
Below C -  5 0 #
N r  0
----1
OA10ATS
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N :  1  1 0 0 #  
Below C -  1 0 0 #
N r  0
40 -  49 k :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2  6 7 #  
6 7 #
N = 1  3 3 #  
BELOW c -  3 3 #
N z 0
3 0 - 3 9 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1  3 4 #  
3 4 # „ .
N = 1  ' 3 3 #
Below C -  6 6 #
N = 1  3 3 $
20 -  29
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -- 0  !
|
N = 2  1 0 0 #  
BELOW C -  1 0 0 #
Nr o
10 -  19
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  3 75# 
75#
N r  0
Below C -  25$
N r  I
M r  0
0 - 9 C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N r  0  
Below C -
N r  0
N  « 25
N BELOW ^OTH CENTILE .............................  2 2
N BELOW 507H CENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR SETTER................................................ 6PERCENT 8ELCW ÔTH Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER  ......   5 0 #
N Above ^oth Ce n t il e  . ........................... 1 3
N Above 50th  C e n t i le  Attaining C avgOR BETTER  .............. 5Rercent Above 50 th 
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
C avg  o r  b e t t e r  3 8 $
7/
TABLE II (c)
Distribution by Grace Po int average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry —  ACE T Score
ftRcENTlLERank
2 .0 0  -  
3 .0 0  G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00  -  
1 .99  S. P. 
(C - 6)
"j 0 .0  -  
.99 6* P . (Below c)
* m
TO 0.0(minus g„ p.)
90 -  100
N = 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
*» = 1 25%
50%
n = 1 25% 
Below C - 50%
Nr 1 25%
80 -  89 N = 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N T 1 25% 
50%
N = 2 50%
Below C - 50%
Nr 0
7 0 - 7 9
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 Nr 1 100% 
BELOW C - 100%
Nr 0
i
60 - 69 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 1 33?& 
33%
Nr 2 67% 
Below C -  6 7 %
N a 0
50 -  59
N= 0 jNr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  1
1 100% 
Below C -  100%
N r 0
40 -  49 N = o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 1 3 4 %  
3 4 %
N - 1  3 3 %  
Below c - 66%
N = 1  3 3 %
30 -  39 N = ©
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  5 0 %  
509?
N = 3  5 0 %
Below C - 5 0 %
N r o
20 - 29 N- 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 ' 'N r 0
Below C -
N = 0 /
10 - 19
1
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N: 1 100% 
100% I
N = o
Below c -
N - 0
,N = 0
0 - 9 jc AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 50% 
50% ........
Nr 0
BELOW C - 50%
N = 1 50%
N = 25
N Below 50TH Centile ......... 1 2n below 50ih Centile Attaining C avg 
or better ............... 6PERCENT BELOW 507H Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER...........   5 Q %
N above 50™  centile ........  1 3N Above 50th Centile Attaining C avg
or better........   5Percent Above 50th Centile attaining 
c avg or better ...... 3 3 %
TABLE II (d)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of ^ rcentile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry ~  TE Score
ftRCENTILERank
2.00 - 
3.00 G. P.(B OR better)
1.00 - 
1,99 G. P.<C - BJ„__  .
OoO -
.99 G. P. (Below C)
4 •TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
9 0 - 1 0 0 * - 1 25#
C average or better -
Nr 2 50# 
75#
N r 0
Below c - 25$
N = 1 25#
80 -  89 " = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r ' 0 N s 3 100$ 
Below c - 100$
Nr 0
70 -  79
Nr 0
C AVERAGE.OR BETTER -
N r 1 50#
50# N= 1 50$BELOW C - 50$
N = 0
60 -  69
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N= 3 75#
75#
N = 1 25$
Below C - 25$
N * 0
50 - 59 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 N r 1 1 0 6$ 
BELOW C - 100$
N; 0
40 - 49 k r 1 33#C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
IJ; 0
33#
Nr 2 67$ 
BELOW C - 67$
N r 0
50 - 59 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 1 25#25# N = 2 50$ BELOW c - 75$
N = 1 25#
20 - 29 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 1 50# 
50# i
N = 1 50$
BELOW C - 50$
N s 0
10 -  19
1
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n = 1 50# j 
50#
N = 0
below c - 50$
Nr 1 50#
,N = 00 - 9  1jC average or better -
N = 0 Nr 0
Below C -
N 1 ©
N s 25
N Below 50TH Centile......... 11N eelow 50TH centile Attaining c avg
or better......... .....  4
percent Below ôth Centile attaining
C AVG OR BETTER  ■........3 6 #
N above ôth Centile  .... 14N Above 50TH Centile Attaining C avgor better............. . 7
percent Above 50th 
centile Attaining C avg or better ..... .....  50#
TABLE III (a) 73
Dis t r ib u t io n  by Graoe Po in t  Average of ^ r c en tile  Rank of Te s t  Scores 
Department of Health and Physical Education —  ACE Q Score
PERCENT il e  
Rank
2 .0 0  -  
3 .0 0  G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1 .99  G. P. 
(C -  B1
0 ,0  -  
.99 G. P . 
(Below c )
* •
TO 0.0
(Minus g. P.)
90 -  100
0
C AVERAGE or better  -
N r  1  3 4 #  
3 4 #
n = 1  3 3 %
BELOW C -  6 6 %
N r  1  3 3 #
80 -  89 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  0 N r  0
Below C -
N r  0
70 -  79
N r  O
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N r  4  1 0 0 %
BELOW C -  1 0 0 %
N ;  0
60 -  69
«  = " I  5 0 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  ~ T ' ~ W  ‘  
1 0 0 #
N -  0
BELOW C -
N r  0
50 -  59
N z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N r  0
Below C -
N r  0
40 -  49
& r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* r  1  2 0 #  
2 0 #  1
N = 4  8 0 % 
Below c  -  8 0 %
N r  0
30 * 39
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0  1
1
_ . 1
* =  1  5 0 %  
Below C -  1 0 0 %
N r  1  5 0 #
20 -  29
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0  !1|
N = 1
BELOW C -  1 0 0 %
N .  1  1 0 0 #  " "  '
10 -  19
____ 1
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  0 N = 0
Below c  * 1 0 0 %
N =  1  1 0 0 #
i N = 0
0 - 9  1
j c  AVFRAGE or better  -
N = 0 N = 4  8 0 %  
Below C -  1 0 0 %
N -  1  2 0 #
N = 23
N below 50m  Ce n t il e  ...........................  14
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE 
A t ta in in g  C avg
or better  ............................................ 1
^ rcent Belcw 50TH 
Ce n t il e  a t t a in in g
C AVG OR BETTER................. .. 7 %
N a b o v e  50th  C e n t i le   .......................  9
N Above 50TH c en tile  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER................. .........................  3
ftiRCENT Above 50t h  
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
C AVG OR b e t t e r   .................... 3 3 %
TABLE III (b)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of Health and Physical Education -- ACE L Score
I 2.00 -ftRCENTILE 3.00 G. P.Rank (B or better)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P*(C - B)
0*0 - 
.99 S* P.(BELOW C)
• •
TO 0.0(Minus g. p.)
90 - 100 Tr:~o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
»»s 0 *= 1  1 0 0 $
BELOW C - 100<£
to = 0
80 - 89 N i 1 50J5C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0
50%
N r 1 50jJ 
Below C - 50%
N z 0
70 - 79 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 0 * - 1 100$ 
0ELOW C - 100$
Nr 0
60 - 69 NrT0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 1  1 0 0 $  
1 0 0 $
S.- 0
BELOW C - ,
to * o
50 - 59 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
NS 1  33$
u z z %
N = 2 6 7 $
Below C - 67^S
to= o
40 - 49 * >  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 **" = 1 50$ 
BELOW C - 100$
Nr 1 50$
30-39 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* = 0 h s 2 6 7 $  Below c - 100$ h '= 1 3 3 $
20 - 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 N ' 1 100$ 
below c - 100$.
n . o
10 - 19 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N. i 20$ 
20$ Ns 2 4 0 $Below C - 80$ u = 2 4 0 $,N r 0
0-9 C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 0 N = 3 7 5 $  
Below C - 1 0 0 $
N = 1 2 5 $
N - 23
N Below 50th centile ...  15N Below 50TH Centile attaining C avgor better....... . 1ftRCENT Below 50TH Centile Attaining 
C avg or better   V%
N ABOVE 507H CENTILE........  8N Above 50th Centile Attaining C avgor better......... 5ffcRCENT above joth Centile Attaining C avg or better ..........  3756
TABLE III (o') 7
Distribution by Grade Point Average of FErcentile Rank of Test Scores 
Department of Health and Physical Education —  ACE T Score
ftRCENTILERank
2,00 - 
3,00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 6* P-(C - B)
0*0 - 
.99 G* P.(Below c) TO 0.0 (minus 6. P.)
90 - 100 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 = 1  1 0 0 $  
Below c - 100$
N r 0
BO - 89 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 50$ 
50$
N - 1  50$
BELOW C - RO$
N r 0
70 - 79 N = 1 50^5
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr ’ 0  
50$
N = i 5 0 $  
BELOW C - 50$
N -- 0
60 - 69 N; ' 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n t  r..1 0 0 $
1 0 0 $
N s 0 
Below C -
N = 0
50 - 59 n = 0
C AVERAGE or better -
Nr 0 N = 3 7 5 $
Below C - 100$
N= l 25$
40 - 49 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
0 N = 1 50$ 
Below C - 100$
N: 1 50$
30-39 h r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 N = o
Below c -
"= 0
20 - 29 N : 0
C -AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 2 5 $  
2 5 $
N = 3 7 5 $
BELOW C - 7 5$
Nr 0
10 - 19 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 0 "'•I 33$ 
below c - 100$
N = 2 67$
0 - 9
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r b ..... N = 3 75$ 
Below c - 100$
Ns 1 25$
N - 23
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE........  13N BELOW 50TH CENTILE Attaining C avg
OR BETTER..............  1Percent Below 50th Centile attainingC AVG OR BETTER....... .
N Above q̂th Centile  ......   10N Above ôth centile Attaining C avgor better 3Percent Above 50th 
centile Attaining C AVG OR BETTER ........   30$
T/BLE III (d)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of Test Scores
Department of Health and Physical Education —  TE Score
7 &
ftRCENTILERank
2,00 - 
3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 1,99 G. P. 
(C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G, p.(Below C) TO 0,0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 "= 0
C average or better -
N r 0 N - 1 100$
Below c - 100$
Nr 0
80 - 89
1..
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER *
N z 0 N = 0
! below c - 100$
N = 1 100#
70 - 79 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 100# 
..100#
Nr 0
BELOW C -
Nr 0
60 - 69 N * 1 100#
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 
100#
N = 0
Below C -
Nr 0
50 - 59 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N I 0 Nr 2 100$ 
Below c - 100$
N : 0
S
'10
to r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 1 50# 
50#
N r 1 50$ 
BELOW C - 50$
Nr 0
30 - 39 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0
1
Nr 3 75$ 
Below c - 100$
N r 1 35#
20 - 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 j! N = 1 50$ BELOW C - 100$
N = 1 50%
10 - 19
1
N = 0 .
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 25# 
25#
^ = 2  50$
Below C - 75$
N r 1 25#
iN = 0o-9 iIC average or better -
to r 0 N = 4 80$ 
BELOW C - 100$
N = 1 30#
N s 23
N below 50i>i Centile  .....  1 7N Below 50th CentileATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER..............  8FtRCENT BELOW $0TH Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER .............
N Above 50th Centile   5N Above 30TH centile Attaining C avg
OR BETTER.............  2Percent Above 50th centile Attaining 
c avg or better ..... ........ 33#
7 7
TABLE IV (a)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of Psychology ACE Q, Score
feRCENTILERank
2*00 - 
9,00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G- P* (C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 6- P.(BELOW C) TO 0.0 (Minus 6. P.)
90 - 100 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
1 1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 &
N : 0
Below c -
N r 0
BO - 89 N= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N = 1 1 0 0 #
BELOW C -100# ..
N: 0
70 - 79 n.- 0C AVERAGE OR GETTER -
Nr 1 lt>0 #  
1 0 0 #
Nr 0
Below C -
N ; 0
60 * 69 iTr "0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n * 1  1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #
N.-O
Below C -
N z 0
50 - 59 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 33# 
33&
N = 2 67#
Below c - 67$
Nr 0
4 0 - 4 9
to = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  0 N : 1  1 0 0 #  
Below C -100#
N; 0
30 - 59 " = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 1 1 0 0 #  1 0 0 #
* r 0
Below c -
Nr 0
2 0 -2 9 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #
N = 0
BELOW C -
N ; 0
10 - 19 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 1  1 0 0 #  1003&
N = o
Below C -
N = 0
0 - 9 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 0
N r 0
BELOW C -100$ N = £ 100#
N * 13
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE.........  5N Below 50th CentileATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER..............  3
percent Below 50th Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER......... ...509b
N Above ôth centile........  7N Above 50TH centile Attaining C avgOR BETTER 4U rgent Above 50th 
centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER ............ 579b
TABLE IV (b) 7 8
Distribution st Graoe Odint Average of Percentile Rank of Test Scores 
Department of Psychology -—  ACE L Score
ftRCENTILERAfvIK
2.00 - 3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1*00 - (•99 G- P.'(C - B)
o*o - 
.99 G. P.(BELOW C) TO 0,0(Minos G„ p.)
90 - 100 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  1 0 0%  
1 0 0 %
N = 0
Below c -
N r 0
80 - 89 N r 0
0 AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 3 60% 
60%
'n r .2" t o #  ■
Below C - 40$
N : 0
70 - 79
L . ..: .
"= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 H = 1 50$ 
Below C - 100$
N = 1 50%
i60 - 69 »- 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N s 2 1 0 0%  1 0 0 % N s 0BELOW C -
N * o
50 - 59 N = 6
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 6 N = 0 
BELOW G -
N : 0
40 - 49 * = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 1 0 0%  1 0 0 % - = 0  Below C - N= 0
>0 - 39 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N = 1 1 0 0 $  
Below C - 100$
Nr 0
20 * 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 0 N s 0 
BELOW C -
N : 0
10 - 19
_ . . .j
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - i) Nr 0
Below c -
N • 0
0 - 9 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 Nr 0
Below c - 100$
N * 1 100%
N 13
N BELOW ̂ OTH CENTILE........  3N BELOW 507H CENTILE ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER..............  1Rercent below 50th Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER.........  33$
N ABOVE 50TH CENTILE   10N Above 50th CentileATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER.............    6ftRCENT Above 50th 
centile Attaining 
C AVG OR BETTER . ** 60$
TABLE IV (c) 79
Dis t r ib u t io n  by Grade Po in t  Average of Percentile  Rank of Te s t  Scores
Department of Psychology —  AGE T Score
j 2.00 - ! 1.00 - I I 0-0 - 
P e r c e n tile | 3,00 G. P. ji.99 G. P. | .99 G. P. 
Rank ! ( B o r  better) I (C -  B) j I (Below C) TO 0,0(Minus gp p« )
iN - 090-100 j
!C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 1 0 0 # 
10095 |
N = 0 
Below c -
N = 0
80 - 891 'j---
jN = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 67# | 
67# !
N = 1 33$
Below C - 33%
N = 0
!?o - 79
1
N r 0
0 AVERAGE OR BETTER -
»: 1 50# | 
50# i
Nr 1 50$
BELOW c - 50%
N r 0
60 - 69 N  - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0
!
n = 1 1 0 0  $
Below C - 100$
N- 0
30 -  39 K = 0 jN = 0 |
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! |
N  r 0
Below c -
N  = 0
40 - 49 N r 0 |N r 3 100# ;C AVERAGE OR SETTER - i IOC# |
Nr 0 
Below C -
Nr 0
30 - 39 N : 0 jN : 0 |
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -  j !
N = I 50$
Below c - 100$
N : 1 50#
IN* 0
2 0 - 2 9  j
‘C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N- o | N r 0 
Below c -
N « 0
]N r 0
10 - 19 |!C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N  -  0 j
11.. _.i
Nr 0
Below C -
N s 0
;"= 0
0 - 9  i
j C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
«= 0 [ Nr 0
^LOW C - 100#
N = 1 1 0 0 #
N = 13
N Below 30th  C e n t i le   ....................  6
N below  50th  C e n t i le
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER............ a ............................  3
P e rc e n t  Below 50th  
C e n t i le  A t t a in in g  
C AVG OR BETTER 5 0 $
N Above 30th  C e n t i le  „ .......... . . . . . .  7
N Above 30t h  C e n t i le  
A t t a i n i n g  C avg
OR BETTER............................. . ...........  4
p e r c e n t  Above 50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t t a in in g  .
C av g  o r  b e t t e r  07%
TABLE IV (d) Qo
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of Test Scores 
Department of Psychology —  TE Score
PERCENT ile Rank
2 .0 0  - 
3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
r i'.'o'o - 
1.99 G. P. 
(C - 8) .
1 0 ,0  - 
.99 6 .  P. 1(Below c) TO 0.0 (Minus Gr P.)
90 - 100 fr O
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N s' 2 lOOj 
1 0 0 1*
|N = 0
BELOW C -
N r 0
30 - 89 N = OC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 0 Nr 0
;Below C -
N = 0
70 - 79 to = 0v average or better -
to = 1 33%
.ZZ.%......
Nr 2 67$
Below C - 67$
N r 0
60 - 69 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 2 1 0 0 $ 
1 0 0 $
Nr 0  
Below C -
N s  o
50 - 59 N r "OC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
to 1 0 N -  0
Below c - 1 0 0 $
N = I  T O O $
40 - 49 N - 0
C AVERAGE or better -
N : 2 1 0 0 $ 
1 0 0 $
N - 0
Below C -
Nr 0
30-39 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nz 0 N = 1 1 0 0 $ 
Below C - 100$
N r 0
20 - 29
N r O
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N i 0 N r 1 1 0 0 $
Below c - 100$
N - 6
10 - 19
1
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N s 0 N s 0
BELOW C -  100$
N = 1 1 0 0 $
,N  1 00 -  9 I
i c  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  
------1 ----- --------=---------------------- *
N r 0 N = 0
Below C -
N z 0
N - 13
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE ........  5N below 50th Centile ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER..........   2FErcent Below 50th Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER....,....
N Above 50th Centile  ... 8N Above 50TH centile Attaining c avg
or better.............. 5Percent Above 50th Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER 63$
TABLE V (a) 3 /
distribution by Grade Point average of Fercentile rank of Test Scores 
Division of Humanities ACE Q Score
RlRCENTILE
RANK
2 .0 0  -  
3 .0 0  G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1 .00  - 
1.99 G. P* (c - e)
OoQ -
.99 G. P . 
( Below c)
* •
TO 0.0
( minus g . p . )
90 -  100
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 Nr 0 
Below c -
N r 0
80 -  89
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 5 100$ 
1 0 0$
Nr 0
Below c -
N : o
70 -  79
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 7 100$
.1 0 0$........
Nr 0
Below c -
N : 0
60 - 69 N - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 Nr 0
Below C -
N s 0
50 - 59
N r 1 17$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 4 66$ 
83$
N = 1 17$ 
below  c - 17$
N= 0
* 0 1 VJD
N : 1 17$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 3 50$ 
67$
N = 1 16$ 
Below C - 33$
N - 1 17$
30 -  39
Nr o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 75$ 
75$
N 1 1 25$ 
below  C - 25$
N = 0
20 -  29
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 4 80$ j 
80$____  ,
Nr 0
Below C - 20$
N s  1 20$
10 -  19
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 40$ 
40$
N = 3 60$
EELOW C - 60$
N r 0
0 -  9
N r 1 14$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 
14$
N r 4 57$
Below C -  8 6 $
Nr 2 29$
N 45
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE .........  £7N Below 50™  Centile ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER ....   14ftRCENT Belov/ 50TH Centile attaining
C AVG OR SETTER..... ....... 5Zfo
N ABOVE 501H CENTILE   18N Above 50th Centile Attaining c avgOR BETTER............... 17feRCENT Above 50th Centile Attaining C avg or better ...*,...o....
TABLE V (b)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile rank of TEst Scores
Division of Humanities ACE L Score
PERCENTILE RANK
2.00 - 
3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 1.95 G. P.JJL=JBl__
o.q - *99 G. P. 
(Below c)
<s *•
TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
ti:"'?" 1 0 0$ 
1 0 0$
 ̂s 0  
BELOW C -
0
80 - 89 N = 1 15$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4 57$
72$
N - 0
Below C - 28$Nr 2 28$
70 - 79 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER • N * 3 100$ 1 0 0$
N r 0
Below C -
N - 0
60 - 69 N.'l 2 0$C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
S s 4 80$ 
1 0 0$
N = 0
BELOW C -
N I 0
50 - 59 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N: 3 50$
u. 50$
N = 3 50$ 
BELOW c - 50$
N i 0
40 - 49 N r Q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
H : 2 50$ 
50$
N= 2 50$
BELOW C - 50<&
N r 0
50 - 39 N: 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 50$ 50$ N = 1 ' 25$Below C - 50$ 1 25$
20 - 29 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
2 40$^ 
40$
N= 3 60$ 
Below c -  60$
N = 0
10 -  19 N= 1 50$C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 1 50$ 
1 0 0$
N: 0
BELOW C -
N s 0
0 -  9 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  0 N = 1 50$  
Below C - 100$
N = 1 50$
N  * 45
N below  50t h  C e n t i le   ....................  1 7
N below 507H Ce n t il e
ATTAINING C AVG
or b e t t e r ..............................................   8
ffcRCENT BELCW 50TH 
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR BETTER............... .. 4 7%
N Above 50TH C e n t i l e ..............................28
N Above 50TH Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
o r  b e t t e r ....................................  23
P e rc e n t  Above 50t h  
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
C AVG OR BETTER . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 2 $
TABLE V (c) 8  3
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile rank of Test Scores
Division of Humanities ACE T Score
| 2 ,0 0  -  
P e r c e n t i l e  j 3 ,0 0  G. P. 
Rank (B o r  b e t t e r )
1 .00  - 
1.99 G. P .
(C - B)
]  0 -0  -  
.9 9  G. P.
j (BELOW C)
TO 0*0 
(Minus G. P .)
90 -  100
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4  1 0 0 $
1 0 0 $
N =  0
BELOW C -
"N r  0
O'.
CO10CO N = 1  1 6 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER »
N :  5  8 4 $  
1 0 C $
N r  0
1 Below c -
N r  0
I70 -  79
1
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ? 6  8 6 $  
8 6 $
N r  0
BELOW C - 1 4 $
N = 1  1 4 $
I
60 - 69
N 1 1  25$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N* 3 75$  
J . 0 0 $
N r  0  
BELOW C -
N x 0
I0 "= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  6 0 $  
6 0 $
N - 2 4 0 %  
Below C - 4 0 %
N  = 0
40 - 49
N c  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
 ̂ r 2 50$  
50$ j
N = 1  25% 
Below c - 50%
N : 1  25$
30 - 39 N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N =  1  3 4 $  1
3 4 $  |
N : 2 6 6 %
BELOW C - 56%
N s 0
20 - '2 9  j
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  ?. 66$  j 
66$
N = 0
Below C - 3 4 %
n s 1  3 4 $
|N - 0
1 0 - 1 9
jc AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n = 2 50$  
50$
n = 2 50%
BELOW C - - 50%
N; 0
o-9  1 2 0 ^
IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ; 0
...3.0 $ ............. |
N = 3  60% 
|b e lc w  c -  8 0 %
N r  1  20$
N = 45
N BELOW 5Q7H CENTILE ........  19N Below 30th Centile Attaining c avgOR BETTER ....    8Percent Below 30m  Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER ............. 4 2 $
N ABOVE ôth centile   26N Above 30th Centile 
attaining C avgOR BETTER  .......... 23Percent Above 50th Centile Attaining c avg or better ............. 8 8 $
TABLE V (d) 8 ¥
D i s t r i b u t io n  by Grade P o in t  A verage  o f  P e r c e n t i l e  Rank o f  T E st S c o re s  
Division of Humanities TE Score
7 2.00 -FtRCENTILE }.00 G. P . 
Rank (B o r  b e t t e r )
1.00 - 1.99 G. P . (C - B)
0.0 - .99 G. P.
(Below c)
r ■ ■ ■ ■
TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - ioo N = 2 23$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
5 55$ 
78$
n = 1 11$
Below c - P .P ,^
N : 1 11$
0 1 vO "= 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 5 84$ 
84^
N =0
BELOW C - 16$
N = 1 16$
70 - 79 I'i : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 9 100$ 
100$
N r 0 
BELOW C -
"s 0
6o - 69 s = '0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 2 50$ 
50$
N =2 50$ 
BELOW C - 50$
N . 0
50 - 59 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
f< : 1 34$
, 34$ ....x .
N = 2 66$ 
BELOW c - 66$
N : 0
40 -  49
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
M s 2 100$ 
100$
k -q 
BELOW C -
N r 0
&10<*\ N : 1 11$C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 3 34$ 
45$
N=4 44$ 
BELOW c - 55$
Ns 1 11$
20 - 29 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
«S 1 100$ 
100$
N =0 
BELOW C -
N s 0
10 - 19 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N s 0 N =0
BELOW C -
N : 0
iN = 0
0 - 9  1|C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r 0 N =1 50$ 
Below c 100$
N = 1 50$
N = 45
N below  $ o th  C e n t i l e ...........................1 4
N below  50t h  C e n t i le
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER..............................*...........  7
FtRCENT 0ELCW 50TH
C e n t i l e  A t t a in in g  
C AVG OR BETTER.............................50$
N Above 50th Ce n t i l e  . . . . . .  3 1
N Above 50th Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  c avg
o r  b e t t e r  ............................. .. 2 4
P e rc e n t  ab o v e  50t h  
C e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  c avg  o r  b e t t e r   ............... 77%
TABLE VI (a)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of U rgent ile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of English —  ACE Q. Score
per c en tile
Rank
2 .0 0  -
3.00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1.99 G. P . 
(C -  B)
0*0 -  
.99  S . p .
(Below C)
4 •
TO 0,0 
(M in u s  6. P.)
oofo
__g>—
0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
---------- N r 0 
Below c  -
N r 0
80 -  89
N : 0 .....................
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ;  3  ICO# 
100#
N -  0
Below  C -
N r 0 ‘
70 -  79
¥ ;  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 5 100# 
100#
N :  0 
Below C -
N = 0
So -  69 n = t 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 0 N = 0
Below c -
N r 0
50 -  59
n = 1 25#
C a v e ra g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
if; 2 50# 
75#
Nr 1 25#
Below c  • 25#
N r 0
0 1
fer 1 34#
C average or better  -
# :  0
34# _ . ..
«r 1 33# 
Below C -  6 6 #
N :  1 33#
30 -  39
*  = 0
C AVERAGE or better  -
N = 2 67#
67#
* - 1 33# 
EEL.OW c 3 3 #
0
2 0 - 2 9
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N *  2 67# 
67#
N r  o
Below C -  33#
N * 1 33#
10 -  19
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 2  40# 
4 40#
N = 3 60# 
BELOW c -  60#
N s 0
0 - 9 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
k z 0 N - 2 50# 
Below C -100#
N S 2 50#
N = 30
N Below 5 0 th  c e n t i l e  ............. 1 8
N below $oth Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
or b e t t e r ............................................ 7
ffeRCENT Below $ o th  
C e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  
C av g  o r  b e t t e r  *............. 3 9 $
N above $oth c e n t il e  . ...................... .. 1 2
N Above 50th Ce n t il e
At t a in in g  C avg
or better  . . . . . ........................ .. 1 1
P e rc e n t  ab o v e  50th  
C e n t i l e  A t t a in in g  c av g  o r  b e t t e r   .............   9 2 $
TABLE VI (b)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of Test Scores
Department of English —  ACE L Score
| 2.00 -  1.00 -  
PtRCENTILE 3 .00 -G. P. 1,99 G. P .  
Rank (b o r  be tt er) (C -  B)
j o . o  -  
.99 G- P. 
i (B e lo w  c )
TO 0 .0  
{MtWJiJS G. P. )
oo1o_ N = O  iN = 5  1 0 0 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 1 0 0 #
|N  = q
t
i Below  c -
N :  0
OAto
! 
•
L
.®
__
N -  1  1 7 ? 5  |N = 3  5 0 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 6 7 #
|N  r  0
' Belo w  c -  3 3 $
N :  2  3 3 #
(70 -  79
I
-  0  | N :  2  1 0 0 # ^  j
C AVERAGE OR BETTER ~ 1 0 0 #  j
N r  0
B elow  C -
N i  0
l
j6o -  69 N '  1  5 0 #  jN = 1  5 0 # "  I
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 1 0 0 #  I
N = o
Below  C -
N .  0
(50 -  59
!
N :  0  ;N = 2  40 #  ;
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 4 0 #  i
rN = 3  6 0 #
Below  c  -  6 0 $
N : 0
40  - 49 N c O  > r  01 j
Q AVERAGE OR BETTER - j ■ I
Nr 2  l 0 < 5 $
B elow  c  - 1 0 0 $
» : 0
30 - 39 N = 0  iN t 1 3 4 #  1■ I 
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 3 4 $  j
N = 1  3 3 $  
B elow  c - 6 6 $
N t  1  3 3 #
20 - 29 N - o !N - z 6 7 $  ;
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 6 7 fo \
N * 1  3 3 $  
BELOW C - 3 3 $
N = o
|N = 0  |N s 0  |
1 0 - 1 9  j
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -  [ j
N = o
BELOW C -
N : 0
= 0 N = 0  T
0 - 9 !
|C  AVERAGE OR BETTER - j |
N = 1 50# 
EELOW C - 100#
» : 1  50#
N = 30
H  b e lo w  50t h  c e n t i l e  .............. ...  10 N ABOVE 50TH CENTILE
N B elow  30m  C e n t i l e N A bove  30TH C e n t i l e
ATTAINING C AVG A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
OR BETTER .............. 3 or  b e t t e r ..............
P e r c e n t  B elow  50TH ftRC EN T Abo ve  50th
Ce n t i l e  At t a in i n g Ce n t i l e  At t a in i n g
C AVG OR BETTER . . . . . . . ...  30$ C AVG OR BETTER
TABLE VI (c)
Oiltributicn by Grade Point average of
Department of English
FfcRCENTiLE :;&NK OF TEST SCORES
—  ACE T Sco^e
j I 2.00 -  1 1.00 -  | 
( P e r c e n t i l e  | 3,00 G. P. | 1,99 G . P .  
j R ank __ j{B  o f  b e t t e r )  1 (C -  B) !
1 0.0 -  j
j *99 G . P. . TO 0 , 0  
; {B elow  c )  ! (M in o s  Go P . )
\  , N -  0 | N r  2  100%$0 -  |00 j I '
I iC a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -  ! 1 0 0 %  !
jN  r  0  \N  =  0
i Gllow  C -  [
j80 _ e <-  = 1  1 7 " °  JN =  5  l i N r  0
: | c  a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -  i 100%  i ! b e lo w  c  -
N = o
i
70 -  79
jN = 0  [N -  3  7 5 $  !
i  AVERAGE OR SETTER -  | 7  5 $  j
1N -  0
BELOW C -  2 5 $
N = 1  2 5 %
p o  ~ 69 iN -- i  5 0 $  IN = 1  5 0 $  1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  \ 1 0 0 $  I
N = 0
I Below  C -
N r  0
50 -  59
L ....... . .
N T 0  jN :  1  3 3 $  j ; » :  2  6 7 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  i 3 3 $  j j BELOW C -  6 7 $
N r  0
1
| ! N r  0  i « :  1  3 4 %  : j N r  1  3 3 5 ?  
i40 -  49 c f  ' I
f c  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  ! 3 4 / 3  ! i BELOW C -  & 6 °/(
•N = 1  3 3 %
i
30 -  39 N :  0  jN r  1  3 3 $  | | N = 2  6 7 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  I 3 3 $  ! 1 BELOW C -  6 7 $
■N :  0
20 _ 25 ! N -  0  iN = l  5 0 %  ; j N = 0
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  ! 5 0 %  j | BELOW C -  5 0 $
N = 1  5 0 $
jN = 0
i 0 -  19 j
IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  3 3 $  j 
3 3 $  ;
N - 2  6 7 $
Below  c  -  6 7 $
■N s  0
.
! N r  0
0 - 9  1
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -
. ______ , J.. , , ,........  ...
N Y "  o  ■”  [■
i
N = 1 50$
Belcwv c - 100$
■N T 1  50$
N Belo w  5 0 th  Ce n t i l e  ................................. 1 3
N B elow  50m  C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
OR BETTER...............   4
P e r c e n t  B elow  50TH 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  .
C AVG OR BETTER    31/3
N Above ^ o t h  C e n t i l e   ........... 1 7
N Above 30th Centile 
Attaining C avg
OR BETTER *.... . ..........  1 4
F ^ r c e n t  a b o v e  50t h  
Centile A t t a i n i n g  
C a v g  o r  b e t t e r  8 2 %
TABLE VI (d) 8 6
Distribution by Grace Point Averaqe or Fercentile r a w  or Test Scores
Department of English —  TE Score
j j 2 .0 0  -  j 1 .0 0  -  
PERCENTILE 3 .0 0  G. P. j a *99 G. P .  
i Rank (B or  b e t t e r ) (C -  B)
0 -0  -  
•9 9  G. P .
(B e lo w  C)
TO 0 . 0  
(M in o s  Gr P.)
L - H  -  2  3 3 %190 - 1 0 0  f  
j C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
jN = 2  33% 
6 6 %
N = 1  1 7 %
! BELOW C -  3 4 $
N -  1  1 7 %
! * > - < *  ! N :  0
I Ic  a v er a g e  or  b e t t e r  -
N = 4  8 0 %  
8 0 %
-  0
' Q elow  c -  2 0 $
N = 1  2 0 %
'
1 N = o
i70 -  79
! C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
; N 5  1 0 0 %  | 
1 0 0 %
j N r  0  
j Below  C -
N = 0
N = 0
|60 -  69
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
rN * 1  3 3 %
3 3 %
| N r ' 2  6 7 $
! BELOW C - 6 7 $
N r  0
30 - 39 N ; 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N i l  3 3 ° / i  U N ;  2  6 7 3 4  
3 3 %  !1 B elow  C -  6 7 %
N = 0
140 - 49 N c  0  iN :  1  1 0 0 %  j | N s  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j l O O $  ■ | BELOW C -
N ;  0
r
I30 -  39 N = 0 jN = 1  2 5 %  jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 2 5 %  !
|N  r  2  5 0 $
I B elow  C - 7  5 $
N : 1  2 5 %
,20 - 29
i
N -- 0  | N «  1  1 0 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | 1 0 0 %  ;
N = 0
B elow  C -
N = 0
; N = 010 - 19
IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N  5 0  |1i. 1
N  =  0
1
I B elow  C -
N :  0
jN = 00 - 9  |
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N  =  0  j
.. „ 4
N = 1  50$ 
Below  C -100$
N = 1 50%
N= 3 0
N BELOW 30TH CENTILE ..............................  Q
N Below 30™ Centile 
Attaining C avg
OR BETTER . .,.,....4......  3
Percent Below 50TH 
Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER , , , .  ................ -38 $
N Above 301H c e n t i l e  „ ............ * ............... 2 2
N Above 30th  C e n t i le  
A t t a in in g  C avg
or b e t t e r   ......................    15
ftRCENT above 50t h  
C e n t i le  A t t a in in g  
c avg  o r  b e t t e r  . . . . . . . . . . . .  68 %
TABLE VII (a)
Distribution by Grade Rjint Average of Percentile rank of TEst Scores
Department of Fine Arts —  ACE 0. Score
ffeRCENTILE
Rank
2.00  -
3 .0 0  G. P .
(B OR BETTER)
1 .0 0  -  
1.99 s. P.
(C -  B)
0 .0  -  
•9 9  S. P.
(Below C)
r ■■ _
TO 0 .0  
(Min u s  G. P . )
90 -  100
....................................
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
r r "O'......— .... 0 " " .......  " ”
Below C -
Nr 0
80 -  89
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2  100>
l O O v .
N r 0" 
Below  C -
Nr 0
70 -  79
N~r Q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  2  l O O / o  
l O O v
1T ;  5
BELOW C -
to = 0
60 -  69 ** z ' 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 3  0 N* o 
Below  C -
** 8 0
0^ir\•0
, 
..
h r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER •
N r 1 ioa>  
100 -
N r 0 
Below C -
to = 0
AO -  49
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N  r  2  l O O i b  
1Q0>
f t = 0
Below C -
to = 0
30 -  39
N :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N r  0
BELOW C -
to =  0
20 -  29 N -* 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 2  100^ 
100%
" •  0
BELOW C -
n - _  0
10 -  19
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N e 0 N r  0
Below C -
N = 0
0 - 9 N -  1 33^
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0
3 3 %
N = 2  6 T/0
BELOW C -  6 7 7 0
Ms 0
II = 12
M Below  ^oth c e n t i l e .................................  7
N Below >odh Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER................................................... 5
Pe r c e n t  Below ^ oth 
Ce n t il e  At t a in in g  
C avg  or b e t t e r  . . . . . . .  '  1 /^
N A bove 501H c e n t i l e ...............................   5
N Above 30th  c e n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
or b e t t e r ......................................    5
ftRCENT A bove JO th  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER • • • • . , .............. • • 1 0 0 /o
TABLE VII (b) 90
Distribution by grade Point average of percentile rank of test scores
Department of Fine Arts —  AGE L Score
î rcentile
Rank
2,00 - 3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1.99 2- P-
JfciAL. ..
0.0 - 
.99 6* P. 
(B e lo w  C)
TO 0#0 
(Minus G, P.)
VO 0 1 o o ■»T.0 " ........C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
*• = 2 1 0 0%  
„_____ . 1 0 0;.
N = 0
BELOW C -
Nr 0
80 - 89 hr o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
W = 1 1 0 0% s: 0 
BELOW C -
N r q
70 - 79 N = Q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 N r  0  
BELOW C -
N -‘ 0
6o - 69 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER •
N 1 2 100,0  
....1 0 0%
Sr 0  
B elow  C -
N, 0
50 - 59 N : 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 1 0 0% 0
BELOW C -
Nr 0
4 0 -4 9 «Ts 0 1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 1 0 0%  
.. 1 0 0 .,
N -  0
Belo w  C •
N = 0
VjJ 0 1 3 N I  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 1 1 0 0% 
1 0 0%
N r O '
BELOW C -
Nr 0
20 - 29 N ,  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
h.- Q N * 2 1005®
BELOW C - 100%
Nr 0
10 - 19 k - 1 1 0 0%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N S 0
. ..... 1 0 0 %
Nr o
BELOW C -
N r 0
0 -  9 hr oC AVERAGE OR BETTER • N z  0 N -  0  BELOW C - Ns 0
N = 12
N B elow  50m  C e n t i l e    5
N b e lo w  ^ o ih  C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v q
or  b e t t e r ......................    4
R l r c e n t  Below  5 0 th  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C a v g  o r  b e t t e r   ..............................6 7 } -
N Above ^ oth Ce n t i l e ............................. 6
N A bove 5 0 th  C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v q
OR B E TTER ..............................................  6
R e r c e n t  A bove $ o th  
c e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER................. ♦ * . .
TABLE VII (c)
Distribution by Grade Point average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
Department of Fine Arts —  AGE T Score
ftRCENTILE
Rank
2.00 - 3.00 G. P.
(B  OR BETTER)
1.00 - 1.99 6. P.J £ - Bj,_____
6,6 - .99 6. P. (Below c)
• •
TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 *7 O'" ' ..
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
*T""s.rou;:
1 0 Ĉ
Nr 0  
Below C -
N 5 0
60 - 89 * r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 Nr 6
BELOW C -
N - 0
70 . 79 irs 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - M = 3 ICO/.1009b
fcr 0
BELOW C -
N - 0
60 - 69 N x o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
»• 0 0
BELOW C -
N r 0
50 - 59 * = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* = £ 1009b
. . _ 10 Oft .
h r 0  
Below C -
«r 0
40 - 49 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 1 0 0;, 
1 0 0ft
W - q  
Below C -
N r 0
90-39 k - 0
C AVERAGE OR BE+TER -
N = 0 N = 0 ’
below c -
*1 : 0
20 - 29 [" - 0
C AVERAGE OR BEjTTER -
W- 1 1 0 0ft
, _ __ 1 0 0ft .
N r 0  
Below C -
N S 0
10 - 19 Wr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
M s 0 li r 6
BELOW C -
ti - 0
0 - 9  ̂r 1 33cjoC AVERAGE OR SETTER •
N r 0
. _  _  - .
fir 2 67ft 
BELOW C -  67ft
Nr 0
N = 12
N B elo w  s o t h  G e n t i l e ................................. 5
N BELOW ^OlH CENTILE 
At t a in in g  C avgi
OR BETTER.................................................  3
P e r c e n t  Below  50t h  
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR BETTER......... ...60)-
N ABOVE 30TH C E N TILE.............................  7
N ABOVE 50TH CENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER .................   7
P e r c e n t  A bove 50t h  
CENTILE ATTAINING 
C AVG OR BETTER 10 Oft
TABLE VII (d)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of Test Scores
Department of Fine Arts —  TE Score
ftRCENTILE
Rank
2.00 - 
3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P*
(C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G. P.
(Below  C)
TO 0*0 
(M in u s  G. P.)
90 - 100 ¥ r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 2 1 0 0%
1 0 0%
Nr 0  
Below  c -
JTZ “ or".. —
80 - 89 ¥ 7  0
C AVERAGE OR GETTER -
N = I 1 0 0%
100'*
N : 0
BELOW C -
N z 0
70 - 79 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 3 t b o £' ¥ : 0
Below  C -
Kl r 0
60 - 69 s * 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hi s I 1 0 0%
1 0 0%
Nr 0  
Be l o *  c -
hi r 0
50 - 59 hi = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hi : 0 Nr 0
8EL0W C -
hi r 0
4 0 -4 9
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1 1 0 0%
1 0 0%
ffr 0  
Below  c >
hi r1 "
0
0
&10<*\ N : 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR eEtTER -
hi = I 25% 
50% .
N 5 2
BELOW C -
• 50% 
60%
hi z 0 ............... ...
20 -  29 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BEiTTCR -
hi r 0 Nr 0  
BELOW C -
N s 0
10 -  19
a 1 W
N :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hi s 0 Nr 0
BELOW C -
N - 0
0 - 9
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hi - 0 Nr 0 
BELOW C -
hi = 0
H = 12
N BELOW 50TH C EN T IL E.......  5
n  b e lo w  50t h  G e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  c  a v g  
o r  b e t t e r  * ..........................  3
RlRCENT BELOW 50TH 
Ce n t il e  At t a in in g
C AVG OR BETTER..................... . . . , 6 0 %
N a b o v e  5 0 th  C e n t i l e .................................  7N A bove 50t h  c e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g  
o r  b e t t e r ...........................• .....................  7
ffcRCENT Above 50th  
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR B ETTER ................................1 0 0 %
TABLE VIII (a) 93
Distribution by Grade Bjint Average of Percentile rank of T6st Scores
Division of Physical Sciences —  ACE Q Score
I 2 .0 0  ~ 
P e r c e n t i l e  3 .0 0  G. P . 
Rank (b  o r  b e t t e r )
1 .00  - 
1.99 G. P . 
(C - B)
0 .0  -  
,99  G* P.
(Below c )
TO 0.0 
(MINUS G. P . )
90 - 100 N -  2  2 9 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
4  5 7 $
8 6 $
N = 1  1 4 $  
$BEL<W C - 1 4 $
» :  0
80 -  89 N = 3  3 3 $?
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 4  4 4 $  
7 7 $
f  -- 2  2 3 $
0ELOW c - 3 3 %
N = 0
70 - 79
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  4  4 4 $  
4 4 $
N = 5  5 6 $  
Beu** C - 5 6 $
N r  0
f
|6o - 69
1 - ..........
N F 2  5 0 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1  2 5 $  
7 5 $
N * 1  2 5 $  
Be l o v  C - 2 5 $
N 5 0
50 - 59 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 6  6 6 $  
6 0 $
N r  4  4 0 $  
Below  c - 4 0 $
N r C
40 - 49 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER •
Hz 3 7 5 $
7 5 $ ... __________
N r  1  2 5 $  
Belo w  C - 2 5 $
N r  0
30 -  39
N - 1  2 0 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2  4 0 $  
6 0 $
N = 2  4 0 $  
BELOW C -  4 0 $
N r  o
20 -  29
N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* :  1. 1 4 $  
1 4 $
N F  5  7 2 $
BELOW c  -  8 6 $  _
N F 1  1 4 $
10 -  19
N = 1  3 3 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N= 0
3 3 $
N = 1  3 4 $
EELOW c  -  6 7 $
N = 1  3 3 $
N = 0
0 - 9  «'
j c  a v e r a g e  or  b e t t e r  -
N = 1  1 0 0 $  
1 0 0 $
N = o
Below  C -
N = 0
N  =  5 9
N Below 5Qth C e n t i le  ........................... 2 0
N BELOW 50TVI CENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR SETTER............................................ 9
P e rc e n t  Below 5Qth 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR BETTER  ..........* 4 5 %
N ABOVE 501H CENTILE ............ 3 9
N Above ^oth c en tile  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER.............................. . . . . . .  26
P e rc e n t  Above 50th  
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
C AVG OR BETTER 6 7 %
TABLE VIII (b)
Distribution by Grade Point average of F^rcentile Rank of Test Scores
Division of Physical Sciences —  ACE C Score
I 2.00 - | I.00 - Percentile j 3.00 G. P. ; 1.99 G. P. 
R ank (b or better} I (C - B)
OcQ -
*99 2- P.(Below C) TO 0 ,0  (M in u s  Gp P.}
,N= 3  37%
90 - 100 |
;C average or better -
n s § 63% 
100%
"fT: 0 
i Below C -
M r 0
80 - 89 N = 3 44%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 3  4455
8 8 %
|N = 1 12%
! Below c - 12%
N s 0
70 - 79
f- - -
" r 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1  25% 
50%
N = 2  50% 
below c - 50%
N r 0
60 - 69
N r '0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N- 2 40%
40%
N = 3  60% 
Below c - 60%
N - o
30 - 39 N = 2  34%
C AVERASE OR BETTER -
N = 4  6 6 % 
1 0 0 %
^ r 0
Below c -
N = 0
4»> 0 1
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
4  50% | 
50% j
N = 4  50% 
BELOW c - 50%
N r 0
30 - 39
N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 2  40% I 
40% !
N = 3  60% 
b e lo w  c - 60%
N : 0
20-29  IN r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r f̂ jj N = 4  80% Below C -100%
"= 1  2 0 %
|N: 0
1C* - 19 (
JC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n s 5 83% j 
83% i
«: 1  17%
BELOW C - 17%
N r 0
= 00 - 9
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  0 N = 4  80% 
BELOW C - 100%
Nr 1  2 0 %
N 0ELOW 507H CENTILE  ..... 29N Below 30th Centile ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER ........   1 1FE.RCENT BELOW 50THCentile Attaining -
C AVG OR BETTER  ........  38/tf
N ABOVE 3OTH CENTILE „...   30N Above 30th Centile 
attaining C avgOR BETTER .....  ........... 24Percent Above 50th Centile Attaining ^C AVG OR BETTER ... . 0 .
TABLE VIII (c )
Distribution by Grade Point Average of FErcentile Rank of Test Scores
Division of Physical Sciences-ACE T Score
PERCENT ILE
Rank
2.00 -  | 1,00 -  
3,00 G. P . 1.99 G . P .
(B  OR BETTER) (C - B)
I 0,0 -  
.9 9  G, P .
j  (Below  c )
TO 0 ,0  
(M in o s  G , p . !
90 -  to o N = 3 3 4 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N= 5 5 5 $  
8 9 $
= 1  1 1 $
1 BELOW C - H $
N= 0
80 - 89
}
N = .4 b0%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER ~
k r 3 3 7 $  
0 7 $
« :  1 1 3 $
'selow c > 13%
Nr 0
70 - 79 N = 1  2 0 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 2 4 0 $  
6 0 $
N = 2 40% 
BELOW C -  40%
N: 0
1
60 - 69
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 2  2 8 $  
2 8 $
N = 5 72% 
Below  C -  72%
N = 0
50 - 59
N = 0  |N ; 5  6 3 %  1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 63% j
= 3 37%
BELOW  ̂ 37%
k  z  0
40 - 49 Nr 0  j^r 3 75% jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -  I 75% {
N = 1 25% 
B elow  C -  25%
N = 0
50 - 39
N = 1  50% N r  i  50% 1
i
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  1100% i
N r 0 
Below  c  -
N :  0
20 -  29 N r  0  !fi F z  3 7 $  ;C 'AVERAGE OR BETTER ~ i 37% |
N = 4 50%
BELOW C -  63%
N .  1 1 3 $
10 - 19 N = 0 1C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
n = l  5 0 $  j
50$ ......._ . . _ 4
N 5 1 50% 
Below  c  -  50%
N = 0
i N = 00 - 9  1IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1 17$^
1 7 $
N = 4 6 6 %  
Below  c -  83%
N = 1 1 7 $
N = 59
N teLcxv 30TH Centile  ... £2
N BELOW 501H CENTILE 
At t a i n i n g  C avg
OR BETTER  ........... ............................. 10
PERCENT BELCW 50TH 
CENTILE ATTAININGC AVG OR SETTER   45%
N A bove ;>oth  Ge n t il e  „ ........... „ ................ 3 7
N A b o v e  50TH c e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
or  b e t t e r ...........    25
P e r c e n t  A bove  50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR 8ETTER . . . .  . . .  . . . .  6 8 %
TABLE VIII (d)
DISTRIBUTION 6 '  GRACE POINT AVERAGE OF PERCENTILE RANK OF TEST SCORES
Division of Physical Sciences TE —  Score
2,00 -  
RlRCENTILE 3 ,0 0  G . P .  
RANK |{ B  OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1 .9 9  6.  P .  (C - B)
]  OoO -  
*99 G . P . 
{ Below  C )
* "
TO 0 .0  
(Min u s  G . P . )
90 -  100 k = 5 45i o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  6  5 5 $  
1 0 0 $
|N  = 0
1 BELOW C -
N = 0
80  -  85 N :  3 50$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER «
N :  1 35$ 
75$
jNr 1 25$
! b e lo w  c  -  35$
Nr 0
70  -  79 N :  0
C AVERAGE o r  b e t t e r  -
Nr 6 75$
7§$__ , .
N -- 3 35$
BELOW C -  35$
N r  0
60 -  69 fc= i 1 4$
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N F 3 43$
___57$
N«  3 43$
B elow  C -  43$
N r  0
50 -  59 N = 1 14$
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4 39$ j 43$ 1
N = 3 57$
B elow  C -  57$
N r  0
40  -  49
»:0 ^  
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
S T r  0 N r  1 100$ 
B elo w  C -  100$
N r  0
30 -  39 N I  0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 3 33$
3 3 $  j
N :  6 67$
B elow  C -  78$
N r 1 11$
20 -  29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
? 5 0$ ; 
5 0$. J i
N r  2  50$ 
B elow  C -  50$
N i  0
10 -  19
. .
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N= 1  30$ \ 80$ j
N = 3 60$
BELOW c -  80$
N = 1  20$
N r Oc - 9 ijc AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 33$ 
33$ j
N = 3 67$ 
B elow  C - 67$
N I 0
N = 59
N Below  jo t h  c e n t i l e  ..............................  2 2
N below  50t h  C e n t i le  
A t t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER ...............  5
FErcent Below $oth 
Ce n t il e  At t a in in g
C AVG OR B E T T E R ................. . . . . . .
n above ôth centile  ...<>....37
N Above 50t h  C e n t i le  
A t t a in in g  C avg
or better  ......•.....••29
p e r c e n t  Above 50t h  
C e n t i le  A t ta in in g
C AVG OR BETTER . . , . . . «
TABLE IX (a) 9 7
Distribution by Grade Point average of Percentile rank of Test Scores
Department of Home Economics —  ACE Q, Score
p e r c e n t il e
Rank
2. 00 -  1 1. 00 -  
5.00 G. P . } 1*59 G . P .
(B  OR BETTER) | ( C -  B)
0.0 -  | ... 1 
•9 9  G . P . t o  o . o  
(B e lo w  c )  1 (m in u s  G , P.)
L t N r  090 -  100 |
1C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N = 1  100 %  
100 %
o
! BELOW C -
N -- o
i
jeo -  89
[
iN = 1  3395
C a v er a g e  or b e t t e r  -
N = 2  6 7 %  
1 0 0 #
j N = o
: Below  C -
N = 0
b  -  79i
N -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  3  1 0 0 #  
100 #
N r  0 
B elow  C -
N = 0
1
160 -  69
N 8 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  1 0 0 #  
100 #
N r o
B elow  C -
N = 0
50 - 59 N = O  I N :  2  5 0 $j j C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | 5 0 $  I
Nr 2  5 0 #  
BELOW C - 5 0 #
N r  0
40-49 “  0  K -  1  5 0 %  jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 5 0 $  j
j N :  1  5 0 #  
B elow  C -  5 0 #
N r  0
50 -  59 N = 0  |N r  2  67 f0 j 
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  ! 6 7 $  \
N = 1  3 3 #
B elow  C -  3 3 #
0
20 -  29 N r  0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -  1  3 3 #  j 
3 3 #  j
N * 2  6 7 #  
BELOW c -  6 7 #
N a  0
10 -  19 N = 1  5 0 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0
5 0 #  j
N = 1  5 0 #
EELOW c -  5 0 #
Ns 0
, N ; 00 -  9 !jc a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N = 1  1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #
M = o
B elow  C -
N r  0
N  =  2 3
N Belo w  50 th  Ce n t i l e  ..............................  ■» -»
N Below  50*fh Ce n t il e  
At t a in i n g  c  avg
OR BETTER ..... ........ ..... 6
P e r c e n t  B elow  5 0 th  
C e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER   .................... 5 5 #
N A bove 5 0 th Ce n t i l e   ........... * ............. t o
N A bove  5 0 t h  Ce n t il e  
A t t a in i n g  c  avg
o r  b e t t e r ................................................  10
p e r c e n t  Abo ve  50t h  
Ce n t i l e  A t t a in i n g  
C a v g  o r  b e t t e r  8 3 $
TABLE IX (b) 96
Distribution ay Grade Pdint Average of percentile rank of Test Scopes
Department of Home Economics — ACE L Score
I I 2.00 -  i 1.00 -  
[ R z r c e n t i l e  ! 3*oo G. P . 11.99 g .  p .
RANK |(6 OR BETTER) j (C -  B)
j 0,0 -
j t99 G-, P . 
i (BELOW C)
TO 0 .0  
( M in js  Gr P.)
L N -  o(90 -  100 j u
i ;C AVERAGE Oft BETTER -
N 1 1  1 0 0 $  
1 0 0 $  _ ........  |
| n -  o
i BELOW C -
N -  0
t = 0
160 -  39 j
;C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  100 $  j 
1 0 0 $
|N =  0
' Below  C -■
N r  0
!
!?o -  791
N -  1  3 3 $
0 AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -- 1  3 3 $
6 6 $
j N -- 1  3 4 $
BELOW C - 3 4 %
N r  0
60 -  69
N = - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1  1  3 3 $
3 3 $
N * 3  6 7 i o  
| B elow  c  -  6 7 $
N -  0
50 -  59 N = 1  2 5 $
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  7 5 $  '
1 0 0 $  !
[N 2 0
1
Below  C -
N r  0
i
]40 -  19 | N :  0  jN r 3  1 0 0 $  ;
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  i 1 0 0 $  !
N r 0
!
i B elow  c -
N r 0
L  „  iN = 0 iN = 2  1 0 0 $  13° - 39 : . !
|C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 100%  !
1 * ^ - 0  1
1
B elow  c -
N r 0
f- = 0  lN -  C  :20 -  29 1 i ;
; C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  i
N = 2 1 0 0 $  
B elow  C -  1 0 0 %
N r  0
|N r 0 j 10.19  !
! C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
w = 2 1 0 0 $  ] 
10C '$ j
N -  0
B elow  c -
N = 0
,N = 00 - 9  !
|C  AVERAGE OR BETTER -
0
I
N r 2  1CC$  
...BELoyy .C -  1 0 0 $
N r  0
I
--------------------- 1
N  =  2 3
N 0ELOW ^OTH CENTILE ..............................  H
N Below  50Th Ce n t il e  
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER  ...........................................  7
Pe r c e n t  below  ^ oth  
Ce n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR BETTER < » • • . **•«»<«* 6
N ABOVE 501H CENTILE . . . . . . . ............ 1 3
N A bove ^ oth  Ce n t il e  
At t a in i n g  c  avg
OR BETTER  .......................... . . . . . . . . .  9
PERCENT ABOVE 5QTH
Ce n t il e  a t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR BETTER .75 %
TABLE IX (c)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of FErcentile rank of Test Scores
Department of Home Economics —  ACE T Score
ftRCENTlLE
Rank
2,00 - 
3.00 6. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1,99 G. P.
(C - B)
0.0 - 
•99 P- 
{B elow  c)
«•
TO 0.0 
(M in u s  G. P.)
90 - too N = 0
C AVERAGE 'OR SETTER -
N = 1  1 0 c %  
1 0 c #
N = 0  
BELOW C -
N = 0
cr\
0010 N : 1 3 3 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
•* : 3 6 7 #  
1 0 0 #
N r 0
'b e lo w  c -
N = 0
70 - 79
IT; 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N r 0
BELOW C -
N - 0
60 - 69
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 2 40 #  
40#
N = 3  60%
B elow  c - 60%
N r 0
50 - 59
N z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
r 4  1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #  ... ,
N - 0
EELOW C -
N = 0
10 & r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  2  1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #
N r 0  
B elow  C -
N r 0
VO 0 1 v*>
N = 1  1 0 0 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0  1
1 0 0 #  1
N = 0 
B elow  c -
N r o
20 - 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 50#  j 
50#
N r  1 50#
BELOW C - 50%
N =  0
10 - 19
.. j
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 1 50#  
5 0 #
N = 1 50%
BELOW C - 50%
N s 0
,N = 0
0 - 9  1|C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 33#
33#
N = 2 67% 
B elow  C - 67%
N = o
N  as 2 3
N below  50t h  Ce n t i l e .................................. 1 0
N B elow  $ q t h  C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  c  a v g
o r  b e t t e r  . . . ................. * ..........................  5
Pe r c e n t  Below  5Qth  
Ce n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR BETTER......♦.....  6 0 %
N A bo ve  5 0 th  Ce n t i l e  * ........................... 1 3
N A bo ve  5 0 th  Ce n t il e  
At t a i n i n g  c  a v g
OR b e t t e r   ..................................... 1 0
ftRCENT a b o v e  50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER . . . . . ......................7 7 %
TABLE IX (d) too
0 1 SI R I BUT I ON BY GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF f̂ RCENTlLE RANK OF TEST SCORES
Department of Home Economics — • TE Score
[ 2.00 - 1 1.00 - 
PERCENTILE 3.00 G. P. j 1 *99 2* p* Rank (B or better) j (C - B)
0,0 - 
.99 G. P.(Below C) TO 0.0 {minjs G«. P.)
0̂ - 100 N ' 1 20$ |N 1 4 80$ C AVERAGE OR BETTER - |100$
N r 0j[Below c -
N -- 0
80 - 89 N : 0|C average or better -
N - 0
t
|N = 1 1 0 C$ 
■ Below C - 100$
N j 0
|N: 070-79 JC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N T 4 80$
80$ . ...__
jN - 1 2 0 $
j Below C - 20$
N r 0
60 - 69 !n 1 1 33 $C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 67$ 
67$
[N - 0
Below C -
N r o
30 - 39 N = 0 !N = 2 50$C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 50% |
N r 2 50% 
Below c - 50%
Nr 0
40 - 49 N r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
0 N r 0 
Below c -
N r 0
10 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 2 67$ 
67$
N = 1 33$ 
Below C - 33$
N r 0
20 - 29 Nr 0C average or better -
N. c N = 1 1 0 0 $ 
BELOW C - 100$
N s 0
jN = 010 - 19 C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 N = 1 1 0 0 $ 
eelow c - 1 0 0 $
N = 0
N r 0
0 - 9  |jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ; 0 N : 0
Below C -
N s 0
N  - 33
N Below 50th centile ........  5N Below 50th Centile 
attaining C avgOR BETTER.............. 2f̂ RCENT BELCW 50TH Centile attaining
C AVG OR BETTER  ......  4 0 %
N above 507H centile........  18N Above 30th Centile Attaining c avg
or better......... 14Percent Above 50th centile Attaining C avg or better 78%
TABLE X (a) to /
Distribution ev Grade Point Average of F£rcent sle rank of Test Scores
Department of Fre-Engineering —  ACE Q, Score
! 1 2.00 -  j 1.00 -  ' 
p e r c e n t i l e  | 2 .0 0  G. P . j 1.99 g .  P . 
Rank | ( B  o r  b e t t e r )  I <C' -  B)
0,0 -  
*99 g .  p .
! { B e lo v  c)
TO 0 .0  
( M inds G. p.)
N -  o9 0 - 1 0 0  | u
| jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0
!
.................................  .1
I *  -  1  1 0 0 #
! B elow  c -  1 0 0 $
N = 0
^80 -  89 j 5 0 $
| jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  1  5 0 #  j N = 0  
1 0 0 $  1 ! 0ELOW C -
N = 0
I • IN = o  
■7° - 7 9  !
1.............  1C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0  j
i
| N r  2  1 0 0 #
I BELOW C -  1 0 0 $
N = 0
r In * q " 1 " ...... -
6 0 - 6 9
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -
fo = 6 [ f o r  0 
! B elow  C -
u = 0
jN r  0
5 0 - 5 9
]C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N =  1  3 4 %  1  3 3 % i
...3 4 1 . ........... ....... _ _ . i l jE L o w .C _ .r _  _ 3 _ 6 $
N = 1  3 3 $
40 - 49
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1  1 0 0 1  j
1 0 ' <? . _1
jN -  0  
BELOW C -
N r  0
1
30  -  39 N r  0  IN r  0  i; ! 
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j |
N r  0
B elow  c ~
N -  0
N -  0  | N :  O  
20 -  29 j j |
’• C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j ;
N -  2 ~  1 0 0 1  
BELOW C -  1 0 0 $
N -  0
10 -  19
N r  0  ;
C AVERAGE OR SETTER. j
N -  ' 0 ................... .................. 1
1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j
N s  0  j
J
N = 0
EElOW c *
N -  0
c -  9
.
N 5 0  |
1
N r  0
B elow  C -
TV's 0
N = 11
N Belo w  ^oth  Ce n t il e  . . . .....................  3h B elow  50JH C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  c  a v g
OR BETTER  .... 1
P e r c e n t  Belov./ soth  
c e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR B E T T E R ..................................3 3 / S
N A bove  ^ o th  c e n t i l e   .............   8
N Abo ve  5 0 th Ce n t il e  
At t a in i n g  c  avg
OR BETTER  ...............    3
FtRCENT Above 50th  
Ce n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  .
C avg  o r  b e t t e r
TABLE X (b) tog.
Distribution by Grace Point Average of FErcentile rank of TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Engineering —  ACE L Score
FfcRCENT ILE 
Rank
1 06"'- -... 1 1
3*00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1*99 s* P*
0.0 - 
.99 6. P.(Below C)
• —
TO 0*0 
(Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 N = 0
C AVERAGE or BETTER -
* ~ -- -------■ T T o
Below c -
Nr 0
80-89 N: 1 5 0 #
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N=  0 
5 0 #
K : 1 5 0 #
Below C - 5 0 $
Nr 0
70 - 79 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 ** 1  io6?T~
Below C -100$
N = 0
—
BK
"
0 1 OTv VO N 8 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
r s 5 - N s 0  
Below C -
Nr 0
50-59
N =  0
C AVERAGE. OR .BETTER -
W = 1 1 0 0 #  
1 0 0 #
N= 0 
Below C •
N r 0
4 0 - 4 9
«: 0
C AVERASE OR BETTER -
» :  1 5 0 #  
5 0 #
N : 1 5 0 #  
Below C - 5 0 $
N; 0
30-99 N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n =  0 " = 1  1 0 0 #
Below c >100#
N r 0
20 - 29 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 ^ « 1 1 0 0 #  
BELOW C -100$
Nr 0
10 - 19
ll: ()
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s X D U#
5 0 #
N - X
below c - 5 0 $
N - 0
0 - 9
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
h - 0 N = 1 1 0 0 #  
BELOW C -100#
N e 0
N « 11
N Below 50th Centile........... 7
N BELOW 501H CENTILE 
ATTAINING c avg
OR BETTER.................. O
FtRCENT BELOW 50TM 
Centile Attaining 
C avg or better...... ..... 2 9 ^
N Above 501H centile.........  4
N Above $oth Centile 
Attaining c avg
OR BETTER...............  2
Percent Above 50th 
Centile attaining c avg or better..........  5 0 $
TABLE X (c) 103
Distribution by Grade Point Average of percentile rank of TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Engineering -- ACE T Score
r  2 . 0 0 -  1 1.00 - j; o , o -  r
ftR C E N T lL E  ; 3*00 G. P. '1,99 G. P. 11*99 G. P* \ TO 0,0 
R ank j ( 8  o r  b e t t e r )  ; (C  - B) j j (B e lo w  c )  ! ( M i n j s  G.  P J
90 - 100 ' N r  1  5 0 ^  :N - 0  | | N = 1  5 0 7 , |n r  0
1 ic AVERAGE OR BETTER -  : 5 0 $  ■ | EELOW C  - 5 0 $  j
;N r 0  !N = 0  r N = 1  1 0 0 $  |N r 0
|so - 89 1 , i : ' \
I jC AVERAGE OR BETTER -  | : BELOW C -1 0 0 % 1
lN = 0  iN - 1  1 0 0 $  1
70 - 79 | |
: jc AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 10055  |
N ;  0
BELOW C  -
N :  0
Ii
j6o -  69 
1
N a ' 0  |Ns 0  i
1 ] C  AVERAGE OR BETTER - j |
N 2 1  1 0 0 %  
B elow  C -1 0 0 %
On
1
i$o -  ^9
1
N = 0  H r 0  N - 0■ M  
C AVERAGE OR BETTER ! ; j BELOW C -
N = 0
,40 - 49 I1
W ?  “o------- "IKTT'I 50% ; N r 1 50%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 5 0 % i i BELOW C - 5 0 %
N - 0
’N r  0  iN : o !
130-39 1 1 !
(C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j (
N = 0
B elow  C -
N = 0
iN - 0 ;N - 2. 3 3 fo :
20 - 29 ; i *
:C  AVERAGE OR BETTER - , 33%
N - 2 67% 
B elow  C - 67%
N ;  0
|N = 0  jW b 0  j 
10 -  19 ! ; !
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - | I
N = 0
B elow  C -
N -  0
N ;  0  = 0
0 - 9  [ I j
|C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j
N = 1  1 0 0 % 
Below  C -100%
2 tl O
N * 11
N &LOW 50TH CENTILE ..............................  6
N Below  ^ oth  Ce n t i l e  
At t a i n i n g  c avg
o r  b e t t e r .............................................   2
p e r c e n t  B elow  ^ o t h  
c e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  .
C AVG OR BETTER 33%
N A bove ^ oth Ce n t il e  
N A bove ^ oth  Ce n t il e  
A t t a in i n g  c  avg
OR BETTER 
Pe r c e n t  ab o v e  50th  
Ce n t i l e  At t a in i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER
TABLE X (d) J O  If
Distribution by Grade Point Average of F^rcentile rank of Test Scores
Department of Pre-Engineering -- TE Score
ftR C E N T lL E
Rank
2.06 - 
3.00 G. P.
(B  OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1.99 G. P. (C - B)
o\o - 
.99 G* P.
( B elow  c )
*■*
TO 0.0 
(Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 jN: 1 l O O #
C AVERAGE o r  BETTER -
* T  o'".... .
\oo%
fT = 0
B elow  c -
N r 0
80-89 N= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
^  = 1 l o o #  
1 0 0 #
N r 0
B elow  c -
N: 0
bo -  79 "S"z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 Nr 1 1 0 0 #  
8ELOW C -  1 0 0 #
Nr 0
j T  
60 - 69 "• 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
S r 0 “ ■ 2 1 0 0 #  
BELOW C - 10095.
N r 0
50 - 59 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N : 0
BELOW C -
N = 0
40 - 49 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
f3“- <y - - " fo'r 0
B elow  C -
N r 0
30 - 39 N z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
: 0 N = 1 ldOjS
BELOW C - 100$
N r 0
20-29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n = 1 i00#“ 
\oo%
N r 0
BELOW C -
N s 0
IN = 0
10-19
Jc a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N = 1 5 0 #
50% _____ }
N = 1 5 0 $
BELOW C -  5 0 $
N = 0
N-- 0
0 - 9  1IC a v e r a g e  o r  s e t t e r  -
N: 0 I 
— ..^
N = 2  1 0 0 $  
B elow  C -  1 0 0 $
N = 0
N - 11
N Below 50th centile  .....  6N BELOW 50TH CENTILE ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER..............  2ftRCENT 0ELCW 50THCentile Attaining C avg o r  better ..........  3 3 $
N Above 50TH centile ,.... 5N Above 50th Centile Attaining c avgor better .............. 2ftERCENT above 50th Centile Attaining C avg or better 40%
TABLxi XI (a) i c f
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of 7£st Scores
Division of Socila Sciences —  ACri Q SCCRS
«
P e r c e n t  i l e  
Rank
2.00 -  
3*00 G . P .
(B  OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1 .9 9  G . P .
J C  -  B)
0.0 -  
.99 G . p .
(BELOW C )
TO 0 . 0  
{MlMOS G . P .  )
90 -  100
^  r  2  2 O /0 
C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N z 5  5 0 / a
v o /0
■ n = t ......30%
B elow  c -  3 0 %
N :  0  ...................... .
80  -  89 N I  2  1 5 >
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N -  7  5 4 >
6 9 ' , v
N = 4  3 1 %
Below  c -  3 1 %
N :  0
70 -  79 N = 1  1 2 ^
C AVERAGE o r  b e t t e r  -
N -  6  7 5 >
8 7 >
N = 1  1 3 %  
Below  C -  1 3 %
N I  0
60 •  69 ^  * 2  5 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  2 5 ‘/o  
7 5 %
N = 1  2 5 %  
BELOW c - 2 5 %
N = o
50 -  59 N = 2  1 2 > .
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 7  4 1 %
5 3 %
N = 8  4 7 %  
B elow  c - 4 7 %
N :  0
4 0  - 49 r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 3  3 4 %  
, 3 4 %
Nr 4  4 4 %  
B elow  C - 6 6 %
N r  2  2 2 >
3 0 - 3 9
N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
k : 5  5 0 >
5 0 %
N = 4  ' 4 0 %  
B elow  c -  5 0 %
N ;  1  1 O /0
20 -  29 N -  1  1 2 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4  5 0 %
6 2 % .....................
N =  1  1 3 %  
Below  C -  2 8 %
N = 2  2 5 >
10 -  19 N :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 6 46%
46%
N = 5 38c/a 
acLow  c - 54/1;
N 1 2 16>j
■ N = 0
0 - 9  i
!G a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N :  0 N = 2  4 0 / »
Below  C -  lO C f /o
n  = 3  60)0
H  =  9 7
N Belo w  3 0 th  Ce n t il e  .............................. 4 5
N BELOW 501H CENTILE
At t a i n i n g  C av g
o r  b e t t e r .................................................1 9
P e r c e n t  Below  5 0 th  
Ce n t i l e  At t a i n i n g  
C av g  or  b e t t e r  4 2 %
N Above  ^ oth  c e n t i l e  * ...........................  5 2
N Above 5Qth  Ce n t il e  
A t t a in i n g  c  a v g
OR B E T T E R ........................................... . .  35
ftRCENT A b o v e  50t h  
C e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  
C a v g  o r  b e t t e r   .................... 6 7 %
TABiXi XI (b) 106
DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF PERCENTILE RANK OF TEST SCORES
Division of Social Sciences —  A C i i  L Score
P e r c e n t il e
Rank
2,00 -  
3,00 G. P .
(B  OR BETTER)
1,00 -  
1 ,9 9  G. P .  
(C - B)
0.0 -  
*99 G* P . 
(B e lo w  c )
TO 0 , 0  
(M in u s  g. P.)
90 -  100
N r  4  2 5 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1 0  6 2 %
8 7  %
N = 2  1 3 V o
BELOW C -  1 3 / 0
N -  0
i
jso  -  e$
N z  2  2 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N I  ’ 6  5 0 %  
7 0 %
N = 3  3 0 / o  
; Belo w  C -  3 0
N :  0
b o  -  79
WT'TJ........ ~
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  4  0 7 , .  
..........6  7 / - ................... ........
N r  2  3 3 >
BELOW C -  3 3 / U
N s  0
60 -  6$ N = 1  6 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 1 0  6 3 %  
6 9 7 a
N = 5  3 1 %
BELOW C -  3 1  >
N. -  o
50 -  59 N = 2  l 6 >*
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 5  4 2 %
. 5 8 % ............................
N r  5  4 2 j o  
B elow  C - 4  Zio
N z  o
40 -  49
^  - 1  1 0 >
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  2  207 - N = 6  6 0 %  
pB-ow C - _ 7 0 , .
N : 1 107a
30 - 39
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  4  8 0 / a
8 0 %
*■ = 1  ' 2  0%  
Below c  - 2 0 %
N : 0
20 - 29 N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N- 2 22% 
227a .
N = 5  5 6 %
BELOW C - 7 8 / t f
N = 2 22%
.. -. .. r........
10 - 19
1
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N *' 1  " 25/a 
2 5/0
N = 1  25/v 
B elow  C -  7 5 %
N = 2 5C%
,N = 0
o -9  ijc AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 ll>o 
1 1 ^
N = 3  3 3 > to
Below  C -  8 9 >
N r 5 56^-
N = 97
37 N ABOVE $0TH CENTILE * ................................60
N A bove 3 0 th  Ce n t il e  
ATTAINING C AVG11 OR BETTER.........,*..••*• 43ffeRCENT Above 50th Centile Attaining 30% c avq or better    72/o
N B elo w  ^ o t h  C e n t i l e  N BELOW 507H CENTILEAttaining C avgOR BETTER *
F E r c e n t  B elow  3 0 th  CENTILE ATTAINING 
C AVG OR BETTER
TABlii XI (c)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of ftRCENTiLE Rank of Test Scores
Division of Social Sciences —  % C sh T Score
ftR C E N T lLE
RANK
2.00 -  
3.00 G. P .
(B  OR BETTER)
! 1.00 -  
1 1 .9 9  G . P .  
(C  -  B)
0.0  -  
<99 P . 
(B e lo w  c )
TO 0 .0  
(m in u s  G* P.)
90 -  100
N :  3  2 1 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ;  y  5 8 %  
7  9 %
N :  3  2 1 % '
BELOW C - 2 1 %
f t .....0
8 0  -  89 N -  3  2 1 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 8  5 8 %  
7 9 %
N = 3  2 1 / o
BELOW C -  2 1 %
N r  0
70 -  79
= 1  1 3 , -
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  5  6 ^ %
7 5 / j
T 7 ........2  2 5 %
B elo w  C -  2  5 %
F T ......0 .....
60 -  69 N * 1  1 0 %C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 5  5  O Jb
.....6  Oi<t
N *  4  4 0 %  
Belo w  C -  4 0 %
N .  o
50 -  59
N -  1  9 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  6  5 5 %  
6  4 %
N s  4  3 6 %  
Below  c  -  3 6 %
N :  0
4* 0 1 £
^ -  1  1 3 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  3 7 >  
5 0 / ,
N :  4  5 0 %  
B e lo w  C -  5 0 %
N r  0
30 -  39 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  3  4 3 %  
4 3 %  _
^ z 3  4 3 %  
aELow c - 5 7 %
N :  1  1 4 %
20 -  29 N = 0  !,J= 4 3 1 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  I 3 1 / J  i
N * 8  6 2%  
B elow  c  -  6 9 %
«  = 1  7 %
10 - 19 N ;  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  1  2 0 %  I
2  d . O ...................... ........ 1
N = 1  2 0 %
B elow  C -  8 0 %
M s  3  6 0 %
N = 00-9 IC a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N = 1  1 4 / v  |
. -------------1-
1  1 4 %  
B elow  c  -  8 6 %
N s  5  7 2 %
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE .............................. 4 0N B elow  5 0 th  C e n t i l e  
ATTAINING C AVG
OR B E T T E R  .................................1 3
FtRCENT BELOW 5OTH 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR BETTER............ 33/U
N A bo ve  5 0 th  Ce n t i l e   ..........................< 57
N A b o v e  50TH c e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
o r  b e t t e r     ...............r.41
feRCENT A bo ve  50th  
Ce n t i l e  At t a in i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER  ..................< 7 2 %
A ,,,, „I fa)
UIE.THI9UTI0N BY GRACE POINT AVERAGE OF FERCEN'ILE SANK OF TEST SCORES
10 8
I) iv is i e u c:: ooc in i Do ience... —  TJ 3core| j 2,00 - j 1.00 - j! 0,0 - jPercentile i 5.00 G. P. 11,99 G. P, |'j .99 G. P. j .Rank ;(b or better J j (C - B) | ! (Below C) TO 0,0 (Minus 6. Pf.)r ,Nr 4 3 5,. in = 9 GO.,-~T;̂ l 1 7'.|90 - IOC j ' ! I |; jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - : 9 3̂- ! j BELOW C - 7;
Nr 0
1 IN - «; r: |N - n pro, j ■: N - -j ri. S80 - 89 1 ~ j " ' " i/'' i ,C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j -95.-' : BELOW C •- 17,--
Nr 0
i !N = I 9 70 - 79 1C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N- 6 Dv.: ijNr / 3 5-, 
34,.- ! Be' cw c - 563-
Nr 0
1N -' 0;60 - 69 jj 1C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 5 75 , iiN~ i 25;,! i7: ' . 6 Below C - 5
Nr 0
i lN = 0 iN - 7 0 0 . ''V 4 3oC |>G - 39 | ; i;i 4 C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j ,Vl O; i » BELOW C - i)G;v
N ; 0
JN - 0 !N - 4 50,, !,!V  '6 37,, AC -  49  5 ; :jc AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 • Q\. | j BFlGW C - hO .
N - 1 13;,
: i 9, |N r 1 9, ,!»: 6 ' 73,, !?c - 39 ' ' ' 9|C AVERAGE OR BETTER - , i.w. - ' j BELOW C - S Z ,
N = 1 9>,
_ ;N - o !N* o . so-,.- 4 1 10 <- J i | . ,•C AVERAGE OR BEJTTER - j DO1'.- ; j BELOW C - DO ,-
N = 2 55,.:
!N ; 0 jN* 3 45',,, i iN - 4 57;,10 - 19 j 1 !:C AVERAGE OR SETTER - j A 3 , j j ft-LOW C - 573̂ 1 
2» (t o
f” ' “Nr 0 N 3 1 B,. ; K*  5 42,
0 - 9 ;  | ! I
jC AVERAGE OR SETTER - | 8  j |BELOW C - 9 2\ j
N = 6 50,, ■
. ~ -------------
\ BELOW 50TH Cl.NTILE ..... /V.
<%' BELOW 30TH CENT ILF ATTA I N )i\G C AVGOR 3ETTER...     i<')
Percent Below ■ O'n-i ClLTILE mT"[ a j R i MG
C AVG OR BETTER B..... 3 0
N Above ̂Oth Centile 
N ASOVE 50 JH CENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER..Rercent above 50th 
Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER ,
.41 
- 77>
103
TABLS XII (a)
OiumtBuTiON by Grade Pdint average of Percentile rank of TEst scores
Department of Pre-Law —  ACE Q, Score
! I 2.00 -
jPtRCE.vlTJLE I 3,00 3. P. 
L.J^IK_____; (B OP GETTER)
! Ff.jG - I GO
c
f~7TocT - 
! a .>99 G. P ,  
- B)
.. 2 28%  
AVERAGE OR SETTER -
jN r 3
3
1.71% _
43J,
0.0
.55 G. P. !]_{BE.tav 0) =FSj i N 2 1 ;
| | BELOW C -
f?F=*
TO 0, 0 
S (Minus G. P * )
29>* j
£ 2%  J
N - 0
|80 -  6<j
:/o - 79
£0 - 60
! N - p
!
^|UJWERAGE
2 0%
OR SETTER
■ N - 4 0% j
C AVERAGE
o pc D/J
OR BETTER
|N r 50% -b
:N -
3el gw
TTKj
N r 1 
Below C
40%
a o l
IN - 0
25 % 
25%
N - 0
|3C - i s  
j- - - - -
50%N , x
C AVERAGE OR BETTER!N -
i - “ 
\
N = 1
%.
■0 ! [ ' 0
Bet gw C
0
iC average: or better -
,N r g
; Esei. ov/ c
N - 0
|40 - 49
*30 - 39
■20 - 29
N O m - 5 C %
j
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
|N c o
iC AVERAGE
I sO.-
Nr 2
B e lo w  C
OR 3ETTER “N -
? =  3
50%
00% jiH
50%
50%
0
Below c.- 50%
0 iN r 0 N - 0 iN - 0
C AVERAGE OR BE/TTER - !3us)W C
I n =
17%
ji0 - 19
jN = 0
|C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
>n 5 0 ,̂ i N
%  ' 0 
I|C AVERAGE
N - 0
2 25%
j | Below C - 50%
jp~=" 2 ' 67%"
'R  b e t t e r  - Below C ..
N -
N  = 47
25>
n PELtw 50tvi Centile ............ 21
N BEL Of'/ 50th CenTILE 
hT IA iN ING L- A VG
OR SETTER   9
Percent 3ei.cw 30th 
î ENTiLG. AT ; 4 ! \ tNG
C AVG OR SETTER 4 5 %
N Above ^oth centile «...........26
N Above soth Centile 
Attaining C avg
OR BETTER   18
Pe.rcent Above 50th 
Cent jle attain jng ,,
C AVG OR BETTER ....69%
TABLE XII (b)
D istribution by Grace Point average of Percentile Rank of test Scores
u o
Department of Pre-Lav; —  ACE L Score
j ] 2.00  -  1 1.00 -  T
ftRCENTJLE j 3 .0 0  G. P . ; |« 9 9  G. P .
1 Rank | ( b  o r  b e t t e r )  j (C -  8 )
]  0.0  -  
.9 9  2* P*
j (BELOW C)
t o  0,0  
(m in u s  g .  P J
r  , N -  1  i 5 %  iN = 4  5 7 %  1
SO -  100 ] '
I IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 7 2 ^ 0  i
; N •- 2  2 8 %
i Below c ■* ? .f i%
o
i e o - s ?  %  2  f s  2  4 ° ^  i ! N = 1  2 ( ^
IC AVERAGE OR SETTER -  I 8 C %  ! ilLGJ,' C -  2 0 %
N = 0
r ---------- :  O  N 't  1 r,rv~  t F T  .  K A c.: “
I7 0 - 7 9  ^  5 C %  j J 1  5 0 %
IC AVE'FAGF OR BETTER -  5 0 %  jj  BELOW C -  6 0 %
N s  o
i s o - o s  | N =  °  r -  5  s 5 ^  I T " 4  4 4 >
j |C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  1 6 6 %  ! j BELOW C -  4 -4 %
N r  0
59 j N = 2  4 0 %  %  _ 1  2 0 %  \ \ N z Z 4 0 %
j c  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j 6  0 %  ! 1 BELOW C -  AOfo
N = 0
f N - i  o  r\:. iN - o „ ̂  i | N - _
40 -  49 j ^ ~ 2  4 0 /o  j j ‘ 1  2 0 / a
J c  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  I 6 0 %  j j BELOW C -  4 0 %
N :  1  2 0 %
3 0 - 3 9  1 :  0  2 - < »  %  3  7 5 %  | | N - 1  2 5 %
jc AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 7 5 %  ’ j 3EL0W C - p F y ^
N = 0
i0 .. zq iH: 0 iN =  2 5 %  | j N * 2  5 0 %  
C AV6MME OR BEJTE.P -  ! 2 5 %  j [ BELOW C - 7 5 %
N 1 1  2 5 %
n  iN - i rzrz£' j * n
tc - 1 9  ! \ r  3 ® °  M  0■c AVERAGE OR BETTER - I 3 3 %  i ! BELOW C - Pi 7%
N 1 2  6 7 %
A  . 5, |N s  0  N s _ 1 3 3 %  j
j C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 3 3 %  j
N " 2  6 7 %
B e lo w  C -  6 7 %
N 1 0
H  = 47
.19 N Above 50th Centile ........... 28
N Above 30™ centile 
A ttaining c avg
. 9 OR BETTER  .......... 18
percent above 50th 
Centile Attaining 
*4 7% c AVG OR BETTER  .................... 64%
N Below 50th c e n t i l e  
% Below 50TH Centile
ATTAINING C AVG
OR B E T T E R ...............
Pe r c e n t  b e l o w  so t h
CENTiLE ATTAINING 
C AVG OR BETTER
TABLE XII (c)
D i s t r i b u t i o n  b t  Grade Po in t  average of K r c e n t i l e  raak of IfesT Scores
Department of Pre-Law —  ACE T Score
ftRCENTILE
Rank
2 .0 0  -  
3 .0 0  G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1 .00  -  
1 .99  G* P. (C - B)
G„0 -
.99 G. p .
(Below c) TO 0 .0  (Minus G. P .)
90 -  J00 ^  = 2  2 8 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  44 %
7 2 %
N = 2 28% 
BELOW c -  28%
N r  0
80 -  89 lN = 1  1 7 % ■
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4" 6 6 %  
8 3% N = 1  1 7 %BELOW C -  1 7 % N = o
1
70 -  79 N :  1  5C %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 0
... 5 0 %  ____________
N r  1  5 0 %  
.aa ,a s_£  -  50% 0r ■■ ""
60 -  69 *** 1  11%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 1 5 55%
...6 6 % _______
N 5 3 34% 
Be lo w c -  34% N* 0
50 -  59 N: 1 2 0%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1  2 0% 40% Nl 3BELOW C - 60% N r 0
|40 -  49 N -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -  1  1 0 0 %  i
1 0 0% .... j
N= 0  
Be lo w C - N = 0
30 - 39 "= 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 2 6 7 %  6 7 % = 1  3 3 %Below c - 3 3 %
“= 0
20' - 29 N r  0C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N r  3  3 8 %38% N s 4 5  0%  Below C - 62% N 5 1 1 2%
IN = o
1 0 - 1 9
iC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  33% 33% j
N = o
BELOW C - 6 7 %
N = 2 67%
,N = 00 - 9  1
| C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 8 1 34% j 
34%______ 1
N= 1 33%
BELOW C - 6 6 %
N - 1 33%
N = 47
N b elow 50t h  centile ................................. 1 8
h Below 50th CentileATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER............... 8
P e r c e n t  B elow  50TH Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER  44/0
N Above 50TH centile .........  2 9N Above 50TH Centile Attaining C avgOR BETTER...............Krcent Above joth Centile Attaining C avg or better ......... •. 6 6 / 0
TABLE XII (d) tlZ
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores 
Department of Pre-Law —  TE Score
PERCENTILERank
2.00 - 
3*00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P. <C - 8)
0.0 -
.99 G- p-(Below c)
•—TO 0.0 {Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 2 33%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 50%
83%
1 17% 
EfeLOW C - 17%
*■ s 0
80 - 89 h = 2 40%CAV£RAG£_5R BETTER -
1 20% 
60%
N = 2 40%
BELOW C - 40%
«S 0
70 - 79 F = 1 17#
C average or better -
= 4 66% 
. 83%
N= 1 17%
Below C - 17%
N.. 0
Ori 0 1 &
N* 'o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - N = 1 100% 100%
Nr 0 
Below C -
»- 0
50 - 59 *= 0
c average or better -
3 75% 
75%
N = 1 25%
BELOW C - 25%
h = 0
4 0 - 4 9
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 2 67% 
„ 67%
1 33%
&.0W C - 3 3 %
F T  0
\*> 0 1 VJ$ W = 1 14%C AVERAGE OR BEfTER -
M = 1 15% 
* 29%
N s 4 57%
Below C - 71ft
* s 1 14%
20 - 29 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
(J r 2 40% 
40%
k = 1 20ft
Below C - 60ft
N = 2 40%
10 - 19 F = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* * 3 60%
, 60%
N = 2 40% 
below C - 40ft
N-. 0
0 - 9 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 5 1 20%
.s a t ___________
N = 3 60ft 
Below C - 8 Oft
N s 1 20%
H = 47
N BELOW JOTH C E N T IL E......... 25N feLOW JjOTH CENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER  ........... *. 10Percent Belov 50™Centile Attaining 
C AVG OR BETTER.... .......
N ABOVE ÔTH CENTILE........ 22N Above 50th Centile Attaining C avgOR BETTER ..............J-7
Percent Above 50thCENTILE ATTAININGC AVG OR BETTER .......... .77ft
TABLE XIII (a)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of percentile rank o f TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Education ~  ACE Q Score
PercentileRank
2.00 -3,00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 <3. Pi 
(C - 8)
0.0 - 
.99 G- P. (Below c) TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
00•0
_
si..
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER
N = 2 67% 
6 7%
n = 1 33%
BELOW C -
N r o
80 - 89 Kr o
C average or better -
N = 1 50% 
, 50%
^  1 50%
Below C -
N = 0
70 - 79 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 1 1 0 0%  
1 0 0%
Nr 0
Below C -
0
6 0 -6 9 w * 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hi - 0 hi r 0
Below C -
0
50 - 59 N = 1 17%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 1 17%
. 3 4 % .........
N r 4 6 6%  
Below C - • 6 & %
N = 0
40 - 49 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
1 2 5% 
2 5 %
N = 1-' ••25%.. N: 2 50%
© 1 & " = 0 : ] C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 0 '
* s 1 160%
BELOtt.C - 100%
N = 0
2 0 -2 9
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * i 3 4 %
. 3 4 %  . ____
N * 1 3 3% 
below c - 6 6%
N * 1 3 3%
10 - 19 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 1 3 3 %
3 3 %  .. . .
N 1 2 67% 
EElow c - 6 7%
N» 0
0 - 9 N 1 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
** 0 N 1 0
Below C - 100%
N - 1 1 0 0%
U = 24 ■
N BELOW 50TH OENTILE ...... ..... IE V ’ N ABOVE ÔTH CENTILE........ JL2N BELOW 50TH OENTILE -'-C. N ABOVE 50TH CENTILEattaining C avg attaining c avgOR BETTER   3 OR BETTER.......   6Percent Belcw 50th percent above joth
Centile Attaining • Aw  Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER  ......***.25jo C AVG OR BETTER .......... £0;
11 H-
TABLE XIII (b)
D istribution by Grade Point Average of F£rc en t»le rank of TEst Scores
Department of Pre-Education —  ACE L Score
Percentile
Rank
2.00 - 3.00 G. P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P- 
(C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G. P.(Below c) TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 * = 1 50%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
*■= 1 50% 
,1 0 0%
= 0  
EElow C -
N s 0 .. "" "
BO - 89 N 1 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
k = 2 50%
, 50% .
* : 2 50%
Below C - 50%
Nr 0
■■
0 1 vO N 5 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 1 0 0%  
1 0 0%
■T7"6...
Below C -
Si 0
60 - 69 N i Q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 25% 
7R%
N = 1 2 5% 
BELOW C ~ 25%
s ■ 0
1OU’N h = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
S r 1 33%
33%
N r E 67% 
Below C - 67%
N = 0
1O B -- 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N =  0 1 - 2 1 0 0%  
Below c -  100%
N r 0
90 - 39 S 1 0
C AVERAGE OR BEtTER -
Nr 0 & = 0 
BELOW C -
S r 0
20 - 29 N s 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
•»« 0 N - 2 67% 
Below c - 100%
N * 1 33%
10 - 19 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR 8ETTER -
ST 0 N = 1 100% 
Below c - 100%
s r 0
jN r 0
0 - 9  1(C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Si 0 Ns 1 25% 
Below C - 100%
N s 3 75%
N
N below  501H c e n t i l e ...........................10
N Below 501H c e n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
or  b e t t e r .........................  0
P e rc e n t  Below 5 0 th  
C e n t i le  A t t a in in g  
C AVG OR BETTER . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 %
2 4
N a b o v e $oth C e n t i l e ............................1 4
N Above 50th ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER...........................................  9
FErcent Above 50th 
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR BETTER ............ 6 4 %
l/f
TABLE XIII (c)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of percentile rank of test Scores
Department of Pre-Education —  AGE T Score
Percentile
Rank
2.00 -
3.00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 <3. P» 
(C  - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G* P.(Below c ) TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 - 100 U T ~ T 5 .... . - '
C average or better -
•*5 2 67%
r,. .... _.67%
s s i 3 3 %
BELOW c - 3 3 %
k z 0
80 - 89 ft = 1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER •
0
50%
N : 1 50%
9EL0W C - 50)o
N r 0
70 * 79 ft" = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 75%
n. . .... 75%
ft = 1 2 5% 
Below c - 25%
Nr 0
60 - 69 * =  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
a .  0 ft. 0
BELOW C -
N s 0
... ....._ . _ ___ i
50 - 59 * = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N : 2 6 7%
67%
ft r 1 3 3 %  
Below c - 33>o
Nr 0
40 - 49 r = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 33%
33%
N = 2 6 7% 
Below C - 67/6
N = 0
30-39
hr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr (5 ks 2 6 1 %  
Below C -lOOfa
ft r 1 3 3%
20 - 29 "* 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
ft. 0 N = 2 lOOjfo 
Below c -lOOVo
N s 0
10 - 19 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 0 N: 1 50%
BELOW C -100%
Nr I  5(5%
0 . 9
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
ft s 0 N s 0
BELOW C - l O O S o
ft r 2 1 0 0 %
N BELOW ^OTH C E N T IL E ................................. 1 2
N below 50th Ce n t il e
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER  ..................................   I
P e r c e n t  B elcw  50t h
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR BETTER....... . 8 3 C/ o
N Above ^ oth Ce n t i l e ..............................12
N Above 50th  c e n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
or b e t t e r ................................    8
P ercent  above 50th  
c e n t il e  At t a in in g
C AVO OR BETTER
TABLE XIII (d)
DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF ffcRCENTILE RANK OF TfeST SCORES
Department of Pre-Education -- TE Score
//6
P e r c e n t il e
Rank
2.00 - 3.00 G . P.(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 1.99 P.JC
0.0 - .99 G. P.
(B elow  C) TO 0.0 (M in u s  G . P . )
90 - 100 ¥ = 1 50%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER •
hr 1 50%
1 0 0%
—0 — ..
BELOW C -
hr 0 ....
S'! •0_S. _ Us 0C a v e r a g e  o r  g e t t e r  -
Ms 2 iOO% 
.. 1 0 0%
hr 0
BELOW C -
Nr 0
70 - 79 N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hr 2 67%
67%
hr 1 33% 
Below  C - 33%
ST' "0---
So - 69 lit 'oC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N. 1 50%
50%
h r 1 £0% 
BELOW C - 5C%
hr 0
50 - 59 hr 0
C AVERME OR BETTER -
N s 1 3 3%
33%
hr 2 67% 
Below  c - 67%
Nr 0
4 0 - 4 9
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 3 #>
1 . . 34-7C1
h“s 1 33%
BELOW C - 6 6% N = 1 33%
50-39 W = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
hr 0 hs 3 100% 
Below  c  - 100%
Nr 0
20 - 29 N - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N E 6 Nr 0
BELOW C -
N s 0
10 - 19 N= 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 0 N = 1 1 0 0% 
BELOW C - 100%
Nr 0
0 - 9 »* 0C AVERAGE OR SETTER *
h r 0 N * 2 40% 
BELOW C - 100%
N r 3 60%
Iff = 24
N Below  501H o e n t i l e .................................. I E
N Below >o ih  Oe n t il e  
ATTAINING C AVG
OR B E T T E R ...............................................   1
PERCENT BELOW 50TH 
GENTILE ATTAIN INQ
0  AVG OR BETTER  ......................   o 5 / ^
N Above ^oth Ce n t il e   ................... 12
N Above 50th  Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  c  avq
OR B ETTER ..................................................  8
ftRCENT A bove 5 0 th  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C a v q  o r  g e t t e r ...............................  6 7 c/o
2ABLS XIV (a)
D istribution by grade Point Average of ^ rcentile rank of TEs t ScoresGembined Departments of Sociology, Social Science, History
ana Beo n o m i c s  —  A C S  Q. Score
FfeRCENTILE
fteot
2.00 -  
3.00 G. P. 
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 B* P* _(C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G. P.
(BELOV C)
+m  
TO 0.0 
(M inus G. P .)
*0-100 « r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
IT- ■ cJ 8 = 6 
BELOV C -
90-89 H -  1 17%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N a  4  6 6 %  
8 3 %
N = 1  1 7 %  
BELOW 0 - 1 7 %
N = 0
■=3 0 1 3 » =  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  1 0 0 %  
1 0 0 %
0
BELOW C -
0
60-69 a  * ' 1  5 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
» «  0
„  5 p %
*■» 1  5 0 %
BELOV C - 5 0 %
« .  0
50-59
N :  6
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
» s  I  67% . 
6 7 %
N :  T  ’ s m %
Belov c -  3 2 5 k
r = f l  ■ —
* 0 - 4 9
» :  6
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  0 *» = 1  1 0 0 %  
Below C -  1 0 0 %
« =  0
50 -  59
® s  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
*• s  2  6 7 %  
6 7 %
" =  1  3 3 %
Belov c -  3 3 %
N r  0
20 -  29 H  "  1  2 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* 3  6 0 %  
8 0 %
N r  0
BELOV C -  2 0 %
N *  1  2 0 %
10 -  19 -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
™ * 1  5 0 %  
5 0 %
"  = 1  5 0 %
BELOW C -  5 0 %
0
0 - 9 . A
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N i  0 N s  0
BELOV C -  1 0 0 %
n *  1  1 6 6 % " '
N belois jo t h  c e n t il e
N BELOV 501H CENTILE 
ATTAININQ C AVQ
OR BETTER..............
P e r c e n t  B e lo v  50TH 
CENTILE ATTAINING 
C AVQ OR BETTER
H = 26
✓
12 N Above 50th Centile..........14
N Above 50th centile
ATTAINING C AVG
7  OR B E T T E R ....  f . . l l
FErclnt Above 50th
 w. CENTILE ATTAINING
587b C AVG OR BETTER * .• • * • • • • • • • .7 9 %
TABLS XIV (b)
DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF FtRCENTILE RANK OF TEST SCORESCombined Departments of Sociology, Social Science, History 
and Ec onomlcs —  AOS L Score
ftRCENTILERAW
2,00 - 
3,00 G. P,(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1*99 Gu P. (C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 G. P.{BELOW C)
*  m
TO 0.0(minus g. p.)
“O
B— 0 1 0 0 Mr 2 18%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N: 5 72% 
100%
N z 0 
Below C -
N = 0
BO - 89 Mr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 3.00% 
100%
Nr 0
BELOW C -
Nr 0
70 - 79 M = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2 67%
67% . ...jr
N * 1 33% 
BELOW C - 33%
Nr 0
60 - 69 n * ‘ 1 33%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N* 2 67$. 
100%
Nr 0 
BELOW C -
N . o
50 - 59 Mr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N » 3 75% 
7 5 % ........
N r 1 25%
Below C - 25%
N r 0
40 - 49 R~r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 N = 3 100% 
Below C - 100%
N : 0
30-59 Nr 6C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
«: I 1<50% 
100%
Nr 0 
BELOW C -
N : 0
20 - 29 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 1 50%
t 50%
N * 1 50% 
below c 50%.
»« 0
10 - 19 hi - 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 0 Nr 0
BELOW C - *
N s 0
0 - 9 M r 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N i 0 N = 0
BELOW C - 100%
N = 2 100%
B = 26
N B e lo w  50t h  c e n t i l e .................................8
N Below 50th Gentile 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER............... £
Rercent below 50TH 
Gentile attaining
C AVG OR BETTER..........2,5/0
N ABOVE $0TH CENTILE..........18
N Above 50th Centile 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER............. f.*l6
ftRCENT above 50th 
centile attaining ,
C AVG OR BETTER ••••*«•....J3v/Q
TABLK XIV (o)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Ftrcentile Rank of TEst Scores
Combined Departments of Sociology, Social Science, History,
___________  and floonomlcs AC1S T Score ___________
ftRCENTILE
Rank
2 .00  -  
3 .00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
i.o d  -  
1.99 6 . P.
J & s J U __________
0 .0  -  
.99 s .  P. (Below C)
• —
TO 0.0 
(Minus 6 . P .)
90 -  100
N :  S  37%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER..-
N ?  5 63% 
1 0 0 %
t * :  .0
BELOW C -
N r  0
BO -  89
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 100%
1 0 0 %  _ ...._ _
N r  0
BELOW C -
N r  0
70 -  79
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
■J
N = 1  3 3 %
± 3 3 %
rt' s  £  67%
BELOW c -  67%
N 1 0
60 -  69
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
«  * 1  1 0 0 %  
1 0 0 %
N s 0
Below C -
N »  0
50 -  59
n = 6
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 3  75% N = 1  25% 
Below C -  25%
H r  0
4 0 - 4 9
N =  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  1 50%
50%
^ = 1 50%
BELOW C -  50%
N r  0
30 -  59
N z 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
0 h = 1  1 0 0 %
BELOW C -  100%
N T 0
20 -  29 N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 1  1 0 0 %  
1 0 0 %
H s  0  1 
Below C •
N .  0
10 -  19 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Ms o N 1 1  1 0 0 %
BELOW C -  100%
N r  Q
0 -  9
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 0 N -  0
BELOW C -  100%
N 1 2  1 0 0 %
N I 26
N Below 50th centile ......... 7N Below 501H Centile ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER............ . 2Percent below 50W  Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER.............2 9 / o
N Above 50th Oentile......... 19
N Above 50th centile Attaining C avg £OR BETTER f.. 16ffeRCENT Above 50th Centile AttainingC AVG OR BETTER.......... & * / 0
/ S . C
TABLE zvr (a)
D istribution by Grace Point A verage or U rgentile Rank of TEst ScoresCombined Departments of Sooiology, Social Science, History,
 _______  and Economics —  222 Score
1 -■
K rcentileRamc
2.00 - 5.00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 •
1.99 &  P.
J s.- ?1 ....
0.0 - 
.99 <*• P.(BELOW C)
*•
TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90-100
Tr.--r-„2^  *■■■'
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
w; "S ' 7fa%'" 
100%
8 = 0  
BELOW C -
U z o
■ar 
■
o • <S l 17%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
K : 4 66%
i, 8 ®% u .
N r 1 17%
BELOW C - 17%
N = 0
70-79 Jf = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Hr HS 1 0 0 %  
100%
b = 0
Below c -
h- u —  —
—u
s; 0 1 £ If s 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 *;« I 100%
BELOW C - 100%
*1. " C  ■
50-59 N= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
H = 3 100% 
10 0%
N = 0 
Below C -
W r  6"' ” ’
40-49 K :  x 2 5 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
H r 1 25%
5 0 %
k z 2 66%  
Below C - 50%
N ; 6 “ ' '
30-59 k r 0C AVERAGE OR BEtTER -
N = 1 166% 
, 100%
N : 6
BELOW C -
N • 0
20 - 29 h,. 0C average or BETTER -
N - 1 33%
33%
N * 2 67% 
below c - 67%
N e 0
10 - 19 N - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 * = 0  
below c -
It) - 1 6"..
0 - 9
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
to'- "'5""...... N •* 0
Below C - 100%
N - ' 2 100%
I = 26
H Below 50th Centile........ .10N b e lo w  501M C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
OR B E T T E R ......................................   4
U r g e n t  b e lo w  50TH 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n  in g  C AVG OR B E T T E R ........................... . . 4 0 %
N ABOVE 50TH C E N T IL E  * .............1 6N Above 50th centile Attaining C avg t
OR B E T T E R ........................................... . . - * - 4
Percent Above 5Q7H 
CENTILE ATTAINING ^
C AVG OR B E T T E R ..................................0 0 %
TABLE XV (a)
D i s t r i b u t i o n  b y  Gr a d e  P o i n t  A v e r a g e  o f  F ^ r c e n t i l e  Ra nk  o f  I fe sT  S c o r e s
School of Business Administration -- ACE Q Score
J Zi
ftRCENTILERank
2.00 - _ i 1.00 - 3.00 G. P. J 1.99 G. P. (B OR BETTER) !(C - B)
| o.o - 
! *99 G* P* 1 (Below c) TO 0.0 (Minos G. P.)
90 - too N~; ”"2 .  iy,* ;N =
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 647, j
jFT =".3™. 27) ,ii Below c - 56 Vo
N =. 1 .. -97V -
80 - 89 Nr 0 |N: 6 j!N= 8 50>
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - I 38/t? | BELOW C - 6 2>
N =  ̂ 1 2},
70 - 79 N = 1 570 |N - 11 5370 !
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - I 587. !
;N - 7 33‘, 
BELOW C - 42/ .
N r a y;.
6o - 69 N = 1 |N = 5 Sb), |C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 44> j
Nr 8 50),
I Below C - 5 67,
N r 1 6/,
50 - 59 Nr 2 10 / , ;N r 7 357, 7 '6̂ 0  C AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 457, i 1 BELOW C - 55/,
N = 4 ZU)j
40 - 49 Nr 2 12> jN r 4C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 37>, j
NrlU 63/J 
Below C - ,83/,
Nr 0
30 - 39 N r 0 jN : 5 34>c jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 34/U '
N - 10 ’ 667,
BELOW C - 8 6>o
N = 0
20 - 29 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 3 JdO/u j 
207t> j
Nr « 54/0 
BELOW C - 80},
Nr 4 267,
10 - 19
. . J
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N B 9 42/, |
42> j_
N = 12 58>, 
Be l o w  c  - 887,
N s 0
= 00-9 C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 17/i) I1
17 ,w j
N = 12 6 67,
BELOW C - 83},
n  = 3 iVy,
H I 169
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE ....... . 85
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE 
A t ta in in g  C av g
OR BETTER  ............ftRCENT Below 30th CENTILE ATTAININGC AVG OR BETTER.........  3l/i
N a b o v e 50ih Ce n t i l e ........  84
N A bove 50th Centile 
ATTAINING C AVGOR BETTER ...... . . . 41
ftRCENT Above 50t h  
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in gC AVG OR BETTER  .....  49>0
TABLE X T  (b)
D istribution by Grade Point average o f Percentile Rank of TEst scores
School of Business Administration —  A C E  L  Score
K r c e n t il e
Rank
2 .00  -  
9 * 0 0  G . P .
(B  OR BETTER)
1.00  • 
1 .9 9  Gv P .  
(C * 8 )
0 .0  -  
.9 9  G* P .(Below C) TO 0*0  (Min u s  G . P.)
W  -  100 M = 1  IS5/. ' "FT7"4 T O % " Hz & “ 38% H z t r
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 6 2 % Below c - 38%
bo-09 Vs" 1 0%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Hz 9
es%
75% 0
Below C - 17%
H z “2 J.7%
7 0 - 7 9
" s 1 8% «r 7 54% +TT-  f  "■ 38% 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - L 62% BELOW C - 38%
So -  $9
W = 2 13%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
H s 6 
54/a
T 6% k - 6
Below C -
40%
46%
N , 1 6%
5 0 - 5 9
M : 1 7% Hz 4 26% k z 9 60% M s 1 7'%
C AVERAGE OR GETTER - 33% Below C - 67%
4 0 - 4 9
JTr 2 9%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 6
..38%
29% *= 11  
Below C -
53% 
6 2%
N = 2 §%
5 0 - 9 9
0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
»: 8
32%
52% H = 13
BELOW C -
‘ 52%
68%
k z 4 16%
2 0 - 2 9 N-- 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 5
26%
26% Nr 12 
Below c  -
63%
74%
N « 2 11%
io - 19 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N « 8
44% .....
44% N s 7
Below c  -
3&%
56%
N : 3 17%
!' °
 1 SO
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Hz 2 
9%
9% Nr< 19 
BELOW C -
82%
91%
N - 2 9%
1  = 169
N Below ym oentile............106
N Below 50th oentile
ATTAINING C AVQ
OR GETTER.................  3 1
P e r c e n t  B e lo w  501H 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g
C AVQ OR BETTER....... . 29%
N above 50th Oentile.........  63
N Above ôth centile 
Attaining C avgOR BETTER....56
ffeRCENT Above 50th 
centile Attaining 
C avg or better ..... . 57%
/
TABLE XV (o')
D istribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Rank of TEst Scores
School of Business Administration —  ACE T Score
I 2.00 r 
P ercentile 3.00 G. P. 
RANK (B OR BETTER)
1.00 -  
1.99 Gv P. (C - 8)
0.0 -  
•99 g . P*
(BELOW C)
•—
TO 0#0
(minus G. p .)
90 -  100
N r  1  1 1 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
h : " 6 ......
7 8 %
N = 2  2 2 %
BELOW C - 22/%
N = U
60 -  89 N = i  7%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1 0  7  2%
7 9 %
N r 1  7% 
Below C - 2 1 %
N :  2  1 4 %
70 -  79 -  1  O jUC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 8  4  7%
5 3 %
N r 6  3 5 %  
Belo w C -  4-7%
N r  2  1 2 %
60 -  69 N * ' 4  2 2 %C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 4  2 2 / i
4 4 %
N = 1 0  56 %  
Be lo w c - 5 6 %
N r t)
5 0 - 3 9
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 4  4 4 %
4 4 %
N = 4  4 4 % 
BELOW C -  5 6 %
N r  1  1 2 %
4 0 - 4 9 N = 1  5%C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
R r  6  3 0 %
3 5 %
^ r 1 1  5 5 %  
Be lo w C -  6 5 %
N = t  1 0 % "
3 0 - 3 9
= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
& r 7  5 8 %
2 8 %
N z 1 4  • 'b 6%
Belo w C -  72%
N r  4  16 %
20 -  29 N .- 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -  6  3 0 %  
3 0 %
N = 1 2  6 0 %  
Be l o w C -  7 0 %
N s  2  1 0 %
10 -  19 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 5  3 0 %  
3 0 %
N =  1 0  6 3 %
BELOW C -  7 0 %
N = 1  7 %
0 - 9
N -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  14'/%
... 1 .4 % _______________
N r  1 5  7 2 %  
Below C - 8 6 %
N r  £  . 14%
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE *......***102N Below 50th OentileATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER....... ..... . 2 8Percent Below 50th Centile Attaining C AVG OR BETTER.........  27%
n A b o v e 5Qth Centile ••••67N Above 50th Centile Attaining c avg
or better...... ....... 29Percent Above 50t h centile Attaining 
c avg or better......... 58%
TABLE XV (d) IX H
Distribution by grace R>int Average of FErcentile Rank of test scores
School of Business Administration -- T B  Score
feRCENTILE
Rank
2 . 0 0  -  
3 . 0 0  G . P .
(B  OR BETTER)
1 .0 0  -  
1.99 &  p -
<C -  8 )
0 . 0  -
.9 9  G . P .
(BELOW 0 )
TO 0 . 0  
( m in u s  G . p . )
90 -  ro o T T =  2 " " ...k t y '
C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
JTT'B'
7 8 %
■ 5 5 5 5 N z 2  
BELOW C -
"U'tSfo
2 2 %
H s 0
BO -  89
0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
F = "  I ...
8 1 %
8 1 % N r . 2
BELOW C -
l y %
1 9 %
N : 0
7 0 - 7 9
•*"= 1  6 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
9
5 6 %
5 0 % N r  6  
Below  C -
3 3 %
4 4 %
N s z ■ 11%
So -  69 N *  1  2 5 %
rs 2 5 0 % N *  1 2 5 % N * 0
C AVERAGE OR GETTER - 7 5 % Belo w  C • 2 5 %
5 0  -  59
n  = 2  11%
0  AVERAGE OR GETTER -
M -  7
„  5 0 %
3 9 % N -  8
BELOW c  -
4 4 %
5 0 %
N ;
1 6%
40-49 N r  2  1 0 %
C AVERAGE o r  b e t t e r  -
N r  6
. 4 0 %
3 0 % N = 1 0
Belo w  C -
feO y b  
, § 2 2
F r " ..... 2 10^  "
JO -  9 9
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BEtTER -
N r  3
1 4 %
1 4 % N r  1 7  
Below  c -
77%
86%
w z ........ 2
20-29 N *  0
C AVERAGE OR BEtTER -
It; TJ
3 7 %
3 7 % N r  1 7  
(& .0 B  C -
5 8 %
6 3 %
N 8 1 cjt-
10 -  19 0c a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N , 7 24% N = 11 
k l o w  c -
5 9 %
1ft
NT - 5
f o r  0 N : 4 21% N = l l 56%N : 4 ."■""■'2X5S .." — 7
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 21% Below  C - 79%
IT = 169
N GELGW JOTH C E N T IL E ............................. . 1 0 9
N B e lo w  501H o e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C avg
Or  b e t t e r ......................... ..  2 9
FtRCENT b e lo w  50t h  
G e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g
C AVG OR B E T T E R ......................... .. 2 7 / &
N A b o v e  $o t h  O e n t i l e ...............................6 0
N ABOVE 50TH CENTILE
Attaining C avg
OR B E T T E R .................................................3 8
R e r c e n t  a b o v e  50t h  
c e n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  
c  a v g  o r  b e t t e r .................................63fo
TABLE XVI (a) /A-F
D i s t r i b u t i o n  by Grade P o in t  A verage  o f  F E r c e n t i le  Rank o f  T E st S c o re s  
School of Forestry —  ACE Q, Score
P ercentile
ram<
2 .0 0  -  
3 .0 0  G. P .
(B OR BETTER)
j 1 .00  -  
! l .99 6* P- 
( c  -  e )
7 0 .0  -  
1 .99 G. P . 
i (Below C)
TO 0.0 
(M inus G. p . )
90 -  100
tf~r 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
|N =  3
..
" W " jk - 41
i Below C -
57%
§7%
N = 1 U
60 -  89 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
[N r  3
! 3 8 %
3 8 "% j
fs
N -  4
Below c -
5 0 %
62%
N z 1 1 2 %
7 0 - 7 9
N = 2 25%
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r  4
7 5%  ..
50% !
i
N z 2
BELOW C -
“ 1 5 %
25%
N r u
60 -  69
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
W -  1
L.5(&_ ..
50% j
____  ... i
N r 0  
Below C - 5 0 %
N - 1 5 0 %
50 -  59
N :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  4  
4 4 %
44Jb |i1I
N :  4
Below C -
4 5 %
4 6 %
N - 1 1 1 %
4 0 - 4 9 I s  r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  3  
.100%
100"% ;
S1
N = 0
BELOW C -
N = 0
30 -  39
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
= 1
1 4 %
lAG/o N = g 
Below C -
• 72%
86%
N- 1 1 4 %
20 -  29
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1
3 4 %
3 4 v/o N r  2
Below C -
“ 5 5 %
6 6 %
N s 0
10 -  19
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N E 2
40%
40/o N r  3
Below C -
6 0 %  
6  0/b
N r 0
L
0 - 9  !
r---------- = 1
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1
2 5 %
2 5°/o j
i
'B":  1
Below C -
25%
50%
N = 2 bU%
IT =
N Below joth c e n t i l e ..............................2 2
N below 5 0 m  Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER ......   8
FErcent Below 3 0 m  
CENTILE ATTAINING
C AVG OR BETTER............. 36 °/o
5 6
N Above 50th  C e n t i le  . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 4
N Above 30TH Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
OR BETTER .......................................   1 7
ftRCENT Above 50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
c  av g  o r  b e t t e r  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 0 ft
TABLE XVI (b)
D istribution by Grace Point Average of Percentile rank of TEs t Scores
School of Forestry —  ACE L Score
(tRCENTILE
Rm#c
'2 .0 6  -  
3 .0 0  G. P.
{8 OR BETTER)
1,00 -  
1.99 G. P. 
{C -  B)
0 .0  -  
.99 <*• P.
(BELOW ,C)
*-
TO 0,0
(minus g . P .)
00 «1O
-
A
.
^ r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 4
67%
6 7 % 2
•
BELOW C -
3 3 %
3 3 %
0
BO -  89
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  2  
4 0 %
4 0 % |N = 31
'below C -
6 0 %
6 0 %
N = 0
70 -  79
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 3
. 4 3 %
4 3 % N = 4  
BELOW C -
5 7 %
57%
N - 0
60 -  69
N = ^ 0 ^
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = X  
2 0 %
2 0 % v w  " S '
BELOW C -
4 6 %
8 0 %
N s 2 4 0 %
50 -  59
N = 1  5 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0
5 0 %  !
^  r ' 0
BELOW C - 5 0 %
N = 1 5 0 %
4 0 - 4 9
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1  
17%
17% j
1
1 1 i
*  = 5
BELOW C -
8 3 %
8 3 %
N 1 0
30 -  39 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N :  4
.  8 0 %
8 0 %  1
!
- . ........... j .
(SI .  r  j [
Below C -
’ 2 0 %
2 0 %
J T = 0
20 -  29
N r  o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s  5  
5 6 %
56 %  j
1
i
N r  4  
BELOW C -
4 4 %
4 4 %
N s 0
10 -  19 N = 1  20%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N c 1 
4 0 %
2 0 % N r 2
BELOW C -
4 0 %
6 0 %
N s 1 ..'20%----
0 - 9  1
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n fr  2 
3 4 %
3 4 % n : 2
Below C -
33%
6 6 %
N = 2 33%
H = 56
N BELOW 507H OENTILE.......... 3 1N Below 50th centile attaining c avg
or better.............. 14RlRcent Below 50th Centile Attaining C AVG OR BETTER..............45%
N Above 50th Centile........  25N,Above 50th centile Attaining C avgor better  .... 11ftRCENT Above 50th centile Attaining C avg or better.........  4 4%
TABLE 2CVT (6)
Distribution by Grade Point Average of I^rcentile Rank of TEs t Scores
School of Forestry —  ACE T Score
Percentile
Ra w
2.00 - 
5.00 G. P.
(B OR BETTER)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P.
(C - B)
0.0 - 
.99 e. p.
(BELOW C)
TOf0.0  
(Minus G. p.)
90 - too
ir=..'o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
fc = 4  5 7 %
57%
"fT“ 3 43% 
..8EL0W c - 43%
•» s 0
80 - 69 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N = 1 34/o N = 2 66% 
BELOW C - 6 6 %
Ns 0
70 - 79 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 5 40%
. 46% . ...
" = 5 45%
BELOW C - 54%
N = 1 9%
So - 69 ** * ' 1 17%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 3 50% 
67%
N * 1 17%
BELOW C - 33%
N « 1 16%
50 - 59
= o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 N r 4 100% 
Below c - 100%
Nr 0
40 - 49
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1 5C% 
50%
^ r 1 50% 
Be l o w  C - 50%
h r 0
o ( $ * = 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N r 2 5C% 
75%
h = 1 ' 25% 
Below c - 25%
0
20 - 29 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 3 43% 
43%
N = 2 29% 
BELOW C - 57%
N = 2 28%
to - 19 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 3 30% 
30%
N = 6 60% 
BELOW C - 7 0 %
N = 1 10%
o . 9 N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N 5 1 50%
5Q%
N r o
BELOW C - 50%
N - 1 50%
N BELOW JOTH OENTILE............. 25
N BELOW 501H OENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER........................................ . . . .  11
f^RCENT Below $ oth 
Ce n t i l e  a t t a i n i n g  
c  av g  or b e t t e r   ..............
N a b o v e  50™  c e n t i l e .............................. 3 1
N Above 5 0 th c e n t il e  
At t a i n i n g  C avg
o r  b e t t e r    14
ftROENT A b ove 5 0 th  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C a v g  o r  b e t t e r ..............................  4 5%
TABLE X7I (d) J X.8
Distribution by Grace Point Average of K rcentile Rank of TEst Scores
School of Forestry ~  T E  Score
FtRCENTILERwgc
2.00 -  
5.00 G. P.
iS_QBJ3£IIER)
1.00 - 
1.99 0* P*
J £  - BJ , ....
0.0 - 
.99 6* P.(Below C)
*—TO 0.0 (Minus G. P.)
90 -  100 *  r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1  100% 
100%
» r......0 ...
Below C -
0
BO - 69 ^ z b
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* :  3  60% 
60%
w : 2  40% 
Below C - 40%
N r 0
7 0 -7 9
0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  37% 
37%
R = 4  50%
BELOW C - 63%
N= 1  13%
SO - 69 W * 1  1 4 *C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N * 5  72%
86%
•R = 1  14% 
Belcw c -  14%
h . 0
50 - 59 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1 £0%
LT 2 0 %
N = 4  80% 
Below C -  80%
" r  0
4 0 -4 9
0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
M = 2 67% 
67%
*•= 1 33%
BELOW C - 33%
* 1 = 0
9 0 -3 9
W :  1  10%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Mr 3  30% 
40%
N = 4  4C$> 
Below C - 60%
« :  2  20%
20 - 29  ̂ -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 2  100% 
100%
N r o  
Below C -
N . 0
10 - 19 N s q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N « 2  40%
40%
M = 3  60%
Below c - 60%
N r 0
jN = 0
0 - 9 1C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  10°% 
J - 0 %  . . . .
N = 6 60% 
BELOW c -  90%
N 1 3  30%
H  = 56
N Below 501H Centile  ...... 30
N BELOW 50TM CENTILE 
Attaining C avg
OR BETTER.......  HF̂ rcent Below 50m  
CENTILE ATTAINING 0C AVQ OR BETTER •  .........     {o
N ABOVE 50TH C E N T IL E .................................E6
N Above 50TH Centile 
Attaining C avg
or better  ...........  14
ftRCENT Above joth 
centile Attaining 
C avg or better........... 5 4 %
TABLE m i  (a) JZ9
Distribution by Grace Point average or Percentile Rank or TEst scores 
School of 3'oumaliam —  ACE Q Score♦t'
feNCeWTILI
•Jftg...
z.06-3*00 6* P*
a m m r m ) --- — ]
1.00 - 
1*99 G* P* (C * B)
0.0 - 
♦99 s. P-(BELOW C) TO 0.0( N W P f l t M
|B - 100 8 7 “ I" 2 0 % ' .C a v e ra g e  or better -
H .  4  8 0 %
100%
fc - t)
BELOW C-
h r  ' 0
W  - 09 fir 6
frMBlflrflG.HXIKJI.*
V s  0 Vs 1 100%  
K low c - 1 0 0 %  . .
N =  ()
*0-79 I f fC averaoe or better .
L- 2 4 0 %
„ 4 0 %
f r  2 4 0 %  
BSLCW C - 5 0 %
N ?  1 2 0 %
50 - 69 f , r oC AVERABE OR BETTER -
h * 3 5 0 %
5 0 %
"* 2  3 3 %
BELOW C - 6 0 %
" »  1 1 7 %
1 2 ( #
C average or better -
» =  3  6 0 %  
_ 8 0 % ____
" = 1 20%  
B low C - 2 0 %
N r  0
IB - 49 r r i rC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s ^  4 4 %  
i 4 4 %
* ?  I T S j T
Below C - 5 6 %
Is 0 ■. ' ""
I s  0
C AVERAGE OR CENTER -
* - 1 20%
8 0 %
" =  3 6 0 %
BELOW C - 8 0 %
" s 1 2 0 %
iG-29 “ f oC averaoe .or better -
N , i 6Q %  
5 0 %
*» .1 6 0 %  
BELOW e -  5 0 %
N » 0
10 * IB f *  oC averaoe o r b e t t e r -
« *  z  20%  
u 8 0 %
« :  8 8 0 %
BELOW C - 8 0 %
N r 0
f i r T T
.
N : 5 N = 4  6 7 >
®-ow ,P -  1QQ%__
n ,  $  "••'gyp-.""
II BELOW >STH OWTILE ggII ttLOW fSW OENTILE 
ATTAINING C AVS OR BETTERU rgent below join Oentile attain ins c avg or better .....   E@Jb
N ABOVE JOTH OENTILE £2
N ABOVE JOIN CENTILE 
Attain ins C avq 
OR SETTER 14
Perc£nT Above joth **
CENTILE ATTAINING *
C AVB OR BETTER  ..........** .* .♦  64%
TABLE XVTI (b) 7 3 0
D i s t r i b u t i o n b y  GfeAOE P o i n t A v e r a g e  o p  FEr c e n t i l e  Ra n k o f  TEs t  Sc o r e s
School of Journalism ~  ACE L Soore
feRCENTILE
Rb k
..2M ' - ............
9.00 6. P.
1B y.gjrg].,....
1.00 •
1.99 S. P.
,,15* 8)....
0.0 -
.99 G. P. 
(BELCH C)
TO 0.0 
(UlNUB 6. P-) ..
50-100 ■N= 2....22% “...
C AVEMME «R K T 1ER -
g r - g -
78*>
w Mr  1
SELOH C -
11%
22%
1 11^ "
BO - 89 N s 6
C AVEMME OR BETTER -
N s 4
„ 66%
66% Nr  l 
Belch C -
17%
34%.
N - 1 17%
70-79
" r  0
C AVEMME OR MTIER -
"» 3 
60%
60% Mr 2
8EL0H C -
4 0 %
40%
k z 0
So - 69 » . T
C AVEMME OR KHER -
H * 0 N * £
Beloh c •
67%
190%
N s 1 33%
50 - 59 »:  0
C averme or better -
" s 4 50% Nr 4 
Bel—  c -
50% N : 0
40-49
jr_x.g=-- ---
C AVERABE OR BETTER - .
« “  f
4 3 &
43% Nr 3
».0H C r 57%
N = 1 14%
50 - 59 0
C AVERAGE OR BEfTER -
"=  1
17%
17% "=  5
Beloh C -
83%
9 3 %
N = 0
20-29 K r 0 0
N* 3 100% W s 0
c a v c r m  or n ^tir - Beloh C - 100%
2*10 
—
r— ■ S 0
C AVEMME OR BETTER -
N.  0 r z 2 
Beloh C -
67%
100%
N s 1 33%
0 - 9 N r 0
C AVERAOE OR 1 TTER -
N s 0 N r  4 
Beloh C -
100%
100%
N - 0
H = 54
N b e lo w  501N g p i t i u e ...............................2 3
N B elow  50TM g e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v q  
o n  m u m ...............................................  4
f tR H N T  BELOW 50TM 
CENTILE ATTAIN (NO
C AVG OR S E T T E R ................................. 1 7 ^
N Above 501H Oentile..........31N Above 50th Centile Attaining c a v q
or better............... 18
ftRCENT above 50th 
Centile Attaining 
c avg or better.......... 58%
TABLE XVTI (c)
D i s t r i b u t i o n  b y  G r a d e  P o i n t  A v e r a g e  o f  P e r c e n t i l e  R a n k  o f  T e s t  S c o r e s
School of Journalism —  ACE T Score
I 2.00 - I 1.00 - feRCENIILE 1 3.00 G. P. jl.99 G. P. 
Ra n k (b or b e t t e r ) j (C - B)
0.0 - .99 G. P.(Below C) TO 0.0 (Minus G. P . )
90 - too N = 2 2 Qc/o
0 AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 5 72% 
100%
N = 0iBELOW C -
N = o
80 - 89 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N s 1 25%
25%
Nr 2 5CF/0 
' BELOW c - 75%
n = 1 25%
70-79 Nr 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 2 40% 
40%
N - 3 60%
BELOW C - 60%
Nr 0
! 1 1 
60 - 69 N : f 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 5 100% 
100%
N= 0 
Below C -
N - 0
3 0  - y) N = 0C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
NT 5 20% 
20%
N r 3 30% 
BELOW C - 50%
N = 2 20%
40 - 49 h = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 1 25% 
25% 1
N * 3 75% 
Below C - 75%
Nr 0
30 - 39 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r 0 1N = 2 100% 
Below C - 100%
N r 0
20 - 29 Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 1 14% 1
14%
N r 5 72% 
Below C - 85%
N = 1 14%
10 - 19
. !
N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
Nr 0 N r 5 100% 
Below C - 100%
Nr 0
r 00-9 1IC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N - 0 N - ,1 80% 
BELOW C - 100%
Nr 1 20%
N = 54
N Below ôth centile......... 23N ft:Low 50TO oentile attaining c avg
OR BETTER.... *........  2Percent below 50th Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER.........  Q<
N Above ôth Centile •.... 31N Above $oth centile Attaining C avg
OR BETTER...........   20ftRCENT Above 50th 'Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER • a • 65/U
TABLE XVII (d)
Distribution by Grace point average or percentile rank or test scores
School of Journalism —  TE Score
| 2.00 - 
feRCENTlLE 3.00 G. P. 
Ra n k (B or better)
1.00 - 
1.99 G. P. (C - 8)
OcO - 
*99 G. P.
{BELOW C)
TO 0.0 
(Minus G. P.)
90 - 100
*ir: " T ...W p ...
c average or better -
vrr"S ‘"5W ~ '  
1 00%
N =■ 0 .... .
below c -
N r  0
80 - 89 N = 0
C average or better -
N r  0 K = 0
BELOW C - 1 0 0 %
N = £  1 0 0 %
70 - 79 N = 0
C average or better -
N r 5 7 2%
_________  7.2%
N - 2 28% 
Below C - £8%
N r 0
60 -  69
N = " 0  1
C average or better -
N r £ 33/jo 
33^
h = 3  5 0-jo 
Below C - 67%
N= 1 17%
30 -  39 "= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
* =  7  87%
L. . Q 7 t o  ____
U  - 1  1 2 /. 
Below c -.__12%.
»=  0
40 -  49
h r  0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
* r 1 14/^ 
14%
6 86%  
Below C - 86%
N r 0
3 0 - 3 9
N : 0
C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N : 2 £9%
29*% _.... 1
N = 4  ' 57% 
Below C - 71%
N = 1 14%
20 - 29
Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N* o | N 1 2  100%  
BELOW C - 100%
n = 0
1 0 - 1 9
N= 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  0 N = 5 83% 
Ee l o w  C - 1 0  C%
N = 1  17%
00 - 9  i
J c average or better -
N = 0  j N = 4 1 0  0% 
BCLOW C - 100%
N r 0
N = 54
2 5 N Above 3Qth Centile £8N Above 30th Centile Attaining C avg
2 OR BETTER....... .... . 19ftRCENT Above 50th ‘Centile Attaining 12% C AVG OR BETTER ..... 58%
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE N Below 30th centile Attaining c avg
or better ....ftRCENT Below 30TH Centile attaining 
c avg or better
TABLE XVIII (a)
D i s t r i b u t i o n  by  Gr a d e  Po i n t  A v e r a g e  o f  P e r c e n t il e  Ra nk  o f  t e s t  S c o r e s
School of Music —  AGE Q Score
1 2Y0 0 p'i.do"-' ' . ...r
feRCENTlLE | 3,00 G. P. [I.99 G. P*Rank |(b or better) ! (c - B) i
0.0 - 
•99 Gu P.(BELOW C) TO 0.0 (Minos G. P.)
90 - 100 N r 1 33% !N= 2 67>. Ti ! 
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 100%
N r 0'Below c -
Nr 0
80 - 89
1....
** = 0 !«: 2 1 0 0% i
i !C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 100% !
N i 0
B̂elow C -
Nr 0
{70 - 79 1 25% %  2 50% !C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 75% |
N - 1 25% 
Below C - £5%
Nr 0
60 - 69 W 1 0 |"N * 2 67% jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - | A 7% ; i
N 8 1 33%
BELOW C - 33C/o
N- 0
10ir\ N = 0 iM r 3 75% M  = 1 25%
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 7 5% ! 1 BELOW C - 2 5%
Nr 0
40 - 49 N - 0 jN = 1 33%j :C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 33% !
2 67% 
Below C - 67%
Nr 0
30 - 39 N = 3 50% |N = 3 50% j
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 100% !
N = 0  
BELOW C -
N r 0
IN - r\ IN r i 
20 - 29 j 0 .j
1C average or better - J i
N 8 1 1 0 0%  
BELOW C - 100%
N. 0
!N = 010-19 ,C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N « 1 25% j
2 5%  . .  ;
N = 3 75%
BELOW c - 75%
Nr 0
,N = 0
0 - 9  !|C AVERAGE OR SETTER -
N = 2 50% I 
. ,50%_____  J -
N = 2 50%
BELOW C - 50%
N r o
N Below 50th centile ........ 18N Below 50th Centile Attaining c avg
OR BETTER.............. IQfERCENT Belcw 50TH Centile attainingC AVG OR BETTER  ....... 5 5^
N Above 50th Oentile  ........16N Above 50th centile Atta in i ng C avg _ _
or better ••...«•. 13Percent Above 50th Centile Attaining 'C avg or better • ••••..... 8I/0
TABLE XVII 1(b) 13 tj
Distribution e r  G r a d e  P o i n t  a v e r a g e  o f  percentile R an k  o f  T e s t  S c o r e s  
S c h o  .1 of M u s i c  —  A C E  L S c o r e
1 j 2.oo - ; s.00 - j | o~o - 
Percentile ! 3*00 G, P. <1,99 G. P . i !*99 G. P . 
Rank (B or better) j (c - B) ; ; (Below c)
r .. * " .1
TO 0.0 
{Minus Ge P . )
‘ N r .“ 2 ....50, ; ... n - .2 .... o'byr t > r  c r  ...... .
90 - 100 I
j IG AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 100)0 ■ j 0ELGW C •*
N z 0
Iso - 39 f "  °  ;N s  1 5 °>- i:N r  1 5 0 -
! jC average or better - ; Rff- j Below C - 50vu
OII2
: |M : p Ifil : i p cl , : ; N z 1 p pt, 
70 - 79 * i d D /  1
■|C AVERAGE OR BETTER - \ 7 5/U ‘ 1 BELOW G -
N =  0
, |N « 0  |n = 0 1 100*. 
160-69 i ; ;
| ]c AVERAGE OR SETTER - : j j BELOW C - 1 0 0 /V
N = 0
0  :» : T " 6  7T "  >  t...1 ' ~ Z3 ',j
150 - 59 ; 4
j ‘C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 6 7%  ; |'BELOW C - 3 3~rJ
N - 0
1 ijN - 0 ;N = 4- BOp, ;N r 1 2 0 ,, 
;4U - 49 ■:
j |C AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 8 0 >J i i BELOW C - 2 0 /-
N : 0
--------- T ---- s-g- - • IN-; I T  " 60L  !!n = 1 ' 20/v
3 0 - 3 9  : • ;
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 80'/- M 0ELOW C - 2O',-
N r  0
20 . 29 ,Nr 0 jN * 2 40/, ljN * 3 60L
' C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 4 - 0  . i 1 BELOW C - n O 1,,
N «  0
!"' n T - " o  " > «  1 50/l ||n = 1 50>
1 0 — 19 ! ; ;
iC AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 50^  j | 0ELCW ■ C - 50 yV
N : 0
• ,N “ 0 ' iN - 2  67/-' = 1 33̂  
0 - 9  ! ■ 1
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - I 6 74/ BEL.0W C - .33 .j
N r  0
= 34
N Belov.1 ôtv? centile ......... 20 N Above 30th Centil
N Below soth Centile N Above 50th centil 
attaining C avg - Attaining C avg
OR BETTER ................,.1^ OR BETTER ....
Percent Below ^oth FErcent Above 50th 
Centile attaining centile Attaininc 
C AVG OR BETTER . ... s ........ 6 5; , C AVG OR BETTEF
.E . .... 14
.E
"1 _Q
j
? »««»*••»*,••*» 71C;v
TABLE XVIII (c) US'
Distribution by © iaoe point Average of
School of Music —
F tR c E N itL E  Rank  o f  Te s t  Sc o r e s
ACE T Score
j 2.00 - j 1.00 - j j 0.0 - 
ftRCENTILE 5.00 G. P. jl.99 G. P. | J .99 G. P. 
Ra n k | (B or better) j (C - B) j (Below c) TO 0.0 (Minos Gr P*)
90 - too
1 . . ...
N = 1 33%  ;N = 2  67,. ; |N - 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - : 100^  I BELOW C -
N = 0
o\CO1000 N = 1 33J- |N = 2 6 7 >  j;N : 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | 100^  1 BELOW C -
N r 0
[70 - 79i
N 5 0  |N r  2 6 7 %  •
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | 6 7%  i
N ;  1 3 3 %  
Below C - 3 3 Vj
N r 0
I
60 - 69 N s '  2 1 0 0 ; |N = 0  1!N * 0i ’ ‘C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 1 0 0 c%, ! I BELOW C -
N . 0
50 - 59 N - 1  17>..C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3  50/. ; 
6 7 %  .... _ L
N - 2  3 3 %
BELOW C - 3 3 70
N r 0
40 - 49 N r  o  j N r  2  5C,. ;\
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 5 0 ,% i
N r  2  50>. 
Below C - 5 0 \%
N r 0
50 - 59 N r  o  | N r  2  S 7 £,o j; 1 C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 6 7 ^
N r 1 3 3 >  
Below C - 3 3 \ o
N r  0
20 - 29 N - 0  I " :  1  3 3 %  'iC AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 3d,-' 1
N' = 2 6 7/v 
Below C - 6 7
N = 0
jN = 0
1 0 - 1 9  I| C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
n « i 100% |
i o c %  !
N s 0
Below C -
N s 0
,N = 00 - 9 iC AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 3 50% I 
50'/.......
N = 3 50/i1
BELOW C - 50°/C
N = 0
34
N Below 50t h  C e n t i le   ................ 1 7
N below 30t h  C e n t i le  
a t t a i n i n g  c a v g
OR B E T T E R ....................  9
FtRCENT BELCW SOTH 
Ce n t i l e  A t t a i n i n gC AVG OR BETTER . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 3 ^
N Above 50t h  C e n t i le   ...........   17
N Above 50th  C e n t i le  
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER....... *...... 14
R e rc e n t Above 50t h  
C e n t i le  A t ta in in g
C AVG OR BETTER *.**.. **.*•* + 32/>
TABLE XVIII (d) H 6
Distribution by Grade Point Average of Percentile Ram< of Test Scores 
School of Music —  TE Score
Pe r c e n t ile 
Rank
2.00 - | 1.00 - i i 0,0 - 
3.00 G. P. ii.99 G. P« I i*99 G. P.
(B OR BETTER) | (C - B) j ]{BELCW C)
TO 0,0 
(Minos G. P.)
90 - 100
N r  1  5 0 %  N r 1  5 0 ‘;= j|Nr 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 5 0 %  | j BELOW C -
N = 0
i
jso - 89 N :  2  3 3 %  | 3  5 0 %  ! N r 1  17/;C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 8 3 %  ! BELOW C - 1 7 %
N = 0
!?o - 79
1
0  4  1 0 0 %  !iN - 0  
1 ’C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 1 0 0 %  j | BELOW C -
N r  o
j
60 - 69
N - ' 0  N = 0 i|N = 0
I t j C AVERAGE OR BETTER [ j j BELOW C -
N r  o
50 - 59 N = 2  2 5 %  ;N = 2  2 5 %  :;w = 4  5 0 %11C AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 5 0 %  ! S BELOW C - BO„;
N r  0
40 - 49 N = 0  N = 1 3 3 %  j;
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - 1 3 3 %  i
N = 2  6 7 %  
Belo w C - 6 7 %
N : 0
30 - 39 N = 0  f  = 3  1 0 0 %  j
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 1 0 0 %
N = o
Below C -
N r  0
2 0 - 2 9  lN * 0  iN s  1  1 0 0 %  I
|c AVERAGE OR BETTER - i 1 0 0 %  i
N r  q
BELOW C -
N = 0
| 0 _ , 9 |N = 0  N = 3  5 0 %  jjN = 3  5 0 %
!c AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! 5 0 % ! j'BELOW C - 5 0 %
Nr o
0 - 9  !
- = - J
N s 0  jN = 0 i jN = 1 1 0 0 %
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | j ] BELOW C - 1 DfY...
Nr o
H  = 3 4
N 0ELOW 50TH CENTILE ........N Below 50TH Centile Attaining C avg
OR BETTER  ........... QPercent Below 50TH Centile attaining
C AVG OR BETTER...........*57/U
N Above 50th Centile „.... ....20N Above 50TH centile Attaining C avgOR BETTER....... *....,..15ftRCENT ABOVE 50TH
Centile Attaining C AVG OR BETTER ......... ..#•75/0
TABLE XIX (a)
/3 7
Distribution by Grace Point average of
School of Pharmacy
PERCENT ILE RANK OF TEST SCORES
—  ACE Q, Score
| 2.00 -  
PERCENT ILE | 3 .0 0  G. P .  
R ank 1 (B  o r  b e t t e r )
1.00 -  
1,99 G . P . 
(C -  B)
I 0,0 -  
i *99 G* P .
! (Below  c )
TO 0 . 0  
(M in u s  G* P . )
............. ...  n  z" T T "  —  “
[90 -  to o  I
I {C a v er a g e  or  b e t t e r  -
N r  2  6 7 %
6  7 ' , -  __________1
■jW V........1 ""
1 Below  c  -  3 3 %
N = 0
|a o  -  89
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N =  1  1 0 0 %  j N “ 0  
1 0 0 %  ! B elow  C -
N :  0
!?o - 79
!
N = 0  !N -  2  5 0 ,  : ; n -  2  5 0 ‘,
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -  | 5  0 %  ;! BELOW C -  5 0 %
N = 0
6o -  69
N Q
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0  j | N = 3  1 0 0 %  
...... l i  Below  C -  1 0 0 %
N = o
50 -  39
N :  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  5 0 %  ;
...5  0%  1
■ N -  1  5 0 %  
i B elow  c  -  5 0 %
N = 0
| N ;  0
4 0 - 4 9
!C  AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  2  6 7 %
6 7 %  ;
] N " ; ........ 1  S3fr
1
BELOW . C -  3 3 %
N r  0
130 -  39
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N ;  1  IO C 1,  |
i c o c  !
N s  0  
B elow  C -
N ;  0
■!N r  0  | N ;  '0
20 -  29  j I
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  j j
N -  0
1
I B elow  C -
N s  0
jN = 0  
10 -  19 !
1C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N .  1  1 0 0 ' , .  j
1 0 0 ' ,  S
jN  = 0
B elow  c -
N :  6
, N  = 0
0 - 9  S
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N -  0  j n = 1  1 0 0 %
Below  C -  1 0 0 %
N = 0
IT =  1 9
N BELOW 507H CENTILE ..............................  5
N 8ELOW 5OTH CENTILE
At t a in i n g  C avg
OR B E T T E R ................................................. 4
FfeRCENT BELCW 507H
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR BETTER .  . ............................. 6 7 %
N Abo ve  ^ oth c e n t il e  e . . . . . o ..........1 3
N Above ^ oth  Ce n t il e  
At t a in i n g  c  avg
OR S E T T E R ................... ..... 6
JtRCENT Above  50th  
Ce n t i l e  At t a in i n g
C AVG OR BETTER 46/'
TABLE XIX (b) t a r
D i s t r i b u t i o n  by  Gr a d e  P o i n t  A v e r a g e  o f  U r g e n t i l e  Rank  o f  Te s t  Sc o r e s
School of Pharmacy —  ACE L Score
ftRCENTILE
Rank
2.00 -  | 1.00 -  
3.00 G. P. 11.99 G. P. 
(B  OR BETTER) j (C - B)
0,0 -  
.9 9  S .  P.
(Be l o w  C)
* *
TO 0 . 0  
(M in u s G. p . )
90 -  100 O  > n =  1  100>  i! | 
C a v e r a g e o r b e t t e r  -  11 0 0 %  1
N = 0  1
i
j Be l o w  C -
N :  0
60 -  89 N r  0
C a v e r a g e o r b e t t e r  -
N :  1  5 0 %  j
5 0 %  I
;N - 1  5 0 %  
Be l o w  C - 5 0 %
N = 0
70 -  79
N s  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
1  5C%  !
.  5 0 %  ■
j N - 1  5 C %  
8EL0W c - 5 0 %
N = 0
60 - 69
TJ * 0 ”
C a v e r a g e o r  b e t t e r -
N . -  2  1 0 0 %  j
.1 0 0 % 1
N r  0  
Be l o w  C -
N r  0
50 - 59 N = 0  |N = 1  5 0 %  :' ! C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  - ! 5 0 %  1
;N : 1  5 0 %
Be l o w  c - 5 0 %
N = 0
AO -  49
"z  0
C a v e r a g e o r  b e t t e r  -
N= 3  75%
7 5 % ................. i
N = 1  2 5 %
BELOW C - 2 5 %
N ;  0
0 1
to = 0
C a v e r a g e  o r b e t t e r -
N = 0  1
!1
N = 1  1 0 0 %  
b e l o w c -  1 0 0 %
N ;  0
20 -  29
1
N <3
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N r  1  5 0 %  
5 0 %  |
n = 1  5 0 %  
Be l o w  C -  50}o
N r  0
| N = 010-19
!C a v e r a g e  o r  b e t t e r  -
N 8 0  1
!
f
N = 2  1 0 0 %
BELOW C -  1 0 0 %
N -. 0
I N r  00 - 9  !
| C a v e r a g e o r b e t t e r -
N = 0  jf
N = 1  1 0 0 ? i
Be l o w  C -  1 0 0 %
N r  0
IT =  1 9
N b e lo w  50t h  C e n t i l e .......................10
N b e lo w  50TH C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
OR B E T T E R . . . . . . . . . . . .  4
feR C E N T  B e lo w  50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C AVG OR B E T T E R ......................... ....40/U
N ABOVE jjOTH CENTILE *..... ...... 9
N A b o v e  50t h  C e n t i l e  
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
o r  b e t t e r .............................   6
fcR C EN T  a b o v e  50t h  
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
C a v g  or b e t t e r  • • •    6  7c/o
TABLE XIX (c) J3P
D i s t r i b u t i o n  by G ra d e  P o i n t  a v e r a g e  o f  
School of Pharmacy
P e r c e n t i l e  Rank of Test Scores 
—  ACE T Score
ftRCENTILE
Rank
; 2.00 - j J,00 G. P.1 <B OR BETTER)
: 1.00 -
>1*99 G. P*
-U9, ,7. BJ... _
|T 0,0 -1 ! *99 G. P.j!(B e lo w  C)
TO 0.0(Minus G* P.)
90 - 100 TTI'-'O-.. ..
!C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 1  1 0 0 ) ,  
: 100;,
~Tp : 0
: 1 EELOW C -
N = 0
...|fffr 0 O11 j N : 0 N = 0ON001O00 1 i* ! • :
jC  AVERAGE OR BETTER -  ]  ! BELCW C -
*-0 0 1 vO
N = 0 P  r 3  5 0 4  '!T-- 3 5 0 ‘>
1
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | 50A  ! j BELOW C - 50A i1
oIIz:
60 -  69
h * 0 ,N r 4 r ’ eo> i p  - 1 20/j
! ' ■C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j 8  O W  i 1 BELOW C * 20',*
N r  Q
50 - 59 N r  0 :N; 0  ; N : 1  100>
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - | ! 1 BELOW C - 100‘/,
N r  0
4 0 - 4 9  j
N r  0 N.- 0 P = o
C AVERAGE OR BETTER - j ; i BELOW C -
N r  o
! jN - 0 'N = l ! ! N -  2 6 7“-130 -  39 ! j | ^  f *
\ | c  AVERAGE OR BETTER - ! . : I BELOW C -
N :  0
2 0 - 2 9  r  0  r - 1  r 1  ^
L ... _ C AVERAGE OR BETTER -. ; 50^ .. .........lLBB-CWC -
N r  0
jN r r\ }N b j 
10 -  19 ' j U  ! !
JC AVERAGE OR BETTER - | J
N  - 0
BElow C -
N ; 0
, N  - 0  ' = -0 - 9 | u  1
jC AVERAGE OR BETTER - j
N = 1 1 0 0 >  
s l o w  c _ -  lDQ.v
N r  0
Iff = 19
N Below 50th Ce n t i l e ...........  5
N BELOW 50TH CENTILE 
A t t a i n i n g  C a v g
o r  b e t t e r  . . . . . . .....................  g
ftR C E N T  B e lo w  50TH 
C e n t i l e  A t t a i n i n g  
c  a v g  o r  b e t t e r ...............................*
N Above 50™ Centile  ....*..... 13
N Above 50th Centile 
Attaining c avg 
or better 8
ftRCENT above 50th 
Centile Attaining
C AVG OR BETTER ....c.e.n..o • 6 2y ̂
TABLE XIX (d)
D i s t r i b u t i o n  by  Gr a d e  P o i n t  A v e r a s e  o f  Pe r c e n t i l e  ra nk  o f  Te s t  Sc o r e s
School of Pharmacy TE Score
2.00 - | 1.00 - 0.0  - -
PERCENTILE 
RANK
1 5.00 G . P .
{B OR BETTER)
J i . 9 9  G . P .  | 
J (C - 6) -9 9  G- P-(̂BELfflV C) t o  0,0{MlNJS Gr, P . )
90 -  100
N -  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
p =  1  1 0 0 ^  j
1 0 a -  f
N r .  0
B elow  C -
N r
L..
0
8 0  -  89
i
j N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER ^
:N =  0  j
[
N r  0
B elow  C -
IN r 0
1
170 -  79
0
C AVERAGE OP BETTER -
r  :  2  1
1 0 0 " .  I
Nr 0 
BELOW C -
N - 0
60 -  69
N a ' 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
S  * 0  !
!
N 8 1  
B elow  C -
1 0  O/J 
1 0 0 /
N - 0
50 -  59
N =  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
•N r  3
7 5 >  j
N r  i  
Below  C -
2 5 /
£  5 / j
N r 0
0
"\1
0_
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
jN r  0
1
i
N r  1
BELOW C -
1 0 0 /
1 0  0  L/o
N r 0
b o  -  39
N = 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
|n  ;  2  j
5 0 V a  i
N r  2 
B elow  c  -
' 5 0 /
5 0 %
N z 0
jN r 0
2 0 - 2 9  j
iC a v er a g e  or  b e t t e r  -
|N - 1
3 3 / j  j
N = 2 
BELOW C -
6 7 /
67%
N - 0
1 0 - 1 9 i1
N r  0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N « 1 j
5 0 ^  S
N s 1
B elow  C -
50%
5 0 /o
N s 0
°̂v10 N r 0
C AVERAGE OR BETTER -
N = 0 j N = !
BELOW C -
100%
....10 0 /
N = 0
IT = 19
N Below 50t h  C e n t i l e .............., ............ ]_]_
H below 50iH Centile
ATTAINING C AVG
OR BETTER.............. 4
ftRCENT Below 50th 
Ce n t il e  At t a in in g
C AVG OR BETTER.........................., . 3 6 /t;
N Above 50TH Ce n t il e   ..........* ..............  8
N Above 50TH Ce n t il e  
At t a in in g  C avg
o r b e t t e r  * ..................   . . .  6
P e rc e n t  Above 50t h  
c e n t i l e  A t ta in in g  
C av g  o r  b e t t e r   ....................755 'u
